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ABSTRACT
This research investigates how a sculpted material shadow might influence a
viewer’s perception of a three dimensional sculptural figure to reveal, visually or
symbolically, fundamental human traits that may not be consciously observed.
Investigation of the shadow as an expressive and tangible object is the focus of this
research. I am dealing with the shadow not as a result of light blocked by an object,
but as an object in itself.

A primary objective of this new direction in my practice, is to analyse the extent to
which an expressive, and in some cases three–dimensional, material shadow enhances
the understanding of the nature, and predicament of the figure and how the shadow
might reveal a truth that is otherwise not a descriptor of the casting figure.

The artists and media I have selected to examine provide background and clear
parameters of the depiction and philosophy of the shadow throughout art history. The
purpose of these observations is to illustrate the symbolic and psychological aspects of
the shadow that will culminate in a clear articulation of the three dimensional
sculptural figure.

The aim throughout this research has been to develop a rationale that would visually
describe the Jungian notion of ‘the dark side of the self’, which Jung called ‘the
shadow’.1 The psychological aspects that can be associated with the shadow, form a
primary component of this study. Other significant components of this research
examine the contradictory meanings and duality associated with Ancient Egyptian
funerary culture and the ambiguity between shadow and reflection.

1
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THE DARK SIDE OF THE SELF AND THE SHADOW
INTRODUCTION
Beware lest you lose the substance by grasping at the shadow
Aesop2
It is a fact of the laws that govern light, that a shadow is a dark spot that confirms
an absence by its very presence.
The depiction of the shadow throughout art history encompasses wide-ranging
subject matter and application, and it is the intention of this paper to research and
then incorporate aspects of those historic elements of the shadow to inform both
the contextual and compositional aspects of my work. This research has a
particular focus on how, through theory, psychology, materiality and form, a
sculpted material shadow may be capable of giving an insight into traits of the
shadow’s casting figure. The major point of difference being these shadows are
not caused by a figure blocking a light source but are three-dimensional, sculptural
objects.
A further primary aspect of this research has been to determine what alternative
meanings can be gleaned from the substance of a material, its symbolic
associations or quotidian uses. In the work produced, I question if any of those
material attributes are able to intensify a convincing connection or relationship to
describe the duality between the figure and its cast shadow. Can the viewer accept
that the figure and shadow are interconnected parts of the one entity, considering
there may be a substantial contrast in materiality and surface treatment?
W.T.J. Mitchell has written that a circular practice occurs in that “Man [sic] is both
the sculpted object and the sculpting agent, both created as and creator of sculpted
images.”3 Written in 2000, this comment applies to my research in that the figure
in my sculpture is not specifically meant to be an autobiographical account; in an
attempt to be more comprehensive, it is treated as an ordinary being of a certain
2

Aesop’s Fables, Fable XXX111.
John Hutchinson, E.H. Gombrich, Lela B. Njatin, W.J.T. Mitchell, Antony Gormley, Phaidon,
London, 2000, p.166.
3
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gender. However, I do concede that the basis for this entity is a result of my own
life experience and that the works do portray a personal view of humanity.
Consequently the figures’ place in the constructed realm of my sculpture will
reflect my concerns for human existence. As such it could be seen to be an
examination of the self and the double; what can a material shadow reveal of its
caster?
This research has a foundation in extending the language of the materials by
incorporating ideas developed from elements of Jungian psychology. Specifically, a
shadow is identified as a projection of the body’s double, a form of representation
of the other self, ‘the dark side of the self’.4 Can Jung’s theory that the shadow
contains those unfavourable aspects of the personality that remain suppressed or
denied become perceivable in a constructed material shadow?
Research into the psychology associated with the shadow, and the Jungian notion
of the unconscious side of the personality, started with the publication Man and His
Symbols written by Carl Jung. Followed by, The Portable Jung edited by Joseph
Campbell and The Cambridge Companion to Jung edited by Polly Young-Eisendrath
and Terence Dawson. The book Man and His Symbols facilitates an understanding
of the psyche for the layman; it is of particular interest to me that Jung called ‘the
dark side of the self the shadow’5. How the collective unconscious involves
mythology, religion, art, dreams and alchemy, and how those concepts influence
the individual’s personality, continue to have an effect on the production of my
three-dimensional work.
Other key texts on the subject of shadows that have influenced the direction of this
research are summarized here. Shadows, The Depiction of Cast Shadows in Western
Art by E.H. Gombrich was first published in 1995 to accompany an exhibition at the
National Gallery London of works from the collection. Gombrich follows the
depiction of cast shadows from early Renaissance through to the Surrealists. In
the publication, Gombrich very briefly discusses how shadows convey solidity to
4
5

Carl G. Jung, Man and his Symbols, Aldus Books, London, 1974, p.85.
Ibid. p. 85.
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objects and contribute to the mood of an artwork. An influential book that
contributed to the development of my project is A Short History of the Shadow by
Victor I. Stoichita 1999, in the author’s words, ‘…the first time such an inquiry has
been undertaken...’6 Reading this book in 2009 gave me the first insight into the
idea of a shadow that may reveal aspects of a figure’s character and situation.
Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of Shadows by Roy Sorensen 2008, makes use
of puzzles to investigate our capacity to recognize and differentiate between
shadows, silhouettes and dark holes.
Another text that has been both informative and influential to my research is
Shadows by Roberto Casati. Most of Casati’s book is about different ways we
perceive shadows in relation to the world around us. I found Casati’s detailed
explanations on perception to be extremely helpful. The detailed explanations are
compelling attempts to explain the importance of shadows in everyday
phenomena, mythology, history, art, and science.
William Chapman Sharpe’s book Grasping Shadows was published in 2017, toward
the end of my research. The introduction of Grasping Shadows summarizes
scholarship around the shadow to date, with key works on the subject also listed.
The book examines the various ways shadows are present in painting, film,
photography, and literature, offering an overview of how shadows function and
how they shape meaning in those fields. Sharpe states his book ‘…seeks to bring
the largely unconscious habit of human shadow-processing out into the open, to
direct attention to the shadows that lurk, loom, and lie patiently in artworks.’7 I
found this book to be accessible, influential, and valuable in reinforcing the
direction of my research. It also reinforces concepts found in earlier key works
that explore the shadow. The depth and breadth of information is extensive and
pertinent to my research. Particularly, regarding the depiction and symbolism of
cast shadows in paintings from early art movements to those more current.

6

Victor I Stoichita, A Short History of the Shadow, Reaktion Books, London. 2011. p. 8.
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Michael Baxandall’s Shadows and Enlightenment draws on art theory, psychology,
and cognitive science to focus on the nature of shadows and detail how through
visual experience they describe shape, texture, and spatial phenomena. It outlines
how shadows aid visual perception.
The fundamentals of the perception and properties of shadow are explored in
Chapter 1. Included are the different types of shadow, why shadows are absences
of light, and what that means is surveyed by the theory of light and shadow at a
level that is appropriate for this research. The random use of the word ‘shadow’ is
disclosed along with the ambiguity between shadow and reflection that was
common before the development of silvered glass mirrors. This ambiguity
between shadow and reflection, along with ideas derived from the Narcissus
legend and Michelangelo Pistoletto’s paintings on mirror surfaces mentioned in
this chapter, has formed the basis for the works Follower [Fig. 9] and Seeing the
Shadow II [Fig.45]. Pistoletto’s mirror paintings are further examined in Chapter 5.
Some analysis of early aspects and the historical importance and evolution of
symbolism and psychology attached to cast shadows occurs in Chapter 2. This is
realised by examining some early references to the shadow and offering a brief
overview of the shadow as an entity of the deceased in Ancient Egyptian funerary
culture and Pliny’s account of The Invention of Painting. The symbolism of the
shadow in Ancient Egyptian funerary culture and Ancient Egyptian artistic canons
has been an important underlying influence that informs my practice. In a similar
fashion, Pliny’s account of The Invention of Painting has been a subtle influence
behind many three-dimensional figurative works.
The evolution of the theory, beliefs, and depiction of the shadow in a small
selection of Western paintings from c1400 to the 1800s is described in Chapter 3,
Some Shadows in Early Western Art. The relationship between perspective and
shadow is covered as part of the evolving depiction of cast shadows in Western
painting. The belief in strange properties that were attributed to shadows is
discussed in relation to the healing powers of St. Peter’s shadow and God’s magical

11

shadow. Finally, there is discourse on an image by Gustave Dore titled The
Wandering Jew in a Cemetery.
The psychology and philosophy that is associated with shadows is considered in
Chapter 4. The importance of this chapter is that it describes Jungian psychology
associated with the unconscious and the shadow as a projection of the person’s
double. Carl Jung called the dark side of the self “the shadow.”8 The psychological
aspects that can be associated with the shadow have continued to be a significant
thread incorporated into concepts for the exhibition Seeing the Shadow. Nearly all
of my current works that depict the shadow as the alter ego or an index of the
casting figure have in some way been influenced by the text in this chapter. The
division between shadow and figure or immaterial and material, the projection of
part of the psyche onto inanimate objects, and the demonizing of the shadow is
discussed here. The Surrealists Giorgio de Chirico, Salvador Dali, and Rene
Magritte are discussed, particularly for the metaphysical qualities of the dark
shadows, the link with the subconscious, and how the shadows instil a sense of
mystery in their paintings. The perception of illusion and hallucinations is
supported by discourse in this chapter. There is also an account of Adelbert von
Chamisso’s story of Peter Schemihl, where Peter sells his shadow and discovers
what it means to lose one’s shadow.

Chapter 5 describes the expressive, emotive, and symbolic qualities of cast
shadows in photography, film, and the paintings on mirror finish steel by
Michelangelo Pistoletto. A further selection of paintings by de Chirico, Magritte
and Dali are referred to, the artworks and the artists philosophical approach are
discussed in relation to the symbolic attributes of the shadow, including as an
externalization of the soul, and as an image of the other. There is also some
discussion on the demonisation of the shadow. In addition, the significance to my
research of the visual and psychological aspects of reflections and the virtual space
in Pistoletto’s mirror paintings, and Magritte’s figures and their reflections or

8
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doubles is uncovered. The conceptual approach of these two artists, in particular,
has had a considerable impact in developing my body of work.
A contemporary selection of artists is reviewed in Chapter 6: artists who are
working with shadows as a significant element of their philosophical approach to
their art-making. A description of their chosen materials, detailing very different
methods of working and outcomes from their dissimilar art-making practices
forms the basis of this chapter. Artists included are Anila Quayyum Agha, Cal Lane,
Cornelia Parker, David Maisel, Alwar Balasubramanium, and Ana Prvacki.

Visual perception with regard to shadow recognition is discussed in Chapter 7.
Aspects of the shadow/figure relationship in several of my sculptures are detailed,
including particular influences that determined concepts for individual works.
There is also a detailed description of my approach to sculptural figuration. The
chapter also cites several contemporary figurative artists whom I identify as
important examples of sculptors relevant to my research. The ongoing influence in
my work of Egyptian funerary culture is also outlined.
An examination of symbolism, methodology, and materials as it applies to the
works in this project is included in Chapter 8. Materials that may prove to be
effective in expressing meaning have been analysed in this chapter. There is a
particular emphasis on how symbolism associated with individual materials
influences the psychological perception of layered meanings between the shadow
and casting figure. Also detailed are working methods associated with
incorporating some of these significant materials into my works.
Finally, in the conclusion of this exegesis, I will summarize the findings of my focus
on a sculptural representation of the shadow and figure; in particular, in what
circumstances the shadow can reveal aspects of the figure’s inner self.

13

Chapter 1
The Perception and Properties of Light, Shadow, and Reflection
Shadows are marvels for the mind. You think you can say everything
about them in just a few lines, but if you scrutinize them carefully,
looking deep into their heart of darkness, they turn out to be infinitely
complex.
Roberto Casati9
There are very complex laws governing the physics of light and shadows. The
theoretical nature of the science of light is very extensive and that degree of
complexity is not necessarily an essential prerequisite to my sculptural practice.
However, some of the properties of light and shadow relevant to my research are
detailed in this chapter. Shadows are abundant and universal; they can be
changeable, deceptive, and elusive. At times they may also elicit a powerful effect
on the imagination. Every material thing that is struck by rays of light must cast a
shadow. Briefly, shadows and reflections obey the same rules that apply to
perspective. Roberto Casati implies this equivalence in Part Four of the book
Shadows; Unlocking Their Secrets, from Plato to Our Time
“If we delve into shadow theory and try and write down what its principles
might be, the resemblance between shadows and perspective images
becomes even more evident.”10
Accordingly, the closer the object creating the shadow is to the light source the
larger the shadow; the angle of that light source to the object will determine the
length of the shadow. Also, the shape of the object blocking that light and the
surface onto which the shadow is cast regulates a shadow.
“Shadows are not merely absences of light. Shadows require light sources
plus transparent or translucent regions where light would have entered
were it not for objects that block the source” 11

9

Roberto Casati, Shadows; Unlocking Their Secrets, from Plato to Our Time, Vintage Books,
New York, 2004, p. 10.
10 Ibid. p. 188.
11 Roy Sorensen, Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of Shadows. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2008, p. 26.
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Just as a person’s footprint is not part of that person, a shadow is not part of the
object that has cast it, although it is caused by that material object and in that
sense is accepted as intrinsically linked to that object. Providing there is sufficient
light, a person’s shadow cast onto a reasonable surface will be an index to that
physical casting body. It will always accompany that body which it may resemble,
or not, depending on the light source and surface upon which it is cast. The visible
surface of a cast shadow is untouchable and is only accessible to the eye. It is
neither a material nor physical thing even though it must be caused by an opaque
object. Roy Sorensen explains this quite simply:
“The cast shadow is a surface of a three-dimensional volume. The twodimensionality of the cast shadow is due to its status as a surface rather
than its status as a shadowy thing”12
A shadow is an absence, it is not a positive entity and it cannot transfer energy. It
is an absence of light in the same way that cold is an absence of heat. Because light
is the conveyor of colour, and shadow is an absence of light, then a rational
conclusion is that shadow “should be colorless”.13 Shadows are easy to create,
observe and manipulate, they exist and are available to be seen but not as material
objects. It is possible to sense the presence of a shadow thermally; the cool shade
of a tree on a hot day, for example. This does not imply the shade of a tree can
have a temperature reading; only an object in the tree’s shadow can have a
detectable temperature. In this case, a tree blocks some of the radiant energy,
preventing it from being converted into thermal energy as it strikes the person or
object in the shade. Consequently the person in the shade feels a decrease in
temperature, but that person does not feel the intangible shadow.
There are two kinds of shadow: ‘cast shadow’ is caused by a solid object that
blocks a light source from reaching a surface; ‘attached shadow’ is simply a surface
on the unlit side of that object; and there is ‘shade’14. The difference between
shade and shadow can be simply described as: shade is the three-dimensional
12

Roy Sorensen, Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of Shadows. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2008, p. 27.
13 Ibid. p. 212.
14 Michael Baxandall, Shadows and Enlightenment, Yale University Press, London, 1995, p. 4.
Baxandall refers to the three distinctive types of shadow as ‘cast shadow’, ‘attached shadow’,
and ‘shading’. What Baxandall refers to as ‘shading’ Sorensen uses the term ‘shade’.
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volume where direct light is not present whereas shadow denotes the particular
two-dimensional shape cast upon a surface [Fig. 1].
The three-dimensional volume of shade [Fig. 1], described in architectural terms as
“the invisible shadow”15, is not normally seen. A result of the ‘invisible’ threedimensional volume is that we tend to focus on the visible, which is the shadow’s
surface that is in contact with a plane or object. This leads to the common
misconception that shadows are two-dimensional. It is quite normal to see
through shade, without being aware of looking through a three-dimensional
volume. This is the same as looking through a perfectly transparent windowpane
without seeing the windowpane.

Fig. 1. Diagram describing 3D volume of shade and 2D surface of shadow

15

Roy Sorensen, Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of Shadows. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2008, p. 27.
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That three-dimensional volume can be observed when the air is dusty or smoky.
Because shadows have no physical or material surface they are not seen as a result
of the reflection or absorption of light from the surface they are cast upon. They
are visible due to their lack of light and the resultant contrast with the adjacent
surfaces.
Cast shadows are caused by physical entities. This means they may provide
sensory information that aids in the perception that is recognition, interpretation
and placement of that casting object in the three-dimensional world. Perception is
awareness derived through the senses and is influenced by an individual’s
knowledge and concepts. The sensing and processing of that perception of an
object occurs effortlessly and independently of conscious thought. For the
majority of people, if a cast shadow were consciously noticed it would usually be as
a result of strong contrast to its surroundings or a strong resemblance to the object
that it is cast by.
A more detailed analysis of shadows that draws on detailed visual perception and
cognitive science can be found in Michael Baxandall’s book Shadows and
Enlightenment. The following line of enquiry sums up the focus of this book:
“The role of shadow as an object of perception, then, is bound to be
regarded sometimes through issues of good or bad: help or hindrance? Or
better, perhaps, since shadows are a fact, which properties carry
information, which are artefacts of the visual act, which are stable and
which fickle, which are used in perception and which are ignored – in fact,
how do shadows work, not just in the physical world but in our minds?”16
When we encounter nightfall we are actually experiencing the earth’s shadow.
Because for us there is no perceivable boundary between the earth’s shadow cone
and the source of daylight, nor do we see the earth’s shadow projected into space,
the dark of night is generally thought of (if thought of at all) as a product of the
night sky and not a consequence of the earth blocking sunlight with us situated in
the attached shadow.

16

Michael Baxandall, Shadows and Enlightenment, Yale University Press, London, 1995, p. 9.
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Unlike shadows, which can be distorted by uneven surfaces and therefore may not
provide a clear visual match to their caster, silhouettes are physical surfaces. A
silhouette of an object is the back surface of the opaque object that is backlit when
it is viewed: it is in fact an ‘attached shadow’. Normally the light source is on the
opposite side of the object to the viewer for an object to be seen in silhouette. In
this case, vision of a silhouette is seeing the object itself. “The silhouette is the
surface of the object that makes the object visible by virtue of the light it blocks.
Therefore, to see a silhouette of an object is to see part of it.”17 You may be able to
see the shadow of an object that is outside of your field of vision but you cannot
see the silhouette of that object if it is outside of your field of vision.
Painted profiles of subjects are also termed silhouettes. They are the earliest form
of pictorial representation and are found in prehistoric caves in many countries.
Usually there is enough information in the outline of a silhouette, even though the
interior offers none, for an observer to recognise the object. The human mind is
very capable of processing recognition with less than optimum information.
Silhouette recognition is not limited to humans, as many animals instinctively
recognise particular silhouettes as a threat to their safety.18 A silhouette portrait
created by outlining a cast shadow of the sitter is described by Plato as the
mythical origins of painting19.
In E.H.Gombrich’s book Shadows is a photograph he took in about 1990 titled SelfPortrait of the Author in the Setting Sun.20 The photograph is of Gombrich himself
taking a picture of his own shadow. He has titled the image a ‘self-portrait’ as if it
was usual to consider a photograph of a shadow of a person, an image in which the
sitter cannot be recognised, as a portrait of that person. The shadow of Gombrich
does not display his personality or any distinctive characteristics and could have
been projected by any person of similar stature. An image in which the sitter
cannot be identified is not a portrait, according to the true meaning of ‘portrait’;
17

Roy Sorensen, Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of Shadows. Oxford University Press, New
York, 2008, p. 44.
18
Ibid. p. 34.
19 The mythical origins of painting outlined by Plato is described in Chapter 2.
20 E.H.Gombrich, Shadows, The Depiction of Cast Shadows in Western Art, Yale University Press,
London, 2014, p. 7.
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that is an image which is “a likeness of a person, esp. of the face”21. The
photograph of the shadow reveals the sitter taking the photograph and in that
regard the photograph conforms to a ‘self-portrait’, but the photographer’s identity
remains concealed, so, once again, the labelling alone verifies the shadow as a selfportrait of Gombrich. For a shadow to resemble a ‘likeness’ or ‘mirror image’ the
shadow must refer to and imitate the profile, that is, the particular physical
attributes that the person would be recognised by. The shadow would then be a
manifestation of the person’s actual presence, but it would still be an immaterial
entity. The shadow as signifier is again considered in Chapter 5, discussing
photographs by Alfred Stieglitz [Fig. 32] and Claude Monet [Fig. 33].
The term ‘shadow’ is often applied metaphorically to describe a threatening
possibility, sadness or despondency as in ‘cast a shadow over’, and ‘without a
shadow of a doubt’ when speaking with authority. Because shadows have no
substance, people who are ‘a shadow of their former selves’ are not what they once
were. ‘To shadow’ can also mean tailing someone closely, in the way that an
observer is linked to the target, like a shadow to its figure. The term is also applied
randomly to an area of darkness, for example, when objects or furniture block the
bleaching effect of light over time and, upon the object’s removal, a contrasting
profile is visible on the wall.
Another example of the term being applied metaphorically are the many
photographs documenting the ‘nuclear shadows’ caused by thermal radiation from
the nuclear bomb blasts at Hiroshima on August 6, 1945 and three days later at
Nagasaki. The extreme thermal radiation, which travels at the speed of light,
preceded the blast wave and bleached non-flammable or scorched flammable
surfaces that were not destroyed by the later pressure wave. Objects or bodies
between the thermal radiation and the surface shielded that surface to some extent,
blocking the thermal radiation and reducing the exposure to that extreme heat for
an instant. This had the effect of leaving a contrasting ‘shadow’ on the surface by
reducing the damaging effects of that thermal radiation.
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One particular case of this type of ‘shadowing’ was documented at Nagasaki where
the tops of a row of wooden posts are charred but the bottom sections were
protected by a wall that was subsequently demolished by the blast wave. Further,
the photograph by the Japanese photographer Eiichi Matsumoto, 1915-2004 [Fig.
2] is of the impression of a soldier who had just come down from the observation
post at Minami-Yamate-Machi, 3.5 kilometres south-west of the hypocentre, and
had hung up his sword. The image records the instant this man’s ‘shadow’
survived him, registering on the wall behind where he stood.
Physical marks on surfaces are also commonly described as shadows. For
example, a day’s beard growth is called a 5 o’clock shadow. These and all other
metaphorical images can be altered, but a shadow cast by an object blocking the
light cannot be defaced because it is not a material thing.

Fig. 2. Photographer MATSUMOTO Eiichi, A human shadow imprinted on the boards of
Military Headquarters, Nagasaki, Early September, 1945, Hiroshima. Nagasaki. A Pictorial
Record of the Atomic Destruction, Hiroshima-Nagasaki Publishing Committee, Tokyo, 1978.
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The quality of light created as a result of the American inventor Thomas Edison,
1847-1931, producing a practical incandescent light bulb in 1878 along with the
introduction of an electricity supply had several important differences from the
light produced by candles and gas lamps. Apart from the reduced risk of fire by
replacing naked flames, the light source was more luminous. The stronger
illumination was not as red as the light given off by candles or gas lamps, but the
big difference as far as shadows are concerned was that the light source did not
flicker because it was not exposed to air currents.
Until this point in time shadows had never been completely still. Then, as now, the
movement of a shadow cast by a body in sunlight tracked the passing of time as a
result of the passage of the sun through the sky. And shadows cast in an interior
by a candle or fireplace wavered in rapid back and forth movements on the walls
of the room as the flames flickered. The new incandescent light source produced a
stable shadow that would remain fixed in one position. “These were new shadows:
static shadows had never existed in nature, nor were they ever before produced by
man.”22 The movement and amplification of shadows cast from a flame resulted in
the shadow being associated with negativity and mythology; this tendency to
demonise shadows is discussed further in Chapter 4.
There are many concepts in which the idea of ‘the other’ or the ‘binary opposite’ is
contained; the duality of opposites, life and death, night and day, hot and cold are
commonly perceived realities. Some things are related but not dependent; some
cannot be imagined without their interdependent other, the opposites of light and
shadow are interdependent. An object blocking the light casts a shadow, and if
there were an absence of light there would be no cast shadow. A shadow is not an
entity that can exist by itself; it is reliant on that relationship between object and
light.
Both the sun and the sky are sources of daytime light, “The sky on cloudless days
contributes from one-tenth to one-third of the total light received by a horizontal
22
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surface at noon.”23 This implies that the light from the sky falling on any object in
the landscape is not from a single point and the object’s cast shadow will be diluted
by ambient light from the sky or reflected light from its surroundings.
When the light source is not from a single point, the shadow (umbra) will be
surrounded by partial shadow (a penumbra) because all of the light is not blocked
by that object. Because light is necessary for a penumbra, technically it is not a
shadow, it is filtered light. A penumbra would normally surround a shadow and
that filtered light would then blur the boundary of the shadow. [Fig. 3]

Fig. 3. Umbra and Penumbra.24

The movement of a cast shadow, as a means of measuring time, was in use from as
early as 3500 BCE.25 By observing the movement of the shadow cast by an obelisk,
the Egyptians were able to partition the day into parts similar to our hours. The
M. Luckiesh, Visual illusions, Their Causes, Characteristics & Applications. Dover
Publications, New York, 1965, p. 215.
24 Illustration modified by the author from http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age1123

14/Light/text/Shadows/index.html Accessed 25/5/2017.
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shadows cast by an obelisk also indicated important events like the longest day
when the shadow at noon was measured as the shortest and the shortest day when
the shadow was at its longest. A further development was the portable Egyptian
shadow clock that was in use from around 1500 BCE.26 [Fig. 4]
This device was positioned on an East West axis with the crossbar to the East in
the morning. There were five hour marks inscribed on the long board in five
decreasing shadow lengths, the instrument was then rotated 180 degrees at
midday to register the five afternoon hours. This left an hour of daylight at sunrise
and an hour at sunset when the shadows would be too long to register.27

Fig. 4. Egyptian Shadow Clock, 10th – 8th century.28

At the end of the Archaic period, c. 800–500 BCE, Greece enjoyed a period of
innovation and scientific discovery. One aspect of Greek scientific discovery that
involved the shadow is attributed to Thales of Miletus (636-546 BCE). Thales
employed developments in geometry and observation for scientific investigation of
the natural world. Thales is credited (by Plutarch, Hieronymous, and Laertius)
with measuring the height of the Great Pyramid [Fig. 5], after he had learned about
26
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geometry from the Egyptians. Casati states that Thales theorem for measuring the
height of a pyramid was “when Thales’ shadow was as long as he was tall, then the
shadow of the pyramid is identical to the height of the pyramid.”29 Casati also
points out that despite mythical enhancement of Thales theorem,
“The anecdote about the measurement of the pyramids serves as a
reminder that research into shadows, together with a general theorem
about triangles, leads us to discover the properties of objects that are
otherwise too large or too far away.”30

Fig. 5. Illustration of Thales’ measurement of the height of the Great Pyramid.31

Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519, carried out experiments with light and cast shadow
in Milan during his time there from 1482 to 1499, which led him to refute his
earlier interpretations and challenge the established conventional theories of light
and how the eye functioned. These experiments led to a pivotal understanding of
perspective. Da Vinci’s notebooks reveal writing and sketches describing different
29
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light sources and the incremental effects on lightness and shadow, also the length
and positioning of shadows relative to the position and angle of the light source.
As a result of his observations, Leonardo da Vinci skillfully applied his knowledge
of light, reflection, perspective, shade, and shadow to his painting. He paid careful
attention to the placement of figures and their cast shadows, particularly where
the shadow of one figure falls on another figure. This is easily recognizable in da
Vinci’s painting The Last Supper where “all bodies, in proportion as they are nearer
to, or further from, the source of light, will produce longer or shorter derived
shadows.”32 Leonardo da Vinci’s knowledge of refraction and the nuances of
colour and his preoccupation with light and shadow allowed him to master
chiaroscuro. Chiaroscuro is the modeling of lightness and darkness to give a
greater sense of depth and physicality to the image in an artwork. [Fig. 6]

Fig. 6. Leonardo da Vinci, Drapery study for a seated figure, undated, tempera, 18.1 x
23.4cm.33
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Da Vinci said of the colour of shadow, “A shadow is always affected by the colour of
the surface on which it is cast.”34
Coloured shadows, strictly speaking, are not shadows but are actually filtered light.
An absence of light does not have a hue. Coloured shadows are a result of
extraneous coloured light or filtered light falling on a coloured surface. Da Vinci’s
attention to detail in regard to light, reflections, and shadow had a significant
impact on other artists and influenced the direction of art, including still life
painting.
Given that objects may still be able to be seen within a shadow due to extraneous
light, this study of shadows will include an overview of the subjects of translucency
and reflection, as both are properties of light and are parts of the way light and
shadow are depicted. One of the properties of light is its ability to reflect off
surfaces thus making objects visible. This attribute enables images to be seen in
reflective surfaces.
Once an ordinary belief, the ancient Greeks thought it an omen of death if a person
dreamt of seeing their reflection in water, “The ancient world believed that a
man’s soul was contained in his reflection.”35 It was also believed that the water
spirits could draw the soul from the body.36 In the Greek Mythology of Narcissus,
illustrated here by Caravaggio’s Narcissus at the Source [Fig. 7], the youthful
Narcissus was known for his physique and beauty. The gods let him see his own
reflection in a pool of still water as a form of punishment for shunning his many
suitors in favour of his admiration of himself. Narcissus became amazed and
besotted with his own image reflected in the body of still water. He fell in love
with his reflection/double. Not wanting to leave the beauty of this reflection but
unable to reconcile his desire because he does not realise the reflected image is a
boundary between reality and immateriality, and consumed by his passion, he
then sacrifices himself.
“He does, in the end, recognize that he loves himself, and, destroyed by the
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sense of tragic hopelessness that he had inflicted so often upon others,
begins his slow decent into death.”37
The water in this painting by Caravaggio represents the river Styx where according
to the Roman poet Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Narcissus gazes at his reflected image in
the waters of the Styx in the underworld forever.38 The circular loop in the
painting brought about by the figure’s arms connecting to the reflection of those
arms on the dark mirrored surface of the water symbolically portrays the
perpetual, unattainable cycle of self-love. The outside world does not enter into
this circle of self-conceit.

Fig. 7. Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, Narcissus at the Source, circa 1597-1599.39
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“… the majority of medieval translations and interpretations of the myth of
Narcissus perpetuated the semantic interaction between ‘shadow’ and
‘reflected image’. The two expressions were for a long time
interchangeable.”40
Stoichita attributes some of the semantic ambiguity to “the fact that to Plato –
apart from their ‘degree of clarity and obscurity’ – there is very little difference
between shadows and specular reflections.”41 Gradually, as the technology of
producing mirrors improved, the shadow gave way to the mirror image due to the
increasing clarity of the reflected image. This led to the shadow becoming
marginalized over time and imbued with a negativity that continued throughout
the history of Western representation: “it became for all time the poor relation of
all reflection, the forgotten origin of all representation.”42
The first mirrors to be used by people were probably vessels containing water or
dark pools of still water, as in the painting Narcissus at the Source [Fig.7]. Polished
stone mirrors came into use from as early as 6000BCE43 and later, from 4000 to
2000BCE polished copper and bronze mirrors were manufactured in Mesopotamia,
Egypt, China, and Central and South America.44 Pliny the Elder mentions the
manufacture of glass mirrors in his Natural History XXXVI,45 but glass mirrors were
still deficient and very expensive luxuries that were only owned by the wealthy
until mass manufacturing of silvered-glass mirrors began in the 1800s.
The close relationship and ambiguity between the meaning of both reflection and
shadow is understandable given that the reflected image from polished stone or
the later polished metals and early glass mirrors were indistinct. This lack of
clarity is mentioned by the apostle Paul when he wrote this line in a letter to a
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church in Corinth, ‘for now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face.’ 46
Paul is referring to an early mirror in this passage and that the images reflected
were indistinct and seen darkly.
Objects that are viewed in an ordinary flat mirror will appear as an apparent
reversal left to right when compared with the reflected object. Termed ‘laterally
inverted’, the mirror reverses the object in a forward–backward direction that is
perpendicular to the mirror surface. When a subject’s right hand is reflected in a
mirror it is directly opposite his or her right hand, but it is perceived it to be the
left hand of the reflected image, which is a front-back reversal. On occasion, a
similar reversal could also arise when subjects view the shadows cast on a ground
before them. Their right hands can appear to be the left hands of their shadows,
depending on how the orientation of the shadows are perceived to be, that is, are
they facing the subjects as in a mirror, or facing away from the subjects. On this
notion of orientation of the shadow, it could be suggested that when people are
stationary they could consider their shadow as versions of a reflection and
therefore facing them. However, if the subjects were mobile, it would be usual to
consider the shadows aligned with themselves and their direction of movement.
A verse titled Inside, inside the mirror 1987,47 by the Italian painter Michelangelo
Pistoletto [Fig. 8], gives an insight into his thinking about the nature of reflection
and the very nature of his mirror paintings:
“Inside the mirror, there am I, there we are, where, when?
We are inside the mirror when we are there.
I can see myself, or perhaps I can’t see myself, while you can see me in the
mirror.
But it’s not just us or whoever is in front of it now, he who is distant is also
in the mirror. Indeed we are in the mirror even when it is not in front of us.
Nothing escapes the mirror. The great space is in the mirror, time (whole
time) is already in the mirror and space has the dimension of time.”
Because I have relied considerably on the earlier semantic ambiguity between
reflection and shadow, when producing works for this project, I considered
46
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Pistoletto to be a very relevant artist in the context of this research. He is
renowned for his human scale paintings of figures. In the image, Uomo seduto, the
painter is seated in front of and is reflected in his painting. Pistoletto’s innovation
was to introduce life-sized painted figures on mirror finish steel; the thoroughly
polished surface, unlike a glass mirror, produced the reflection on the same surface
as the painting. The viewers could enter the work via their reflections and appear
to interact with the subject matter in the artwork. This is illustrated in the way
both the artist and the photographer have become figures within the composition
of Uomo seduto. Comprehending a Pistoletto mirror painting is an experience that
requires an input of both time and movement by the viewer. These mirror
paintings by Pistoletto are examined further in Chapter 5, ‘Symbolic use of
Shadows by Artists.’

Fig. 8. Michelangelo Pistoletto, Uomo seduto (seated man) 1962, painted tissue on polished
stainless steel, 125 x 125cm. Private Collection Brussels.48

In summary, the properties of light and shadow outlined above that I have found to
be valuable in developing my three-dimensional body of work include the
shadow’s ability to quantify or reveal the passing of time. That is, time as a
Michelangelo Pistoletto sitting in front of the work, Turin 1962, Photograph P. Bressano.
http://www.pistoletto.it/it/gallerie/qs01.htm Accessed 18/6/2015.
48
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function of observing or aiding the comprehension of a particular piece. It may
also be implicit in the structure or concept of a work itself that illustrates a
‘measure’ of time. A certain amount of time is necessary to visually negotiate the
full potential of the work Seeing the Shadow II [Fig. 45]. This work requires a
viewer to circumnavigate the piece to fully appreciate the differing points of view.
Temporality is an element that is integral to some of my sculptures and is
discussed in Chapter 7 ‘Incorporation of the Shadow’. Another concept that is of
primary importance to my practice is the earlier semantic ambiguity between
shadow and reflected image. This is also a crucial element in some sculptural
works; the ambiguity is utilised in some individual pieces by incorporating a
reflected image or replacing what would normally be a cast shadow with a
mirrored image of a shadow.
An example of my work that makes use of the semantic ambiguity between
reflection and shadow mentioned in this chapter is the work Follower [Fig. 9].
Shadow is one of the meanings of the word ‘follower’ in Arabic.
The figure is positioned in front of a mirrored surface. However, the silhouette
that would normally appear as his reflection has become a void in the mirror that
allows the figure a vision of his shadow. But the shadow is beyond the mirror’s
surface, and is therefore in the real world, thus the figure is seeing a glimpse of his
other self that he would not normally perceive. For an observer of this work,
moving across in front of the piece and viewing from particular vantage points
allows the contours of the figure’s reflection and the contours of the shadow to
visually connect as they appear to align. The contours of the shadow complete the
absent contour’s of the figures reflection. This partial alignment of the contours of
the figure’s shadow and the figure’s reflection has a strong connection with the
semantic ambiguity previously mentioned. This partial alignment also suggests a
connection between the conscious and unconscious self.
An awareness that the term ‘shadow’ is applied metaphorically to entities that are
technically not shadows, and gaining an appreciation of the wider usage of the
term as described in this chapter, has been useful in developing a conceptual
framework for the production of my body of artworks. An understanding of the
31

basic properties outlined in this chapter is essential when constructing a threedimensional work that adheres to those properties, and is also indispensable when
on occasion a considered distortion or suspension of those properties is necessary
to allow for a wider diversity of formal properties in a particular threedimensional work.

Fig. 9. Follower, Peter Tilley, 2016, painted bronze, polished stainless steel, black Perspex
and Corten steel, 58.5 x 46 x 31cm. Photo Peter Tilley.
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The fact that a shadow is not a material or physical thing is circumvented in my
artwork, because the shadows in my sculptures do have a considerable material
presence. The composition in Narcissus at the Source, its dark reflection, and the
perpetual loop of Narcissus looking at his dark shadowy image, makes an excellent
basis for a three-dimensional figure regarding its double or ‘the dark side of the
self’. Likewise, the philosophy behind Pistoletto’s paintings, including Uomo seduto
[Fig. 8], showing the inclusion of a person’s reflection, is another significant
element, and combined with the semantic ambiguity between reflection and
shadow, has influenced many works for this project. These and other associated
themes are further discussed in Chapter 7, Incorporation of the Shadow.
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Chapter 2
Influential Historical References to the Shadow
Shadow owes its birth to light.
John Gay49
Symbolism relating to the depiction and significance of a shadow cast by a person
can be traced back to Ancient Egypt. Ancient Egyptian funerary symbolism,
including symbolism relating to the depiction of the shadow, forms a basis for the
representational and compositional methods that continue to be an underlying
influence in my sculptural practice. The recurring iconic funerary and religious
imagery has been an important source of inspiration and a key, although mostly
imperceptible, influence in the development of my sculptural works. My
investigation of Egyptian sculptural forms and funerary culture has been ongoing
since reading A.J. Spencer’s account of burial customs in Death in Ancient Egypt in
1985.
The shadow appears in ancient texts, mythology and folklore and it is an integral
part of most early belief systems. William Chapman Sharpe proposes that, “Belief in
an afterlife may have risen from people seeing their shadows restored to them each
morning after losing them in the darkness of night.”50 However, the focus of this
chapter is not to provide an account of the depiction of the shadow throughout
history, but to provide a few examples from quite different eras that have had an
influential effect on this research.
With regard to Western Art, it has been claimed by Victor I. Stoichita that very little
has been written about the relationship between pictorial representation and the
projected shadow. In the introduction to his book titled A Short History of the
Shadow, Stoichita outlines the significance of the book at the time of writing:
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“Since it is a study of a negative entity it should come as no surprise that
little has been said about it so far. In fact, this is the first time such an
inquiry has been undertaken in any coherent way.” 51
Sharpe lists the key works written on the same subject and supports Stoichita’s
assertion when he states, “Curiously, despite the crucial role that shadows play in
Western cultures, they have been little studied in modern times.”52 While these
statements may be quite true, the depiction of the shadow is as old as art itself.
Classical writers have suggested art was first created when the outline of a human
shadow cast onto a wall by a lamp was then traced and the resemblance captured.
For example, in the Roman author and philosopher Pliny the Elder’s account in
Natural History Book XXXV Chapter V of ‘The Invention of Painting’, he claims the
Egyptians unjustly boasted of the invention of painting some 6000 years prior to
the Greeks.53 Pliny outlined the mythical origins of painting in which the daughter
of the potter Butades of Corinth traced the shadow profile of her lover’s face on a
wall before he departed on a long journey, possibly never to return. 54 Stoichita
has suggested that Pliny’s myth be read in terms of the Greek belief in the
connection between “shadow, soul and a person’s double.”55 Prior to Pliny’s
account, the Ancient Egyptians and Ancient Greeks had similar fables declaring
that art originated from observing and then tracing lines around the profile of a
cast shadow.
The Egyptian word ‘Sheut’ was the name given to a person’s shadow. The French
Egyptologist Gaston Maspero, 1846-1916, stated that the Egyptians first visualized
the soul, ‘Ka’, as the person’s black shadow or ‘khaibit’, and it was considered to
have the following attributes:
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“The Ka or double was born with the child, grew up with the man, and still
subsisting after death, dwelt in the tomb. It was necessary to feed, clothe,
and amuse it; and it was to it that the funerary offerings were presented.”56
Stoichita adds to the above quote; “the black shadow ‘khaibit’, having been regarded
in even earlier times as the very soul of man, was subsequently considered to be his
double.”57 Because a person’s shadow was always present, it was considered an
essential part of the living person, a spirit double with the same feelings and
memories as the person. It was believed to contain elements of that person. The
shadow/double/soul could describe qualities of the person by portraying their
physical and moral attributes as well as their hidden inner self. James Hall states,
“In antiquity and in some societies today the belief exists that a man’s
shadow is an integral part of his being and has the power to influence for
good or evil the person on whom it falls”.58
The German writer and researcher of symbolism, Manfred Lurker 1928-1990,
notes that because Egypt is a bright, sunny and hot land, the “shadow could also
become a symbolic word for protection”,59 a protective guardian that would shield
against adversity. The symbolic nature of the fan/sunshade, called a flabellum,
being associated with the king and life-giving powers, meant it was a very
important symbol. The pictorial representation of the sunshade also represented
the “shadow which, like the soul, heart, and name, was regarded as part of the
composite person.”60 While the shadow was a protector of the individual, in such a
hot country, whatever protected Egyptians from the intensity of the sun was
considered to be a powerful entity. Shadow as an idol and means of protection
would seem to be an obvious development. The gods were believed to cast a
protective shadow over the ruling pharaoh, and some holy sites were called
‘Shadow of Ra’, Ra being the Egyptian solar deity.
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A person’s Sheut was also considered to be magically capable of providing
knowledge that was concealed from the other senses. Even though it was
considered an essential element of a person, the shadow cast by a figure or even
shadows cast by objects were not included in the principles and conventions of
Egyptian paintings, papyrus, or reliefs. The only exception is that tomb paintings
and papyrus sometimes depicted the soul or ‘Ka’, independently leaving the
deceased’s body or tomb [Fig. 11]. The Ka was painted as a silhouette that
represented the entity of the soul or black shadow of the deceased. Because the
shadow was such an important aspect in earlier belief systems, it was incorporated
into later, more refined religious beliefs. The Egyptians were reluctant to discard
earlier unsophisticated ideas, therefore the earlier beliefs were merged with new
beliefs in their evolving theology, regardless of the cost in logic or consistency.
This amalgamation of earlier beliefs and later belief systems about their gods and
the nature of life and death led to a duality of meaning within Egyptian culture that
can be at times ambiguous and even contradictory.61 The fact that there was a
range of possible meanings for a given symbol allowed them to pursue a flexible
and evolving system of representation, as tenets of their religion and culture were
amended during their long history.
In Ancient Egyptian funerary culture, the posthumous state appears to have been
considered as similar to everyday life on earth, requiring all the similar means and
needs to sustain that life. It was generally expected that the afterlife would
provide that which had been desired in life on earth. Substantial resources were
devoted to the preparation and provisioning of Ancient Egyptian tombs in order to
provide a safe passage to the next world and an indefinite spiritual life in the
expected idyllic state.
Provisions were necessary for the continued existence of the spirit of the
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deceased in the afterlife. Provisions were given as material offerings by family or
contracted mortuary priests and eventually in symbolic form in tomb paintings
and sculptures. Egyptians regarded these symbolic offerings as no less effective
[Fig. 10].

Fig. 10. Wall Relief with Offering Scene from the false door in the tomb of Rahotep.62

A false door was set into tombs as an offering niche with the door acting as a
symbolic connection between the living and the dead. The Ka was thought able to
pass through this false door to partake of the offerings left by priests or relatives.
The Ka was sometimes depicted as an independent black shadowy figure in tomb
paintings and on papyrus [Fig. 11] or as two upraised arms in hieroglyphic form63
and sculpture [Fig.12]. In both cases, it was a symbol of the manifestation of the
spiritual entity of a person.

One hand extends toward an offering table loaded with bread. The names of offerings are
written above and below the table and a list of offerings is to the right. Photo, The British
Museum #116578. Acquired 16/5/2015.
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Thought to exist in both life and in the afterlife, the Ka was endowed with all of a
person’s qualities during their life, in the afterlife it was the personification of the
physical and spiritual forces of the deceased. The Ka was believed to accompany a
person from birth as their life force and a kind of double64 or ‘dopple-ganger,’65
leaving the body at the moment of death, but living on and returning to its divine
origin and residing in the mummy and/or the statue of the deceased in the tomb.
The Ka was then perceived as a ghostly shadow-form of the deceased.

Fig. 11. The soul coming out of the grave at daybreak, c1400BCE, spell 92, Papyrus of
Neferoubenef.66

A development from the time of the Old Kingdom in Egyptian funerary beliefs was
the introduction of a statue that could be a substitute or a double for a dead person
[Fig. 12], a safeguard and substitute in case grave robbers destroyed the mummy.
The Ka could then reside in the statue enabling it to function for the deceased,
accepting offerings and carrying out the deceased’s duties in the afterlife.
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The tomb was referred to as “the house of the Ka”.67 The black, featureless profile
of a silhouetted shadow was often represented as leaving the tomb with the other
spiritual manifestation that resided in the body, the ‘Ba’.68 Depicted as a humanheaded bird, the Ba could be considered a psychic force that was a manifestation of
a person’s distinctive individuality or personality.

Fig. 12. Ka Statue of the 13th Dynasty Pharaoh Hor Awibre, Wood.69
.
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Through the magic of mortuary spells, the Ka and the Ba were considered to be
capable of leaving the tomb by day to achieve their purpose in the outer world,
which could include having a positive or negative effect on the living, before
returning to the body in the tomb each evening [Fig. 13]. The fact that Egyptians
clung to archaic tenets involving the shadow meant it was imperative to protect
them from those who would cast a harmful spell upon their shadows.

Fig. 13. Ba birds and the Sheut leaving the tomb, Tomb of Irynefer. TT290,
Thebes.70

The first recorded mention of the Greeks by Egyptians appears on a stone tablet
from the time of an 11th Dynasty Theban King, Sankhara.71 The measure of debt to
Egypt is evident in that the earliest known vestiges of Greek architecture, Greek
sculpture, and Greek decorative art were copied from Egyptian sources. Early
Greek religious beliefs and cult practices also owed a substantial amount to the
established Egyptian practices. This included the idea that the painted or sculpted
image magically represented, and was, in fact, considered to be the same as, the
thing it portrayed.
70
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There is little material available on the subject of the connection between the
shadow and the soul in Early Greek culture prior to the Archaic Age (circa 800 –
479BCE). The use of a written language was lost in the Dark Ages that preceded
the Archaic Period, and Greek writing is generally believed to have started from
around 700BCE. Similar to Egyptian religion and symbolism, there is often a
duality of belief with regards to the relationship between the shadow and the soul
in early Greek culture.
Apollodorus, the Athenian painter active around 480 BCE, catalogued by Plutarch
and Pliny the Elder, was known as ‘Sciagraphos’ or the ‘shadow painter’.72
Apollodorus was an innovator credited with the development of ’Skiagraphia’, the
facility of modeling with light and shade by the use of crosshatching that was to
become the dramatic Chiaroscuro effect of the Renaissance. None of his paintings
survive. Greek painting from that era, with the exception of remnants in
architectural ruins, has been destroyed by time and the elements.
The Greek poet Homer compared the dead to a shadow in The Odyssey. Homer had
Circe tell Odysseus when they were in Hades “but the others flit like shadows.”73
Similar to Egyptian mythology, the Ancient Greeks believed that an individual’s
projected shadow could become a ghost or spirit image after death. The word
‘eidolon’ was used for such an apparition, “a being that looks exactly like a
person.”74
Analogous with the Ancient Egyptian Ka, for the Ancient Greeks the term ‘psyche’
represented the mind, soul, and human spirit, both living and dead. It was
considered to be the identity of the deceased and the only element of the soul to
continue in the afterlife. Whilst proclaiming the existence of the psyche, early
Greek philosophers were unsure as to how the psyche could exist disembodied and
what shadowy ephemeral form it would take.
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“The psyche leaves the body at the moment of death and begins an afterlife.
After death, however, the deceased is presented not only as psyche but also
as an eidolon or compared to shadows… The descriptions of the eidolon
suggests that the Greeks believed the dead soul looked like the living being.
And they described the physical actions of the souls of the dead in two
opposite ways: they believed both that the dead souls moved and spoke like
the living and that the soul of the dead could not move or speak but flitted
and squeaked.”75
Tracing a shadow in sunlight captures a moment in time only, the shadow/time
relationship in which that moment is preserved. A nocturnal shadow [Fig. 14], cast
by the light of a lamp, as in Pliny’s fable of the origins of painting, extends the
mythical Egyptian origins of a profile image which was ‘an immaterial double’ and
recounts an ancient Greek idea of immortalising the heroic subject whose profile
image was captured.

Fig. 14. Joseph Benoit Suvee, Invention of the Art of Drawing, 1791, oil on canvas,
267 x 131.5cm. Groeninge Museum, Bruges. 76
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Later in the book Natural History, Pliny again discussed the origins of art; this time
he refers to Butades (whose daughter discovered the art of painting). Butades,
according to Pliny, was the first to model human faces in clay. Butades modelled
the outlined shadow profile of his daughter’s lover in clay to make a relief, which
he fired with the rest of his pottery77. The shadow now had a three dimensional
form and a symbolic attribute; it became a ‘double’ and was eventually installed in
the temple at Corinth as a symbolic object.
Another interpretation of Pliny’s narrative might imply a connection between
shadow, image, and death. In many ancient cultures, including Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Greece, Rome, China, and India, there were similar themes of the spirit of
the dead, and they were often referred to as shadows, shades, spirits and spectres,
et cetera. These legends allude to the ancient magical qualities of images and the
creation of a double or a surrogate for the departed, the lover who will never
return. According to Stoichita “the clay semblance becomes a cult object,”78 a
living double when installed in the temple in Corinth, immortalizing the heroic act
of the young warrior’s noble death.79
More recently, the theme of drawing the contours of the departing loved one by
candlelight had some relevance for the Surrealist painter Giorgio de Chiricio, 18881978. In his Memoirs he writes of a late evening vigil, as a seventeen year old, at
his father’s bedside.
“Midnight struck. Beneath the weight of the fatigue and sorrow my mother
and my brother had fallen asleep and I remained a lone vigil over my father.
I looked at him and then looked outside through the open window, at a
beautiful moonlit May night. Then, I tiptoed into my bedroom, took some
paper and pencil, and returned to draw by candlelight my father’s profile as
he lay in a sleep of kindly death.”80
De Chirico then refers to the unique importance of this drawing, which was one of
his first artworks, “My mother always kept this drawing and I believe my brother
77
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still has it.”81 What de Chirico has written is reminiscent of Pliny’s myth of the
origin of painting.
An example of Pliny’s myth of the origin of painting influencing contemporary
artists is the painting titled The Origin of Socalist Realism 1982-83 by Vitalij Komar,
b1943, and Aleksandr Melamid, b1945 [Fig. 16]. This painting exploits an earlier
work depicting the myth of the origin of painting, titled The Invention of Painting
1832, by Eduard Daege, 1805-1883 [Fig. 15].

Fig. 15. Eduard Daege, The Invention of Painting, 1832, oil on canvas, National Galerie,
Berlin.82
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Fig. 16. Vasily Komar and Alexandr Melamid, The Origin of Socialist Realism, 1982-83, oil
on canvas. Collection of the Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum.83

In The Origin of Socalist Realism, the naked Greek hero is replaced with Stalin in a
white military uniform. Possibly the most symbolic change in the composition is
the reversal left to right of the entire scene which enables the near naked muse to
draw with her left hand while stroking Stalin’s chin with her right hand. In a Soviet
context, drawing or painting with the left hand indicates the work is aesthetically
worthless, and in a wider context the left hand will reveal a truth. Stoichita
mentions painting with the left hand in relation to the language of Soviet
intellectuals:
“the left (sinistral) hand is not only one which practices ‘left-wing’ art, it is
also the one that unveils the real nature of things: in this case the shady,
sinister side of the outlined shadow.” 84
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Throughout the history of art, distorting a figure’s shadow has been a method used
to illustrate a negative personality. In contrast, the painting The Origin of Socialist
Realism is a faithful copy of reality as was required by the Soviet Union’s Socialist
Realism programme at the time. Stalin’s shadow too, is un-distorted and a
faultless copy of reality. Stalin’s shadow is one of the elements that is the essence
of the painting and it is around this shadow that the artists have incorporated a
codified symbolism that offsets this uncompromising copy of reality and allows for
a shift in meaning, including,
“They uncover the ‘primitive’ side of the Socialist Realism programme and
show that the person who was behind it is the man portrayed, and suggest
that the programme only ever generated one ‘shadow’: that of Stalin himself.
They also demonstrate that the dictator’s shadow, in other words his
negative personality, is brought out by this same creative process.”85
The change from the sunlit garden of the Daege’ painting to the oil lamp lit interior
also adds to a shift in meaning. The tracing now happens at night with the added
possibility of sinister overtones. In a sense this, ironic act happens under the cover
of darkness and encompasses a notion that actions, events, enemies of the state,
and time can disappear. Komar has stated, “the common goal of all revolutions’,
political or cultural ‘is to stop time’.”86 The modification of the Plinian myth and
the explicit title give the impression that Stalin himself is the inventor of ‘Socialist
Realism.’
Of particular interest in this chapter is the Ancient Egyptian notion that a person’s
shadow was magically capable of providing extra sensory knowledge to that
person. Ancient Egyptian symbolism, particularly symbolism intrinsic to Egyptian
sculpture and funerary practice, has been an underlying influence informing both
the compositional and contextual considerations of my work since I first began my
art practice. The deceptive simplicity of form, the convention of restrained
gestures or actions employed in ancient Egyptian figurative sculptures, have been
the archetypes that my figures are based on. The Ancient Egyptian artistic canon
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that enables symbolic meaning to be shrouded beyond an initial appearance, has
been an ongoing example that continue to inform my practice.
Other underlying influences cited in this chapter are the shadow as a life force, the
shadow as a person’s double, and the belief embraced in some mythologies that
the shadow is an external manifestation of the soul. Also of interest is the
extraordinary power attributed to the shadow and how it could affect others in a
positive or negative way. In fact, many of these early belief systems have been
appropriated and modified to provide a fertile imaginative context that is rich in
duality, contradiction, and complexity. These symbolic, religious elements become
important components of an ongoing accumulation of resources that inform my
practice.
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Chapter 3
Some Shadows in Early Western Art
The shadow represents the stage that is furthest away from the truth.
Victor I. Stoichita87
The evolving relationship between painting and the shadow is an important factor
that informs the history of Western representation. This chapter provides some
influential examples of the incorporation and pictorial uses of the shadow in
Western representation up to the early modern era (c.1400 – 1800s). The narrow
selection bias of the content and images chosen for this chapter is because each
account included has not only contributed to my research, but some element
within each account has either initiated a new work or the concept has intrinsically
fitted the direction of my work. One example of both context and image from this
chapter that has generated a new work is Gustave Dore’s wood engraving The
Wandering Jew in a Cemetery [Fig. 22]. The protagonist’s long shadow in this
engraving takes the form of a cross. The cruciform shadow and the myth were the
influence behind my work The Wandering [Fig. 21]. Both of these works are
discussed later in this chapter.
Italian painting consisted mostly of the fresco technique of mural painting prior to
the beginning of the Christian era and could be described as a descendant of Greek
painting, by which it was influenced. Very little changed until there were
developments in perspective, which facilitated the introduction of shadows.
Improvements in oil paint technology allowed painting on panels to become more
common during the Medieval and Gothic eras. As a consequence, Italian Art of the
Renaissance became an influence to most of Medieval Europe.
Prior to the theoretical understanding of perspective, the shadow was virtually
ignored. William Chapman Sharpe wrote that, “One theory regarding the lack of
shadows in medieval or early Christian art is that divinities and saints do not need
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them – their absence is evidence of their superhuman status.”88 There is also the
long-term influence of the biblical expression “the shadow of death.”89 Sharpe
suggests that it was for psychological, rather than aesthetic reasons that a figure’s
cast shadow did not fall on another figure in paintings. Not until the Renaissance
did the shadow appear in paintings in a meaningful way. Roberto Casati suggests
another possible reason for the absence of painted shadows prior to the
Renaissance was that the belief in strange properties, consistent with earlier belief
systems, were attributed to shadows.
“There is indeed some reason to mistrust the demiurges of images.
Although the argument is that painting was born from shadow, there is no
other intellectual discipline in which the battle with shadows has been
more intense than in painting. The most obvious sign of this struggle is the
almost complete eradication of visible shadows from the pictures of every
culture.”90
Then, along with innovations in perspective, the shadow too became a subject that
was studied and included by painters. Those innovations allowed the depiction of
the subject matter to gradually become more realistic, with shadows indicating
placement, volume, and solid form.
The Italian painter Giovanni di Paolo, c1403–1482, experimented with the
depiction of light and shadow in the tempera on wood painting The Flight into
Egypt 1436 [Fig. 17]. In the background and middle ground of the landscape, the
buildings, trees, and figures display a reality and solidity with shadows that are
cast from the light source of the sun. Integrated in the top left hand corner of the
composition, the sun thus authenticates the projection of the cast shadows.
In contrast, the foreground follows the convention of the time with the flat twodimensionality that is typical of early Renaissance imagery. Joseph, Virgin and
Child, and the ass, do not cast a shadow even though the shadows of the closest
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Fig. 17. Giovanni di Paolo, The flight into Egypt, 1436, Tempera on wood, Pinacoteca
Nazionale di Siena.91

trees almost fall on Joseph. The group of shadowless characters in the foreground
pass from left to right in procession, in a space that lacks dimensionality and
substance. Despite the very different and distinct forms of pictorial representation,
the group of characters in the foreground is still lit by the same light source in the
top left of the composition. This is evidenced by a degree of modelling on those
figures and the shading in their clothing folds; both suggest the existence of a
physical body even though they float in an undefined space.
An example of a more innovative contribution to perspective, foreshortening,
shading, and cast shadows are portrayed in the Brancacci Chapel fresco by
Masaccio, 1401-1428, Saint Peter healing the sick with his shadow, 1427-1428 [Fig.
18]. Masaccio incorporated into the scene recent advancements in perspective to
depict the complex narrative of the event, which is the magic power attributed to
the saint’s shadow and “... is possibly the first painting to make the shadow the
91
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centre of attention.”92 The fresco illustrates the parable in the ‘Acts of the Apostles
(5:12-15),’93 in particular, the shadow of Saint Peter that fell upon the sick and
cured them.
“As word spread of the apostles’ power of healing, the sick were carried out
into the streets of Jerusalem merely in the hope that Peter’s shadow might
fall on them when he passed by.”94
Leaving the Temple, Peter, John, and an unknown disciple move forward in the
composition, and the shadows of Peter and John have passed by three of the four

Fig. 18. Masaccio, St Peter Healing the Sick, 1427-8, fresco, Brancacci Chapel,
Saint Maria del Carmine, Florence.95
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sick individuals, curing their infirmities.96 Two of them have stood with the third
in the process of standing while the fourth is about to receive the miracle of Peter’s
healing shadow. In this early use of a cast shadow in painting, Masaccio was not
yet shading the figure where the cast shadow would have appeared, “he was not
quite sure about how it should fall.”97 Peter’s shadow passes under and not over
the fourth individual; at the time there were still inconsistencies in the application
and treatment of painted shadows.
The symbolism of Peter’s shadow is similar to the archaic belief that the shadow
was an apparition of the soul. Also, Peter’s healing power bears a strong
resemblance to the earlier notion that an individual’s shadow has the power to
influence either good or evil outcomes upon the person it overshadows. At the
time, it was thought that “the shadow’s power contrasts with and neutralizes the
‘impure spirits’ with which the sick are possessed”.98 Peter was the only Apostle
who had the magical power within his shadow to heal the sick. The other Apostles
could heal either by touching or by speaking to the afflicted. The power within
Peter’s shadow could be attributed to the fact they have just left the Temple, and
he acquired that miraculous power in that holy place.
Another aspect of this composition, and a development in the aesthetics of the time,
is the light source from upper right when the established practice was for the light
source to come from the upper left corner [Fig. 17]. It had been a traditional
practice for the painter to have the light fall on their left side, this prevented the
drawn or painted image from being obscured by the shadow of the artist’s own
hand.99 Sharpe also cites John Ruskin from his 1857 book Elements of Drawing, “Sit
so that the light may come from the left, else the shadow of the pencil point
interferes with your sight of the work.”100 Another function of the inclusion of the
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light source within the painting is to indicate the “optical plausibility of the cast
shadow.”101
The Chapel that housed the fresco had one window that directed light onto the
fresco from the upper right; Masaccio has integrated the real light source into his
composition.102 The natural light source corresponding to the compositional light
source enhances the authentic nature of the imagery in the pictorial space.
Masaccio developed the use of light, perspective, and cast shadows to give solidity
and a realistic appearance to his painted forms so they followed nature more
closely.
“Masaccio created solid bodies (Peter and John as well as houses, rooftops
and balconies) that possessed a half-real quality, as though they had been
obstructing a genuine source of light and projecting shadows within the
area portrayed.”103
This change in representation was due to advancement during the Renaissance
whereby imagery was to become viewed as an extension of reality; there was an
inclination for imagery and portraits to be created more realistically.104 From the
time of Masaccio’s fresco, and following Da Vinci’s investigations into developing a
theory of cast shadows, shadows became increasingly important in the
representation of the reality and solidity of depicted figures. Shadows also became
the accepted source of confirming correct perspective in the placement of the
figure within the composition.
Stoichita cites an example of the “figuration of the shadow crucial to Western
philosophy,”105 in St. Luke’s Gospel 1:34-38.
“…And Mary said to the angel, “How shall this be, since I have no knowledge
of man?” 35 And the angel said to her, “The Holy Spirit shall come upon you,
and the power of the Most High will overshadow thee; therefore the child to
be born will be called holy, the Son of God. 36 And behold, your kinswomen
Elizabeth in her old age has conceived a son; and this is the sixth month
with her who was called barren. 37 For with God nothing will be
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impossible.” 38 And Mary said, “Behold, I am the handmaid of the lord; let it
be to me according to your word.” And the angel departed from her.”106
The phrase “The power of the Most High will overshadow thee”107 has been the
subject of different scholarly interpretations that are dependent on the semantics
involved in the translation from St. Luke’s original Greek to the later Latin.
Interpretations do not entirely express the common archaic Semitic meaning,
which was the shadow’s magical power of healing. However, in this particular case
Mary is visited by the Angel Gabriel who announces that the magical power of
God’s shadow will make her pregnant, “…what theologians called ‘inumbration’ or
pregnancy by overshadowing.”108 Another interpretation has “…the
overshadowing as a form of fertile magic, as an act of protection, and as a shadowcasting that would place God’s ‘shadow’ or image, Jesus, in Mary’s womb.”109
Also noted by Stoichita is that there were versions of uncertain authorship
circulating around medieval Europe that avoided the interpretation difficulties
posed by using metaphor, as in “Through the greeting spoken by the angel, Jesus
entered the left ear, where he became a shadow.”110 This interpretation would
absolutely ensure that Mary had ‘no knowledge of man’ and her virginity remained
unblemished.
In the Filippo Lippi painting of 1440 titled the Annunciation [Fig. 19], Lippi made
certain that, because of its magical properties, the shadow cast by the Angel
Gabriel that is directed toward the Virgin Mary is actually obstructed by the
imitation central column. Placing the two figures in separate panels was a
necessary division that demonstrates there was no contact between Mary and the
messenger, thus preventing viewers reaching an inappropriate conclusion. It has
been suggested by Stoichita that the symbolism of Mary’s prominent cast shadow
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in the painting infers the idea that ‘the Most High will overshadow thee’ and
therefore Mary will retain the fact she has ‘no knowledge of man.’111

Fig. 19. Filippo Lippi, Annunciation, c1440, tempera on wood, two panels, Frick Collection,
New York.112

Leonardo da Vinci was the first artist to evolve a theory concerning the
relationship between shadow and perspective. Part of his treatise on light and
shadow states:
“Shadow is the obstruction of light, shadows appear to me to be of supreme
importance in perspective, because, without them opaque and solid bodies
will be ill-defined; that which is contained within their outlines and
boundaries themselves will be ill-understood unless they are shown against
a background of a different tone from themselves”.113
A theory that enabled the application of correct perspective in three-dimensional
pictorial space was emerging in Renaissance Italy, which in turn also resulted in an
111
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understanding of cast shadows in a coherent way, but, at the same time “artistic
theory and practice severely limited their deployment.”114 Part of the reason for
the reluctance to incorporate correctly rendered shadows was that painters in
Italy during the Renaissance generally regarded strong, contrasting shadows cast
by bright sunlight to be a distraction to a harmonious composition. E.H. Gombrich
quoted Leonardo da Vinci’s notes that attest to this opinion:
“Light too conspicuously cut off by shadows is exceedingly disapproved of
by painters. Hence, to avoid such awkwardness when you depict bodies in
the country, do not make your figures appear illuminated by the sun, but
contrive a certain amount of mist or transparent cloud to be placed
between the object and the sun and thus since the object is not harshly
illuminated by the sun – the outlines of the shadows will not clash with the
outlines of the lights.”115
Leonardo believed he must be guided by the same laws that governed nature, his
artistic process was a constant referral to the reality of nature. His understanding
was reached, in his words, by the same laws that “force the mind of the painter to
transform itself into nature’s own mind, and to become the interpreter between
nature and art.”116 His manuscripts and artworks became a bridge between nature
and knowledge and an important instrument in furthering scientific advancement.
Late in the 15th Century, artists were utilizing perspective to create an illusion of
depth and to depict reality. This knowledge of perspective allowed painters to
correctly represent the possible shapes and sizes of cast shadows to give a sense of
volume and space. Developments in oil-based painting mediums also allowed the
‘density and texture’117 of painted shadows to be skillfully rendered in thin layers
of translucent glaze and therefore be recognized as shadows.
Roberto Casati in Part Four of his book Shadows details the developments in the
theory and practical applications of shadows and perspective,
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“If shadows helped in the rediscovery of perspective, it’s plausible that they
did so not because of complicated theoretical considerations about
projection methods, but simply by offering themselves as examples of
perspective images. The practice of shadows is easier than their theory.”118

Fig. 20. Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, Supper at Emmaus, 1601, oil and tempera on

canvas, 141 x 196cm. National Gallery, London.119

The rendering of shadows and their symbolism became a significant subject for
painters. E.H. Gombrich has stated that Supper at Emmaus by Caravaggio, 15711610 [Fig. 20], ‘…is a pivotal work. There is hardly a function of cast shadow that
is not illustrated by Caravaggio’s dramatic painting.’120 The treatment of the
shadow cast by Christ’s arm falling across his body and the very dark shadows
from the bowls of food may have been considered as being too strong by
traditionalists and therefore a disruptive element in the composition.
Nevertheless Caravaggio’s dark style, made all the more dramatic by those bold
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shadows, influenced many succeeding artists. Caravaggio used chiaroscuro to
great effect in his paintings, although chiaroscuro was not unique at that time.
Caravaggio developed the idiom further by incorporating strong light and
contrasting darkened shadows into his compositions. His mastery of chiaroscuro
plus a natural approach to his subject matter was to influence later artists such as
Rubens, Bernini, Vermeer, and Rembrandt, to name a few.
I have included an image by the French artist Gustave Dore, 1832–1883, an
illustration titled The Wandering Jew in a Cemetery [Fig. 22]. It is from a suite of
twelve illustrations for the poem by Pierre-Jean de Beranger titled The Legend of
the Wandering Jew. A Christian legend and ‘a fiction of the early church’121 with
endless literary variations, it is about a shoemaker named Ahasuerus.122
Ahasuerus is cursed to wander the earth, homeless, impoverished, without rest or
the liberation of death until judgment day. This curse was pronounced when
Ahasuerus taunted Christ as he was carrying his cross on the way to the crucifixion.
The illustration was chosen for its visual appeal and the different interpretations
of the legend’s narrative. Dore’s illustration shows Ahasuerus walking through a
cemetery where every aspect of the terrain appears to torment him, including the
mocking grave headstones, the far end of his long shadow is cruciform and
rendered in such a way that it appears to rear up in a menacing fashion. The
clouded sky is filled with ominous apparitions of beings and crosses.
Over the years since 1223 when it first appeared in written form,123 the legend has
been portrayed as an analogy of the wanderings of an exiled people, and in many
anti-Semitic Christian stories used to persecute the Jewish people. One example
for instance is in Eugene Sue’s 1844-45 novel, Le Juif Errant, in the story, cholera
becomes a worldwide epidemic that is spread by the wandering Jew’s footprints footprints that also leave an imprint of a cross.
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My concept for the sculpture The Wandering [Fig. 21] was influenced by the many
variations associated with the legend. The image itself of the wandering figure and
its rearing shadow in the illustration by Gustave Dore was also a direct influence
inspiring the idea for my sculpture. In my piece, the figure is hesitant but
reluctantly sets out on a journey without knowing where he may end up. The
figure and its blue spiritual cruciform shadow are unwilling to let go of the present,
yearning for a past just gone and apprehensive of an uncertain future.

Fig. 21. Peter Tilley, The Wandering, 2017, cast iron, painted steel plate, steel, square bar,
146 x 57 x 26cm. Photo, Dean Beletich.
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Seemingly ordinary journeys take on symbolic values in the search for meaning in
life. This journey the figure is about to embark upon may be a transition from one
place to another, or symbolically from one plane to another, ascent or descent,
going from the unknown or darkness to light and enlightenment or vice versa.
The cruciform shadow may also be an omen if it were perceived that it belongs in
the underworld.

Fig. 22. Gustave Dore, The Wandering Jew in a Cemetery, 1856, engraved by Octave Jahyer,
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.124
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The apparently rearing shadow in Dore’s illustration also influenced the work
titled The Dark Side where the shadow, or, in this case, the dark side of the self,
rises up in a manner that may intimidate the figure into submitting to its alter ego.
Or, less drastically, it may just loom up to remind the figure of the repressed
qualities, both favourable and unfavourable, of the unconscious personality.
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Chapter 4
Psychology and Philosophy of Shadows
Shadows are our slaves, but they don’t obey us completely; they can
revolt, displaying a will of their own, revealing a soul.
Roberto Casati125
That which casts a shadow must be real, a material object, yet the shadow is a
manifestation without a physical being. It is this elusive, insubstantial nature of
the shadow that lends itself to interpretations in metaphor, myth, and legend.
“The shadow as concept and experience is pervasive in life and art.
Abundant and common as salt, yet it remains as changeable, elusive, and
lethal as the power of imagination itself.” 126
Moving shadows and dappled light, such as those generated by a swaying tree, can
be difficult to define. They evoke a visualisation that is between light and shade,
shifting from one focal point to another. The changing position and dimensions of
shadows as the sun progresses through the sky, an object moving in relation to a
light source, or the disappearance of the shadow due to cloud cover all attest to the
passage of time and the intangible nature of cast shadows.
The presence of a person’s shadow is a dark shape, a silhouette that usually reads
as solid and featureless. Under certain conditions it may also match the outline of
the subject, although it may be distorted by perspective or the contours of the
surface on which it is cast. This shadow indicates an absence of light, but at the
same time it can be interpreted as a projection of the body’s double, a form of
representation of the other self, ‘the dark side of the self’,127 or the alter ego. In
Jungian psychology, the shadow contains those parts of ourselves that remain
suppressed, denied, or are unfavourable aspects of the personality; it is the source
of creative energy and it can also be a source of destructive energy. The contents
of the personal unconscious will have been acquired over an individual’s lifetime.
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“The shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses to acknowledge about
himself [sic].”128
Carl G. Jung met Sigmund Freud in 1906, but far-reaching disagreements ended
their friendship in 1913 at a time when Jung was pursuing his interest in
“unconscious images present in mythology.”129 Jung’s use of the term ‘shadow’ for
that part of the unconscious personality that is unfavorable is “because it actually
often appears in dreams in a personified form”,130 of the same sex as that of the
dreamer, it can appear as a sinister, or even a threatening figure which may give
rise to feelings of fear or anger. Jung has also stated ”the man without a shadow is
statistically the commonest human type, one who imagines he actually is only what
he cares to know about himself [sic].”131 As Jung declared, our shadow entity is
normally encountered in dreams, and through these dreams a glimpse of the
repressed parts of our personality is offered to us. Most of the time we can ignore
this unwanted ‘companion’ that accompanies us wherever we go. In fact, it
pursues us just like a real shadow and occasionally will remind us of its presence
and powerful influence. This usually occurs in dreams.
Those unfavourable shadow aspects are most often repressed because they are
unacceptable to our ego and possibly the opposite of our conscious selves.
“Everyone carries a shadow, and the less it is embodied in the individual’s
conscious life, the blacker and denser it is.”132 These repressed negative aspects of
the psyche may also be identified with the seven deadly sins: pride; envy; greed;
lust; gluttony; anger; and sloth. The shadow cast by the unconscious mind,
however, has some qualities that are positive and helpful; it may act as a guide and
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advisor to the conscious mind. Forgotten memories, thoughts and resolutions,
new propositions, and creative ideas can appear suddenly from the unconscious.
“That future personality which we are to be in a year’s time is already here,
only it is still in the shadow. The ego is like a moving frame on a film. The
future personality is not yet visible, but we are moving along, and presently
we come to view the future being. These potentialities naturally belong to
the dark side of the ego.”133
As previously stated, Jung suggests that dreams are the principle form of
communication between the conscious and unconscious mind. The conscious and
unconscious mind, although separate, are at the same time linked and in some
conflict. The conscious mind can process and retain only a small amount of what
we experience through all of our senses at any given time, the unnoticed or
discarded stimuli are “present in a subliminal state – just beyond the threshold of
recall from which they can rise again spontaneously at any time.”134 Without our
being aware of it, the unconscious and those unnoticed perceptions influence how
we react to people, places, and events in our daily life. Contents from the
conscious mind can, through lack of attention or by desire, become subliminal or
‘forgotten’ and vanish into the unconscious where:
“This subliminal material can consist of all urges, impulses, and intentions:
all perceptions and intuitions; all rational or irrational thoughts,
conclusions, inductions, deductions and premises; and all varieties of
feeling. Any or all of these can take the form of partial, temporary, or
constant unconsciousness.”135
In the same way that there is a façade for every building, each individual’s
personality has a ‘persona’, the observable face we present to the world, a guise
acting as a negotiator between the individual and the world. It is generally a
different person to who we really are. The persona is the individual’s imagined
role in the world. It is like a mask that individuals present to others in the hope
that they conform to the expectations of those others and gain their acceptance
while concealing the individuals’ true natures.
“…the shadow comes to possess qualities opposite to those of the
persona, the shadow compensating, as it were, for the superficial
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pretensions of the persona, the persona balancing the antisocial
characteristics of the shadow.”136
The existence of a second self or double, distinct from a person’s normal persona is
termed an alter ego; a person with an alter ego is considered to lead a double life.

Fig. 23, Henry Federick Van Der Weyde, Richard Mansfield as Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, c1888
Howarth-Loomes Collection, National Museum Scotland.137

The contrasting personalities that coexist within the same person have inspired
filmmakers and writers including Oscar Wilde in his novel A Picture of Dorian Gray
and Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In this
example good and evil exist within the same person. Edward Hyde, the
psychopathic other self of Dr. Jeckyll, had the power to overcome Jeckyll’s
136
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restrained and civilised self [Fig. 23]. ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ has become the vernacular
signifying a person of changeable moral character.
Occasionally the shadow can tempt us to experience those aspects of our alter ego
that are not compatible with our conscious personality. When such an occasion
occurs, those thoughts or ideas have a power that can be difficult to control and the
shadow’s irresistible impulses may prevail against the reason of the self. Hans
Christian Andersen’s The Shadow is a fairy tale about a shadow that manages to
detach itself from its scholarly owner and through devious means becomes
distinguished and wealthy. The scholar manages to develop a modest shadow and
therefore sustain himself. Prior to marrying a princess, the deceitful shadow
entices his old master to become his shadow. Upon his master’s refusal and
attempt to expose it, the shadow has him jailed and executed. Andersen’s bleak
fairy tale is a play between the two sides of the same person: the conflict between
the conscious self and the unconscious or the division between spirit and matter.
The fairy tale suggests that evil in the form of the dark side of the self can dominate
over what is good and true in the individual, a potentially harmful shadow to the
conscious mind.
The shadow qualities we reject or do not recognise about ourselves we can readily
identify in others, and we can unfairly project those undesirable qualities onto
others. We may not recognise or acknowledge, as our own traits, undesirable
shadow qualities such as arrogance, egotism, slackness, and obsessiveness. Much
of the shadow that will develop in the person’s mind will be according to that
individual’s life experience, acquired during his or her lifetime and duly included in
the personal unconscious. The shadow-self includes the rejected and discarded
subliminal aspects of the conscious mind. It therefore represents the undisclosed
attributes and qualities including “the potentiality of being”138 of the unconscious
mind, but it is not the whole of the unconscious personality. John P. Conger states,
“The shadow is what gives us three dimensions, grounds us in the present
reality, demonstrates our presence on the physical plane, and demonstrates
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our membership among those who are subject to the pain and constriction
of time. The shadow holds the essence of what it is to be alive.”139
Conger also mentions that Otto Rank, a collaborator with Freud until 1924, focused
throughout his career on the concept of the double in myth, indigenous tribes,
folklore and modern literature.140 Rank conducted research into concepts such as
the shadow, identical twins, and a person’s reflection in mirrors and water.
Through his research, Rank came to believe that a representation of a double by
one’s own reflection or shadow could have been how humankind first conceived
the notion of the soul. He also considered that belief in the soul of the dead was
the origin of religion.
“Numerous superstitions regarding one’s shadow or image still prevalent in
all parts of our civilized world correspond to widespread tabus of
primitives [sic] who see in this natural image of the self the human soul.
Primitive people [sic] are not only afraid to let their shadow fall on certain
objects, especially food, but also dread the accidental falling upon them of
the shadows of other people, above all, those of pregnant women and
mothers-in-law. They are careful that no person shall ever cross their
shadow and take special care that their shadows do not fall on the dead, or
on the coffin, or a tomb… Many other folk traditions of a similar kind clearly
indicate that primitive man [sic] considers the shadow his mysterious
double, a spiritual yet real being.”141
In Jungian terms, ‘psyche’ refers to the entire conscious and unconscious human
mind, and is separate from the spiritual or immaterial soul that is regarded in
some philosophical systems as immortal. The psyche expresses itself as the
innermost entity within all of us. Contrary to Christian teachings, Jung believed the
psyche was totally unique to each person and made up of all that one experiences
in life including the opposites of appropriate and inappropriate, introvert and
extravert, masculinity and femininity, good and evil. “Each of us has a shadow side
and a masculine or feminine counterpart within us, animus or anima, created in
the natural thrust of the law of opposites.”142 Animus is the unconscious masculine
side of a woman’s psyche and anima is the unconscious feminine side of the male
psyche. According to Jung the psyche is not only the result of one’s environment
139
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but also includes a ‘collective unconscious’.143 Jung also believed the psyche
existed in the individual from birth. The ‘self’ was the whole of the psyche with the
persona being that part that was personally advantageous and the shadow
comprised of what the individual was unwilling to acknowledge about himself or
herself. Conger finishes his chapter Jung and Reich: The Body as Shadow with these
lines:
“The shadow and the double contain not only the dross of our conscious life
but our primitive, undifferentiated life force, a promise of the future, whose
presence enhances our awareness and strengthens us through the tension
of opposites.”144

Spirit in Matter
Artists particularly, and for that matter everybody else, whether we realise it or
not, can at times project part of our psyche onto inanimate objects. We can confer
onto all manner of matter a significant value or psychic content so that the object
becomes more than its exterior appearance and imbued with a power which is
greater than the object itself. A chapter by the Swiss analyst Aniela Jaffe, 19031991, titled ‘The secret soul of things’ in Jung’s ‘Man and his Symbols’, discusses
the mysterious powers instilled into inanimate objects. Jaffe writes,
“Psychologically interpreted, this spirit is the unconscious. It always
manifests itself when conscious or rational knowledge has reached its limits
and mystery sets in, for man [sic] tends to fill the inexplicable and
mysterious with the contents of his unconscious. He projects them, as it
were, into a dark, empty vessel.”145
Jaffe goes on to describe how, from around 1912 artists like Pablo Picasso, Georges
Braque, Max Ernst, and Kurt Schwitters created collaged artworks from all sorts of
collected ephemera, ordinary things like tickets, paper clippings, bits of timber and
metal. Two years later, in 1914, the French-American artist Marcel Duchamp,
1887-1968, created his first ‘readymade’, titled Bottle Rack, a ‘found object’ chosen
at random and removed from its utilitarian function, it becomes by virtue of the
artists choice an art object “… the magic exaltation of the object.”146 Jaffe points
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out there are similarities to the alchemists’ concept of a spirit that was believed to
be within inanimate objects, for example finding a precious object in ordinary
matter like some particular metals or forms of stone.
“What the artists, like the alchemists, probably did not realise was the
psychological fact that they were projecting part of their psyche into matter
or inanimate objects. Hence the “mysterious animation” that entered into
such things, and the great value attached even to rubbish. They projected
their own darkness, their earthly shadow, a psychic content that they and
their time had lost and abandoned.”147
Then, as now, many artists (and I include myself), endeavour to transform matter
or objects to become more than meets the eye. The significance of this is that it is
often an expression of the unconscious mind. The Surrealist painters Giorgio de
Chirico, Rene Magritte, and Salvador Dali all attempted to achieve more than the
outward appearance of things by juxtaposing unrelated objects in compositions
that appear irrational and dreamlike as if drawn from the depths of the
unconscious. Their philosophical approach to painting is discussed later in this
chapter.
Joseph Cornell, the American artist acclaimed for his assemblages, used fragments
of semi-precious, nostalgic, or previously beautiful found objects, and, being
influenced by the surrealists, he placed disparate objects in an irrational but poetic
manner within his boxes. Cornell’s premise was that through careful juxtaposition
and metaphysics his assemblages of objects would attain a state that is
significantly more than meets the eye. The sculptor Cornelia Parker makes use of
found objects that have a symbolic meaning within society. The objects are
transformed, sometimes dramatically, and the finished works while retaining the
objects’ original associations, nevertheless, have been recast into something more
than their previous history. Several of Parker’s works are considered in Chapter 6.

Unconscious Material and the Conscious Mind
Representation of the shadow in European art evolved to incorporate meaning
along with the shadow’s earlier role of confirming volume, placement, and
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perspective. Distortion and magnification that is produced by using a smaller
source of light than the figure can often project expressive figurative shadows. The
greater the magnified projection, the more intense is the demonisation. The
demonisation and negativity associated with representations of the cast shadow
that developed in western philosophy and painting became symbolic of a range of
adverse characterisations, no longer just a painting of a shadow. Stoichita states,
“…developments that came after experiments involving nocturnal lighting
show that these were in fact carried out within the framework of a study on
the expressive value of the shadow as such. It was in the seventeenth
century and north of the Alps that this research was not only put into
practice but also theorized.”148
The magnification and distortion of the figurative shadow is a device often used to
illustrate the negative side of a person. A larger-than-life shadow projection is a
metaphor of autonomous power, occult power, or the materialising of evil. The
engraving The Shadow Dance by Samuel van Hoogstraten, 1627-1678 [Fig. 24],
shows an experiment by apprentice painters in the studio that explains the
variation in size and expressiveness by manipulating the distance between the
figure, the light source, and the wall the shadow is cast upon.
For the figures on the left of the composition, being close to the left wall
determines that their shadows are only slightly larger than themselves and are not
of a scale to be threatening. Three figures that are close to the light source and
further from the wall consequently cast giant shadows on the back wall,
transforming the silhouettes of those three into demons, the demonisation
matching the increase in size of the shadow. In The Shadow Dance, Hoogstraten
also illustrates the relationship between perspective and shadow projection.
“The shadow is charged with a fundamental negativity that, in the history of
western representation, was never to be abandoned altogether.”149 This
exploitation of the shadow’s demonisation and its capacity to portray negative
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aspects of the character also facilitates “magnifying the power of the caster.”150
These attributes are conspicuous in a still frame from the film The Cabinet of
Doctor Caligari [Fig. 31] and very subtly, without exaggeration but with great skill
in the 1982 painting The Origin of Social Realism by Komar and Melamid [Fig. 16].

Fig. 24. Samuel van Hoogstraten, The Shadow Dance engraving from his book ‘Zichtbaere
Werelt’ (Visible World) Rotterdam 1675.151

Johann Caspar Lavater, the author of ‘Essays on Physiognomy’, 1792, believed the
profile shadow of a person’s face ”…rightly studied and minutely calibrated, could
speak volumes about character”.152 The outlined profile was deciphered by
Lavater according to rules that he had formulated. Stiochita again,
“As a method it regarded the shadow as a personal emanation more capable
than the individual concerned of supplying us with authentic information
on the person’s inner self. Physiognomy does not interpret a
person’s ’expression’ but his [sic] ‘traits’.153
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Despite criticism from scientific circles, Lavater’s far-fetched claims of his shadow
analysis received widespread popularity in the short term, particularly as a party
game, at a time when palmistry and reading coffee grounds were also popular.
This popularity, especially in social circles, was due to the belief that the shadow
reveals traits that the person conceals. Lavater imposed importance on the profile
because he considered the profile shadow as a projected area that enabled the soul
to reveal itself. Lavater’s belief system is both a legacy from Pliny’s fable of the
origin of painting and the ancient notion of the shadow as the manifestation of the
soul. Scrutinising the profile shadow to reveal character traits ultimately proved
fanciful and completely ineffective in revealing the nature of the inner self.
Adelbert von Chamisso’s story of Peter Schemihl, first published in 1814, is a
moral tale about a poor boy looking for work. He is approached and propositioned
by a ‘man in grey’. Schemihl accepts the proposal and agrees to exchange his
shadow for a magic bottomless purse of gold. The barter complete, the man in
grey detaches the shadow, rolls it up and puts it in his pocket. The shadow now
has a limitless value as expressed by the magic gold purse, but Peter soon
discovers that the sale of his shadow has caused the loss of his identity; he is very
wealthy but very unhappy.
Without a shadow and identity, Peter is shunned. People will have nothing to do
with him, “Since he casts no shadow he has lost his place in the world.”154 Again
he is approached by the man in grey who proposes that Peter can keep the purse
and regain his shadow but he would give the man in grey his soul upon his death.
This proposal is tempting but rejected, he repulses the devil and throws the gold
laden purse into an abyss. Without recovering his shadow, but saving his soul,
Peter continues to live in isolation as a hermit in a cave and manages to regain
some happiness. There is also an incident in the fable where a despairing Schemihl
gives chase to a fleeing shadow that when caught unfortunately turns out to belong
elsewhere.
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The premise that the loss of the shadow equates to a loss of reality, a loss of
identity, going from someone to no one is primarily about the “symbolic loss of
determination”155 and the eternal search for the inner self. J.M. Barrie employs a
similar logic in Peter Pan when Peter Pan’s shadow is snapped off by a closing
window as he escapes from the Darling children’s home. Later, his shadow is
retrieved and sewn back on by Wendy, thus ending the anxiety of separation and
restoring his reality. I particularly respond to the idea that a shadow that is
dependent on the entity which casts it is then turned into a ‘barterable object’ of
priceless value, deftly detached from its ‘master’, rolled up and put in the Devil’s
pocket, an extension of the earlier belief of the shadow as a manifestation of the
soul. Another favourite aspect of these moral tales is that the being is determined
by the shadow it casts, therefore no shadow equates to ‘nobody’. In contrast, the
reality is as Stiochita states it, “The shadow is the very prototype of the
irremovable sign. It is undetachable from, coexistent with and simultaneous with
the object it duplicates.”156

Mysterious Shadows
Andre Breton, the French writer, poet, and founder of Surrealism wrote in the
Surrealist Manifesto, “The mind of the dreaming man is fully satisfied with
whatever happens to it, the agonising question of possibility does not arise.”157 The
subject matter of Surrealism is the realm of the subconscious, the territory of
which is the night, sleep, and dreams. The Surrealists and their philosophical
approach to their subject matter that I refer to in this chapter are Giorgio de
Chirico, Rene Magritte, and Salvador Dali, who took advantage of the shadow’s
ability to enhance the sense of unease and mystery in their work. This mood of
mystery was typical of the Surrealists, for example, de Chirico’s solitary figures are
situated in deserted piazzas with long dark shadows that create a disturbing sense
of impending drama. The metaphysical quality in de Chirico’s paintings is also
typical of Magritte’s after the mid-1920s. Rene Magritte, 1898-1967, produced his
first surrealist paintings in 1925, two years after he first sighted de Chirico’s totally
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new concept in painting. The metaphysical themes in de Chirico’s early works had
a profound impact on Magritte.158
By passing through the hole in the door in Magritte’s painting The Unexpected
Answer [Fig. 25], one could move from day to night, from daydream to dream.
Magritte explained, “I showed the closed door of a bedroom. Through the
shapeless hole in the door night is unveiled.”159 The shape of this hole is vaguely
reminiscent of a shadow of a human form or even a couple; the darkness on the
other side of the door conceals what may be beyond. It is an artistic reflection on
the meaning of passing, or the future in darkness and often thwarted by
unforeseen obstacles. The door makes the mystery of the darkened room full of
shadow even more mysterious.
Magritte mentioned this work during a talk he gave in London in February 1937,
when describing his method for resolving his imagery,
“…the hole goes quite naturally into the door panel. And through this hole
we see darkness; this image seems to be enhanced again if we light up the
invisible thing hidden by the darkness, for our gaze always wants to go
further and to see at last the object, the reason for its existence.” 160
The meaning of this simple image is extraordinarily complicated, and never fully
explained by Magritte. The composition itself and the opening is at the same time
simple and mystifying. The artist’s aim is uncertain and the title ensures the
meaning remains obscure. When talking about images and events occurring in
dreams and daydreams, Magritte said “I place an equal value on things that happen
to me asleep or awake”.161 Through conscious research, Magritte was able to
dream up images not connected to any kind of conventional meaning. It is also
difficult to apply any established symbolic meaning to the placement and selection
of objects that may be grouped in the composition. Some paintings are merely a
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result of “instantaneous visions”162 as an outcome of research and long periods of
thought.

Fig. 25. Rene Magritte, The Unexpected Answer, 1933, oil on canvas, Musée Rene Magritte,
Brussels, Belgium.163

Giorgio de Chirico, 1888-1978, initiated the scuola metafisica in 1911, an art
movement that influenced the Surrealists. De Chirico’s compositions, from his
early metaphysical period, pose a wide range of philosophical questions that deal
with, but are not limited to, the mystery and paradox of human existence and its
boundaries in time and space. When depicted in a composition, the figure is often
in a solitary state within its surroundings. It can also inhabit the space with
unexpected combinations of objects that appear to suspend logic. The space
appears ambiguous due to the distorted perspectives, foreshortened facades, the
ever-present mysterious elongated shadows, and clock faces displaying a time that
contradicts the length of the shadows. The silence that permeates the open areas
Harry Torczyner, Magritte ideas and images, Harry N. Abrams, New York, 1977, p. 200.
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within a composition suggests that time has stood still, yet on the far horizons
there may be trains or the masts of boats that imply a journey.
“… every object has two appearances: one, the current one, which we nearly
always see and which is seen by people in general; the other, a spectral or
metaphysical appearance beheld only by some individuals in moments of
clairvoyance and metaphysical abstraction, as in the case of certain bodies
concealed by substances impenetrable by sunlight yet discernible, for
instance, by x-ray or other powerful artificial means.”164
This quote by de Chirico refers to the double identity of objects, a scheme often
used by the Surrealists, the material quality of an object and the other quality that
has to do with either the world of physics or the world of psychology. The double
identity allows the image to show a detachment from the real and enhance the
mystery of the ordinary. Robert Hughes points out that “What shall I love if not the
enigma?”165 is inscribed in block letters in Latin on de Chirico’s self-portrait of
1911. Hughes states that this is the subtext for de Chirico’s early paintings.
De Chirico’s metaphysical paintings of the period 1909 to 1919 have the most
enigmatic and complex narratives associated with the shadow by any painter of
the period. William Chapman Sharpe claims that de Chirico is “…king of the
enigmatic shadows. He set shadows free of slavish conformity to the rules of
perspective and light’s geometry.”166 Stoichita also suggests that “It is undeniable
that the most complex and mysterious narrative characteristics to be conferred on
the shadow are to be found in the metaphysical paintings of Giorgio de Chirico.”167
One of de Chirico’s paintings from this period that serves as an example of
enigmatic shadows is Mystery and Melancholy of a Street [Fig. 26]. This painting
deliberately engages with the unconscious mind by the use of contradictory
vanishing points that negate any semblance of reality; the almost deserted piazza,
the contrasting light on the two buildings and of course the enveloping shadow, all
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allude to a dreamlike state. The viewer anticipates a meeting that will never
happen, that the small girl running with a hoop may encounter the projected
shadow of the statue in the brightly lit piazza. The small girl is seen painted in
silhouette, almost as a shadow herself (which, in that case, would be a shadow
casting a shadow).

Fig. 26. Giorgio de Chirico, Mystery and Melancholy of a Street, 1914, oil on canvas, Private
Collection.168

There is a suggestion of impending danger, that the shadow of the statue is a threat
because it is directed toward and would intersect with the girl, “…the shadow’s
spear-like accessory sexually counterpoints her hoop.”169 A mysterious source
lights the empty truck, and with its shadowy interior it also adds to the sense of
impending drama. De Chirico’s shadows have an intensified darkness in the sunlit
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piazzas of his metaphysical paintings, giving them a real presence that increases
their mystery.
The shadows that appear in Salvador Dali’s paintings tend to express a sense of
mystery more than an impending drama. Salvador Dali, 1904-1989, developed
what he called his ‘paranoiac-critical method’ claiming he could access the
subconscious for subject matter and enhanced artistic creativity for his paintings.
Dali’s explanation for this method of tapping the unconscious was, “Paranoiaccritical activity: spontaneous method of irrational knowledge based on the critical
and systematic objectivity of the associations and interpretations of delirious
phenomena.”170 He believed in an accurate transcription of his dreams as the
major source of his imagery and because he was describing those dreams, he
maintained that, “he did not have the right to exercise any conscious control over
their content”.171
His knowledge of Freudian theory enabled him to construct a visual language
capable of depicting his dreams and the thoughts of his innermost self. He mined
his dreams for inspiration; a lot of his imagery is derived from autobiographical
material including childhood memories. There are also recurrent themes of
religious symbols, death, decay, and erotic fetishes. Many compositions consist of
seemingly irrational groups of objects, yet to the viewer some aspects of this
irrationality can seem vaguely familiar.
The foreground shadow in many of the works of Salvador Dali is related to sleep; it
is that zone in which the sleeper brings forth images of objects and phenomena
from the unconscious. A constant during his life was painting his dream images or
as he refers to his meticulously rendered imagery, “Photography in three
dimensions and in colour of the superfine images of concrete irrationality entirely
made by hand.”172
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As stated in Chapter 1, the presence of a shadow may not be noticed consciously
and the same lack of awareness can apply to a painted shadow in an artwork. We
are programed to notice objects and tend to dismiss the presence of shadows, even
though they form part of the perception process in identifying objects. However,
this does not alter the fact that the foreground shadows in Dali’s paintings create
an atmosphere that is disquieting and suspenseful. In the painting Shadow of the
Grand Piano Approaching [Fig. 27], the encroaching shadow is cast by a grand
piano, a reference to his childhood memories.

Fig. 27. Salvador Dali, Shadow of the Grand Piano Approaching, 1931, oil on canvas, 34.5 x
25.4 cm. Private collection.173

Dali recounts that this piano is; “…the one that belonged to the Pichots with its
shadows, I was impressed by these shadows in the setting sun…and another time
when they had brought the instrument onto the rocks beside the water.”174 This
particular shadow shape also appears in some of his other paintings, including
Shades of Night Descending.
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In the painting The Burning Giraffe [Fig. 28] Dali references Sigmund Freud’s
psychoanalytical method. Dali studied psychoanalysis and researched Freudian
theory before he became involved with the Surrealists. He was conversant with
Freud’s book The Interpretation of Dreams,175 which included Freud’s opinion that
dreams and imagination were of great importance to creative thought. An earlier
painting from 1936 titled Anthropomorphic Cabinet features a semi-reclining
female figure whose torso comprises six opened drawers. In this painting Dali,
“who had been a great admirer of Freud for many years, purposely wished to
depict here in images the psychoanalytical theories of the great Viennese
professor.”176 The opened drawers in the female figures in both artworks refer to
the inner subconscious that is revealed through psychoanalysis. Also reinforcing
Dali’s psychic insight and conception of the unconscious is the dream-like state,
phallic shapes, crutch-like props and gestures of the two female figures in The
Burning Giraffe. These enigmatic elements all signify and make visible the
subconscious in this artwork.
Through his ‘Paranoiac Critical Method’, Dali explored the disjunctions between
reality and illusion by submitting to the psyche to produce startling images with a
multiplicity of meanings, and through his technical virtuosity, objects in his
paintings appear to dissolve almost convincingly from an image of one thing into
an image of another unrelated thing.
An example that aptly illustrates these concepts is in the painting where Dali
interpreted the Greek myth of Narcissus, titled Metamorphosis of Narcissus
[Fig. 29]. It is the first use of the paranoiac critical method in a painting by
Dali.177 Dali stated that the painting Metamorphosis of Narcissus should be
contemplated with a certain “distant fixedness.”178 It depicts where Narcissus fell
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Fig. 28. Salvador Dali, The Burning Giraffe, 1937, oil on panel, Kunstmuseum Basel.179

in love with his reflected image. He is sitting in a pool looking at his mirrored
reflection, being unable to reach his reflection and unwilling to leave his own
image, the pool becomes his place of death. The painting Metamorphosis of
Narcissus like many other Dali paintings has the foreground enveloped in shadow.
This shadow, that often covers the bottom part of the canvas, adds dramatically to
the mood of the painting.
Also mirroring Narcissus is a corresponding stone entity, but that shadowy double
image reads as a hand holding a cracked egg that sprouts his incarnation, a
Narcissus flower. The double may also refer to the myth of Echo’s fate. In the
myth, Echo is cursed to only repeat the last words of someone else’s sentence.
After the demise of Narcissus, Echo pined away and her bones turned to stone and
her voice became an echo, hence the double imagery.180 There is a strong
connection between shadow and reflection, both visually and implied, in this
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painting. This may relate to the earlier semantic interaction between the reflected
image and shadow image associated with the myth of Narcissus. Stoichita suggests
that “…it is interesting to see the majority of medieval translations and
interpretations of the myth of Narcissus perpetuated the semantic interaction
between ’shadow’ and ‘reflected image’.”181
The painting links classical Greek mythology and modern psychoanalysis and is so
elaborate metaphorically as to be not fully decipherable. The very opposite of
simplicity and very much like a puzzle, his skills as a painter enables him to
“systematize confusion”.182 When Dali showed this painting to Sigmund Freud,

Fig. 29. Salvador Dali, Metamorphosis of Narcissus, 1937, oil on canvas, Tate.183

Freud realized the image appeared as if it were being drawn up from the
unconscious mind when dreaming, while also being a creation of the conscious
mind, “of unconscious material and pre-conscious elaboration.” 184
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The relationship between reflection, double and shadow, and the symbolic
connection between the shadow and other compositional elements utilised by Dali,
de Chirico, and Magritte to enhance the visual image, intensify the narrative, or
even contribute to the understanding of a particular artwork, is considered in
Chapter 5, Shadow and its Symbolic use by Artists.

Seeing is Deceiving185
Generally, things we see are interpreted with a mix of visual and conceptual
information from our intellect. Our past experience along with other attributes of
the mind can create a perception of something that may be different to how it
really is. In other words, we perceive and register what our experience and
knowledge selectively alerts us to. A specialist in any field is more likely to detect
the particular details and distinctions between similar objects within that
specialist’s chosen field, nuances that would normally go unnoticed by others. We
are constantly exposed to more visual information than we are capable of
processing and consequently our perception is discriminatory. Sorensen explains
how the information a shadow provides allows a person reaching for an object to
grasp that object,
“they exploit its shadow to perfect their grasp…the observer first processes
shadows at a preattentive level to ascertain his spatial relationship with
objects, their shapes and color, plus the object’s relationship to other
objects. After this information is used to construct the visual sense of
objects, facts about shadow become an unsightly nuisance.”186
We learn to perceive selectively and observe those attributes of the domain we
inhabit that are of particular advantage to our welfare or occupation. Boris
Ioganson expresses it as follows, “the eye reflects objects as they appear to us, but
human cognition of the surrounding world, depends on thought.”187
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A misleading interpretation of what is perceived is described as an illusion, and
much less commonly, a hallucination. Illusions are perceptions that are
misconceived. Illusions are many and diverse; they can be useful, advantageous,
deceitful or even possibly dangerous. Examples of an illusion are when a bright
object appears larger than a dark object of the same size, the colour of an object
varies because of the influence of the colour of its surroundings, or the relative size
of an object is miscalculated because of its relationship to its environment or other
objects. Another aspect of deceptive appearance is camouflage; camouflage
creates the illusion of concealment, whether in military applications by disguise or
in the natural environment, for example, how the white polar bear blends into its
arctic surroundings.
When the mind projects information for an object to be perceived, but in reality
the perceived object does not exist in that particular event, that is a hallucination.
Hallucinations may affect different senses even though there is an absence of an
external stimulus. Visual or mental distortions of real external events can create
for the individual realistic imaginary images, ghosts, malevolent beings, and
animals. These hallucinations are often conjured up from shadows by the
imagination. “The mental being is impressed with things as perceived, not with
things as they are.”188
Not everybody’s illusory experience of any given subject will be the same in
magnitude. Individual attitude, experiences, and culture all affect the perception of
visual illusions and the extent of the effect of some illusions. Contrary to those
influences mentioned above, since shadows are an ordinary part of our everyday
environment, they can also be effective in solving visual problems by helping to
determine the shape and placement of an object relative to its environment,
therefore, “they are useful in preventing illusions.”189 Cast shadows are crucial in
determining the position and size of an object in space; they are essential for
human perception, providing useful visual clues that allow us to understand and
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negotiate the environment we occupy. Without a cast shadow, it is difficult to
determine the position of an object in space. An object may, in some circumstances,
be visualised or identified by observation of its cast shadow if that shadow
provides enough perceivable and recognisable information.

Figuration
There has been a long history of the realistic portrayal of the human body in
sculpture; it has been “sculpture’s primary concern.”190 A major feature of the body
in painting and sculpture has always been to generate an example of human
experience that can produce understanding in the viewer. More recently there has
been a revival of figuration in sculpture,191 and for many contemporary figurative
sculptors, the body performs a critique of what it is to be human, examining and
expressing attitudes to every aspect of civilisation.
In my sculpture, developing a rationale detailing how the Jungian notion of the self
can be incorporated into the shadow cast by the figure is one of the most
important aspects of this research. The shadow being both a material element as
well as the major conceptual content, the material and conceptual are enmeshed in
determining the manifestation of an individual work. The narrative in my work is
conceptually influenced by Carl Jung’s notion of the shadow as the ‘dark side’
detailed in this chapter, particularly as it applies to the parts of the psyche that
exist beyond the conscious self, qualities both positive and negative. Other
relevant influences include the shadow as the soul, the externalisation of the inner
self and the shadow as a double.
In my work titled Tainted Shadow [Fig. 30], the figure’s shadow is created from a
layer of crushed coal filling the cavity formed by the shadow. The densely black,
lustrous material is loaded with ambiguous meanings and qualities. For example,
on Kooragang Island (a port for coal export in Newcastle, NSW) at night, under the
powerful lighting of the 24hour operation, there is a shimmering panorama of
industrialised romantic beauty. Another aspect of this landscape is that the
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stockpiled monoliths of coal have displaced a major habitat for migratory birds.
That awareness makes it an environmentally contentious double of the casting
figure, a manifestation of the dark side of the self in a negative sense. Implying, for
me, the indifferent nature of this unconscious self that has the dark side
overshadowing the viability of nature, the figure has turned its back on a
responsibility. There is also a ‘double identity’ implied between self and shadow,
in a similar sense to Magritte’s “an ambiguous dilemma of the nature of a person
and their double, or a person and his or her double or shadow” [p. 101].
In Tainted Shadow there are several ways the shadow appears to contradict the
nature of the casting figure, for example, the orientation of the shadow defies the
casting figure or the gritty texture of the crushed coal seems to be at odds with the
burnished surface of the figure.

Fig. 30. Peter Tilley, Tainted Shadow, 2018, painted resin, crushed coal, painted timber, 49
x 68 x 19cm. Photo, Dean Beletich.
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Surrealist artists de Chirico, Magritte, and Dali, have influenced my research
particularly in their use of shadows to express an emotional conundrum and
intensify a sense of mystery. Also of note is the metaphysical appearance of
elements within many paintings by the Surrealists mentioned, particularly the
double identity of objects, that is, the unspoken material or spiritual quality that
elevates the ordinary, enhanced at times, by the juxtaposition of unrelated objects
in a composition. The double identity of objects, with regard to the inclusion of
found objects in my compositions, is detailed in Chapter 8 Symbolism, Methodology,
and Materials. As far as inspiring concepts for my current three-dimensional
works are concerned, I believe there is an analogy between the Surrealists ‘double
identity’ within objects or figures in a composition and Jung’s conscious and
unconscious self. Considering aspects of these concepts and incorporating
significant elements will facilitate a ‘material’ shadow’s ability to depict unnoticed
traits of the casting figure.
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Chapter 5
Shadow and its Symbolic use by artists
The forms of bodies don’t show their particularities without shadow.
Leonardo da Vinci192
Not until the 1900s was there serious investigation into the meaning of the
depiction and symbolism of shadows in Western art, “the history of the shadow is
not the history of nothingness. It is one way of gaining access to the history of
Western representation…”193
Film and photography are two mediums that have often exploited the expressive
values and emotive qualities of cast shadows. For example, low-key lighting and
strong sharp shadows are a defining element of Film Noir, the stylized, darker,
cynical Hollywood crime thrillers of the 1940s and 50s. In Western art the
negativity invested in the shadow is often amplified when the shadow is larger in
relation to the figure casting that shadow. A shadow of magnified size is usually a
metaphor describing the powers of evil, the occult, or an externalization of the
inner being revealing the dark contents of the unconscious mind, as outlined in
Chapter 4. In painting, photography and cinema, distortion and enlargement of the
shadow has been a method of emphasising and demonising the negative side of a
person’s character.
Early cinema, particularly German Expressionist films of the 1920s emphasised the
ability of a manipulated shadow to convey an external image of the inner self that
reveals something of the character’s mind. The still frame from the film The
Cabinet of Doctor Caligari [Fig. 31] is a classic example of the shadow distorted to
emphasize the sinister side of the character. In this case, Doctor Caligari’s inner
self is projected as a larger than life-size exaggerated shadow. The aggressive
looking profile and partially clenched hand allude to something sinister going on in
his mind thus revealing the evil intent and deranged nature of the person. The
tyrannical Doctor Caligari exercises a power and authority over others. The
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prominence given to the shadow hand implies the notion Caligari has an ability or
desire to carry out the evil and violent thoughts of his inner self.
In the movie,
“…the doomed Alan lies on his bed, viewers see a menacing shadow isolated
on the wall above him. Alan’s shadow fights with it, but it overpowers him.
Viewers never see bodies struggle but Alan’s vital shadow is crushed. It is
murder by shadow…”194

Fig. 31. Still frame from the German film, The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari, 1920, Directed by
Robert Wiene.195

A good early example of the shadow in photography is the 1916 image by Alfred
Stieglitz titled Shadows in Lake [Fig. 32]. In this image, Stieglitz has captured his
own shadow and that of a friend projected onto the surface of the water. The
image has been rotated 180 degrees by Stieglitz to restore its figurative attributes
from what otherwise would read as a random pattern of shadows. These shadows
do not conform to the traditional definition of a portrait or self-portrait. The cast
shadows are only blurry dark shapes reflecting the general rather than the
specific; there are no identifiable characteristics, there is no likeness and no profile.
These shadows do not identify or refer back to the casting figures; in fact they do
not add anything to the understanding of whom those silhouettes may have been
projected by.
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Fig. 32. Alfred Stieglitz, Shadows in Lake, 1916, Gelatin silver print. Metropolitan Museum
of Art.196

At a similar time to Stieglitz’s Shadows in Lake, Monet photographed his lily pond
from the Japanese bridge. The photograph Monet’s Shadow on the Lily Pond [Fig.
33] is undated.

Fig. 33. Claude Monet, Monet’s Shadow on the Lily Pond, c.1920, Photograph.197
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A shadow of Monet’s head and his distinctive hat appears at the bottom of the
image as a reflection on the surface of the pond. This ‘self-portrait’ image taken
toward the end of his life suggests the transience of the shadow and expresses his
obsession, at the time, with the reflective qualities of the surface of the pond where
everything, clouds, sky, and trees are mirrored.
The shadow is minimal yet distinctively Monet, recognition is aided by being
reflected in the same lily pond that he painted. Knowledge of Monet’s subject
matter, his distinctive hat and the fact that Monet took the photograph allow us to
believe the shadow to be Monet’s. Even so, as was the case with E.H. Gombrich’s
self-portrait in Chapter 1, there is no defined likeness of the face to qualify as a
portrait. The size and placement of his reflected shadow puts the focus on his
modesty while also contemplating his obsession with water as mirror. Stoichita
states, “This is why his confession-photograph, as small as a haiku, can be regarded
as a turning-point in the history of self-reflective imagery.”198 I would venture an
opinion that there is a similarity between Monet’s obsession with The Water Lilies
that occupied the remainder of his life as a painter and elements of the Narcissus
myth.
Shadows have the capacity to disclose objects or parts of a scene that are beyond
the picture frame or from outside the camera’s field of view and therefore hidden
from the viewer. The device of the shadow of an unseen object cast onto the
foreground of an artwork has frequently been used by photographers and painters
to create a suspenseful atmosphere that may enhance the imagination of the
viewer. This is evidenced in the photograph India, Ahmedabad in the Old Town by
Henri Cartier-Bresson [Fig. 34].
With the sun behind the photographer, he has captured the person avoiding the
heat of the sun by sleeping in the shadow of what might be a shrine. Although the
shadow is not directed toward the figure as it is in de Chirico’s painting Mystery
and Melancholy of a Street, but cast over the reclining figure in this photo, there are
some similarities. In both images the figure is oblivious to the encroaching.
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menacing shadows of unseen entities. The shadows seem to have ominous
qualities, an implied possibility that the looming shadows may be a threat
foretelling of things to come. Like many artworks that I have referenced for this
research, the shadow cast by the shrine in this photograph occupies the lower
portion and is a major compositional device creating a disquieting atmosphere in
this image.

Fig. 34. Henri Cartier-Bresson, India, Ahmedabad in the Old Town, 1966, Magnum Photo.199

Relatively few painters (the Surrealists excepted) or sculptors have significantly
concentrated on the shadow as a major conceptual element within their oeuvres; it
is more likely for one to experience solitary works or an individual series of works
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where artists have explored its incorporation for a variety of compositional or
conceptual reasons. For three-dimensional artists, the utilization of a sculpted
material shadow as an integral component of their works is even less common.

Projected Shadows
Giorgio de Chirico’s paintings of his early metaphysical period, his pittura
metafisica, were seen in Paris around 1911. Sharpe states that through the
unconventional use of conventional shadows,
“De Chirico initiates a new tradition for modernity, an implausible,
psychological reason for the shadow-placement. Like the casting object, the
reason itself remains inaccessible to the viewer. The shadow has to stand
for both the object and the impulse that put it there”200
The mood of mystery and foreboding were very important elements in the
paintings of the Surrealists. For example, de Chirico’s paintings create a disturbing
sense of anticipation and impending drama, an enigmatic illusion with a dreamlike atmosphere, a still and silent, but compelling scene. There is perhaps no better
example than The Red Tower [Fig. 35]. In this work the entire foreground is
enveloped in a shadow that increases the otherworldly reality and places the
viewer within the shadow.
The shadow entices the viewer to move toward the sunlit piazza, the light, and the
tower; one feels the need to leave the darkened space because the shadow has
enhanced the feeling of emptiness and invisible drama in the surrounding and
imposing empty arcades. The contrast between the strong, clear light and the dark
shadow areas is analogous to existence in the modern world and the mystery of
humanity’s fate, or as Ardengo Soffici wrote in a critical review in 1914 for the
magazine ‘Lacerba’:
“Giorgio de Chirico expresses as no one else has ever done the pathetic
melancholy at the end of a lonely day in some ancient Italian city where, at
the end of a solitary piazza, beyond a setting of loggias, arcades and
monuments of the past, a train puffs along, a department store truck comes
to a stop, or a tall smokestack is silhouetted against a cloudless sky.” 201
200
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Fig. 35. Giorgio de Chirico, The Red Tower, 1913, oil on canvas. Guggenheim Museum.202

An earlier painting in his metaphysical period is The Enigma of the Hour [Fig. 36],
painted by de Chirico between 1910 and 1911 in Florence. It is remarkable and an
important breakthrough for de Chirico because in this work he concentrates on a
philosophical concept and simplifies all of the elements in the composition, so they
have a more significant metaphysical role. Magdalena Holzhey described the
significance of this approach simply, “…a picture based on actual perception that
shifts the things of reality into the realm of the inexplicable.”203 The function of the
light, shadow and the modified perspective go beyond appearance, they diminish
the then-accepted conventions of pictorial space and suggest the enigma of time.
An unexplainable light source illuminates the arcade when in fact the building and
the shallow foreground are in shadow (both areas in shadow constitute the
majority of the composition). One or more cast shadows occupying a considerable
portion of the foreground is a regular feature of paintings from de Chirico’s
metaphysical period. The fountain represents circular time while the white clad
figure and its long shadow bear a resemblance to a sundial that may imply linear
time.
202
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Fig. 36. Giorgio de Chirico, The Enigma of the Hour, 1911, Oil on canvas, private
collection.204

The long shadows from the figure and arcade suggest an early evening sun that is
low in the sky whereas the clock is revealing it is only 2.56pm. In many of de
Chirico’s Metaphysical paintings the shadows appear to “…have a life of their own,
and no obvious light source can be identified.”205 These and other clues all
illustrate de Chirico’s pre-occupation with a philosophical idea of time as essential
to the meaning of existence and the possibility that time is an endless present,
“…his concept of time allowed him to view the past as a living entity.”206
Salvador Dali, in his early years as a painter, accumulated a wealth of imaginary
baggage including images of places he explored and things he had seen during his
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childhood, particularly the cliffs and rocky foreshore around Cadaques and just to
the north, Cape Creus.207
Dali peopled his paintings with objects and entities often in a barren landscape,
surrounded by rocky cliffs and other elements drawn from his favourite expanse of
coastline. The encroaching foreground shadow seen in

Fig. 37. Salvador Dali, Remorse, or Sphinx Embedded in the Sand, 1931, oil on canvas, Eli
and Edythe Broad Art Museum, Michigan State University.208

Remorse, or Sphinx Embedded in the Sand [Fig. 37], is an obsessive element in many
of Dali’s compositions. It darkens the mood as it looms over the bottom part of the
canvas and because the other entities in the painting are so strident, the
featureless shadow may not register with the viewer as such. Even though the
dramatic effect created by the shadow on the painting is sensed, the shadow itself
is often overlooked and may go un-noticed. In some paintings a dark veil also
descends from above, adding to the sense of drama.
Dali painted a series of works in the 1930s that included a shadowy ghost-like
figure set against the landscape of his local countryside; the landscape could be the
207
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sparse Ampurdan plane or the coast around Cadaques. One of these shadowy
figures is a silhouetted image of a young Dali in the painting Sun Table [Fig. 38].
The painted silhouette tends to levitate intentionally; the figure does not cast a
shadow and is inserted into the composition as if it were a piece of collage.

Fig. 38. Salvador Dali, Sun Table, 1936, oil on panel, 60 x 46.5cm, Museum Boijmans van
Beuningen, Rotterdam.209

Compared to the other realistically rendered objects in the composition, the young
Dali is only represented as a shadow self. These shadowy figures have been
described by the art critic Pithamber R. Polsani as;
“instantaneous”: hallucinatory sequences with stereoscopic images
projected on a “real” setting wherein the figures in themselves, between
209
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them, or in relation to the backdrop do not offer any narrative that can be
called “meaning.”210
The composition is set on an expansive plane with the junction between earth and
sky blending rather than dividing the picture plane, creating a dreamlike backdrop
for the objects. One interpretation of the way Dali has represented himself in this
and other paintings from the 1930s is that he hoped an image of his younger self
may help to repair the relationship with his father who was disappointed with his
choice of profession, erratic behavior, and, in particular, an insulting inscription in
one of Dali’s artworks.211

Similarity and Resemblance
Rene Magritte liked the idea that his paintings “say nothing.”212 He consistently
argued the point that paintings cannot express ideas or emotions, that his figures
and objects were not symbols, but that they were objects “with all the details they
show us in reality.”213 This emphasis was due to Magritte’s resistance to
interpretations and his belief that “seeing is what matters.”214 Although Magritte
rejected the notion that imagery in his paintings stemmed from his dreams, he did
acknowledge that preconscious experiences and deep thought about recollections
allowed his commonplace objects and images to be in poetic conflict on the canvas.
This was a result of his questioning of the attributes of objects that had started in
the 1930s, which allowed him to discover the “…secret affinities between
objects.”215 Magritte found the process of discovering the relationship extremely
difficult, “but the ‘solution’ once found was self evident.”216 The mystery of the
real world was his primary source of material along with the ability to conjure up
an image and relate it to reality. “In my pictures I show objects in situations in
210
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which we never encounter them. This fulfills a real, but unconscious desire felt by
most men.”217
The Magritte painting, Not to be Reproduced, 1937 [Fig. 39], shows a man in front
of a mirror, but all he sees is an illusion that is an out of body experience. He is
seeing what is only available to a viewer from behind, a dilemma of projection that
does not abide by the laws of optics. While the book is reflected correctly, all the
man sees is the back of his head. “The title and the picture enrich and refine
thought, which enjoys images whose meanings is unknown”.218

Fig. 39. Rene Magritte, Not to be Reproduced, 1937, oil on canvas, 81.3x65cm. Museum
Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Photo: Tom Haartsen.219
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This painting was commissioned as a portrait of Edward James, Magritte’s patron
at the time. Perhaps it is a suggestion that a person without a front cannot be a
real person. The person’s identity is hidden; does this mean the reflected image is
his shadow self? Could it mean that a reflection is not a reality, or possibly it might
also mean that everything is subjective and we never see ourselves as others do?
The longer this painting is studied, the more different ideas of perception and
meaning present themselves. Magritte wrote that he painted not just what was
commonplace and evident but, “I see to it that I paint only the world’s mystery.”220
In a series of paintings, including In the Land of Night, Not to be Reproduced [Fig.
39], The Daredevil, The Jewels, Toward pleasure, Decalcomania [Fig. 41], The
Uncertainty Principle [Fig. 40] and others, the imagery appears to pose an
ambiguous dilemma of the nature of a person and his or her double or shadow.
The double images or figures beside their reflections display Magritte’s preference
for symmetrical, frontal figures or objects occupying a shallow and clearly defined
space with the rear plane nearly parallel to the picture plane. This same treatment
was also applied to landscape paintings, and the theme of the double and
duplication continued to occupy Magritte at different stages right through to the
painting Decalomania of 1966.
In Magritte’s The Uncertainty Principle, 1944, a naked woman appears to be
looking at the shadow she is projecting onto a wall; strangely the shadow is a bird
in flight. The image presents the mystery of the cast shadow that is clearly
connected to the naked woman, but at the same time taking flight. That the figure
and the shadow are different entities yet visually connected, alludes to a
transformation of the shadow to reveal the ‘other,’ perhaps implying that the
concept of the self is reliant on the other for its existence.
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Fig. 40. Rene Margritte, The Uncertainty Principle, 1944, oil on canvas, 65 x 51cm. Private
collection, Belgium.221

Reflections and Doubles
The Magritte painting Decalcomania [Fig. 41] is an aptly titled painting as the word
‘decalcomania’ refers to a process of transferring images. The bowler-hatted figure
is generally viewed as a veiled self-portrait, and the similarity of the entities is
revealed by an obvious exactitude in the outline of the profile. The question of the
absence that is present in the right hand form is always there, regardless of any
seemingly valid answers as to why that silhouette is empty. The various meanings
and the relationship to perception and to language render this work like many
other Magritte paintings: a mystery.
Like so many of Magritte’s paintings, Decalcomania illustrates his capacity to paint
a simple image that is both poetic and mysterious. An important concept central to
Magritte’s work “…was that painting must be poetic, and that poetry must evoke
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mystery … His whole oeuvre was committed to an attempt to evoke this mystery –
to evoke it, not to reveal it.”222

Fig. 41. Rene Margritte, Decalcomania, 1966, oil on canvas, 81 x 100cm. Private collection,
U.S.A.223

Magritte’s first painting involving a pair of figures as a double was The Two Sisters
of 1925224 and he further developed this theme of the double into imaginative and
dramatic imagery. Figures with their reflections, or elements as doubles appeared
in many paintings, some early examples are: The Seer’s Chamber; The Magician’s
Accomplices; The Age of Marvels; The Secret Double; The Murderer Threatened; and
Foolhardy [Fig. 42].
Magritte said of Foolhardy some forty years after he painted it:
“When the idea for Foolhardy came to me, I was thinking of an image that
resembled a person (with his arm in a sling) beside his reflection (a
reflection in a non-distorting mirror). This person and his reflection are
standing on a terrace, beyond which a mountain and the sky delimit the
field of vision. That is exactly what I visualized, and it enabled me to paint
Foolhardy. If I had to “interpret” this image, I would say (for example) that
the appearance of the figure acquires its charge of mystery when it is
accompanied by its reflection. The fact is that a figure which appears does
222
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not evoke the element of mystery it contains when its appearance alone is
presented. The figure (of Foolhardy), if it were alone, would be reduced to
something particular: a slightly comic person. Alone, it would not evoke
what it has in common with every other person, that is to say their
mystery.”225

Fig. 42. Rene Magritte, Foolhardy, 1927, oil on canvas, 100 x 73cm. Private collection,
Photo: Marlborough International Fine Art, London.226

Magritte’s life experience is believed to be the pretext of his searching for the
hidden meaning in all things whether animate and inanimate. Magritte himself has
put it simply, “the invisible cannot be hidden from our eyes.”227 The subject of his
works engage in the use of the known to reveal the concealed existence of further
meanings, meanings which become remarkably difficult to fully comprehend,
creating a ‘sensation of mystery.’228 Depicting the mysterious became his resolve
as an artist and what was concealed was as important as what was visible in his
paintings.
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Shadows, Reflections and the Other
While completing a painting on a varnished black field in 1962, Michelangelo
Pistoletto noticed his own reflection within the surface of the painting.229 By
acknowledging his own reflection, he realised how he could be in the painting
objectively. This addition of a live moving figure within the composition in real
time was a revelation; he then set out to refine the process to make paintings on
mirrored surfaces [Fig. 44]. Pistoletto mentions the importance of the discovery of
his image within the reflective surface of his painting,
“I caused this man and the whole picture to descend to floor level, as a
consequence I converted the space surrounding him into a reflecting
surface; the picture which was a window, became a door. A door opening
onto the visual objectivity of things in the world.”230
Initially he used life-sized photos of friends and family and developed a method of
tracing the photographs onto tissue, the tracings were transformed into painted
images on tissue paper then cut out and applied paint surface down231 onto
polished metal panels with adhesive. Later the figures were assembled from
various photographic sources. From 1969 these paintings on tissue paper gave
way to silk screened images applied directly to the mirror finish steel. In an
interview with Julia Peyton-Jones and Hanss Ulrich Obrist, Michaelangelo
Pistoletto said,
“…there was objectivity in the reflected reality that told me how to realise
the figure. I could no longer paint the figure as I did before; that was a
pictorial solution, but I needed a photographic solution, because the image
given by the photo and the images given by the reflection have the same
qualities of objectivity.”232

When explaining his reason for experimenting with painting on reflective surfaces
Pistoletto states “The viewer becomes the one who walks on the canvas – finds
himself in the same space as the artist. The necessity for this different dimension
229
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grew precisely out of the dilemma of Pollock’s era.”233 He is referring here to the
fact that a viewer was excluded from and could never experience the abstract
expressionist’s involvement that went into producing his or her own artwork.
The mirror paintings became his best-known works. Pistoletto spaced his figures
with a deliberate sense of the intervals between each figure in the composition.
This acute placement and the illusionistic space created by the polished surface
allowed the painted figure to exist with the reflected viewer. Standing in the
optimal position to view a mirror painting, the viewer can enter the picture via his
or her own reflection; the scale of the viewer’s reflection will then match the scale
of the painted figures. Stephen Westfall described the experience of viewing a
Pistoletto mirror painting,
“The polished steel grounds of the Mirror Paintings, seductively gorgeous in
their own right, and in conjunction with painted and reflected figures,
opens an illusionistic space that exists in real time rather than a
commemorative past. Catching our reflections in the work prompts us to
recall the lineage of the mirror in art as a pre photographic referent for
mimesis and as the great poetic metaphor for the doubling of
consciousness.”234
Mirrors show life itself within the frame of the work, although in reverse, that is,
left to right. Anybody viewing a Pistoletto mirror painting may find themselves at
odds with the painted content, for example, a politician may find his reflection in
the midst of a demonstration. Pistoletto is interested in drawing the viewer into a
participatory role within the painting’s drama. This point is supported by Jeremy
Lewison’s essay on Pistoletto’s mirror paintings,
“The mirror painting, from Pistoletto’s point of view, was not to be a
window, but a door through which the viewer could pass, that would admit
the outside world to the inside, as well as acting as a transition from inside
to outside.”235
Like Magritte’s ‘Not to be Reproduced’ Pistoletto’s mirror paintings, especially in
his early mirror paintings, have the painted figures face away from or side on to
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the viewer. They are mostly shown obliquely or from behind so that they turn
toward the viewer’s reflection as if they are engaged with the viewer allowing the
reflected gaze of the viewer and not the painted figure to be of importance. This
aspect allows for an illusionistic space to exist in real time that evokes an
apparition of a living person within a still composition. With the image on the
polished surface in an ultra-thin medium, the viewer sees the figure on the picture
plane and also as if it were passing through the surface into the reflected deep
space, the very same reflected space in which the viewers see themselves, looking
back at the image of the figure [Fig. 43].

Fig. 43. Michelangelo Pistoletto, Girl taking a Picture, 1962-2007, silkscreen on polished
stainless steel, 250 x 125cm. Collection Cittadellarte - Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella.236

There is another aspect to the viewer’s reflection, in a sense they are in the work
and in front of the work at the same time therefore they share in the same space as
that of the painter’s past action. The addition of the viewer’s reflection changes the
236
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static nature of the painting. There is evidence of the passage of time in the mirror
paintings: the reflected image is of the present whereas the painted image is from
the past. Time is also involved as a result of the multiple focal points of reflected
objects resulting from the surroundings also being reflected in the painting. Time
becomes part of the sequence of observing these multiple points of focus. The fact
that a viewer’s reflection moves within the picture plane as the viewer moves adds
another aspect of the involvement of time.

Fig. 44. Michelangelo Pistoletto Standing Man, 1962-1982. Silkscreen on polished steel.
Tate.237

The mirrored surface depicts an illusion of space beyond the picture plane and
human vision is not capable of focusing on the image that is applied to the mirror
surface and the reflected space that is beyond the surface simultaneously, although
it may register less distinctly in peripheral vision. “The sequence of looking at the
subject and then at other things reflected in the mirror is time based.”238 This
means that the multiple points of focus involve time in moving from one focal point
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to another. The mirror painting is forever changing [Fig. 43] with live, moving
figures.
The reflection of the viewer, the viewer’s double, is also twice as far from the
viewer as the surface of the mirror actually is, it is after all a two dimensional flat
surface that reflects a three dimensional space, an observation that can confuse the
viewer’s perception of their position in space. The mirror painting renders a
three-dimensional dislocation for the viewer. Not only that, but the viewer will
always remain isolated and excluded from engaging with the figure/s in the scene,
or as Pistoletto has said “the phenomenon of existence.”239 Because of the
reflective surface, these paintings form a dialogue that encompass time past and
present, they function as a door that is open to their domain, and they incorporate
constantly changing events beyond the artist’s involvement.
The concept for my sculpture Seeing the Shadow II [Fig. 45] was influenced by both
the myth of Narcissus [Fig. 7, p. 27] and Michelangelo Pistoletto’s paintings on a
reflecting surface. In Seeing the Shadow II, the reflection of the standing figure is
overlaid on the mirrored surface of what would normally be its own black shadow.
In this particular piece, I have employed the earlier semantic ambiguity between
reflection and shadow to create a work that subverts the basic properties of a
shadow by turning it into a mirror surface. In a sense, this contrary state of the
shadow allows the figure to ‘reflect’ on an image of itself. The reflection could be
read as an image of the inner self or in Jung’s terminology, the ‘dark side’ of the self,
something that is not usually evident or encountered, a vision in the form of a
personification of the negative aspects of the subject’s personality that would
normally not be acknowledged.
Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Verse Inside, inside the mirror of 1987 starts with the line
Inside the mirror, there am I, and following in the second last line, Nothing escapes
the mirror.240 The sentiment expressed in that verse and those lines in particular,
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coupled with the notion of the dark shadow as an interpretation of the body’s
double or other self, were the two principle elements that inspired this work. The
figure is apprehensively viewing his own body reflection that in this particular
case appears as a dark silhouette imbedded within the mirrored surface of the
shadow. The reflection will contract, expand or even disappear according to the
viewer’s position, thereby replicating the elusiveness of the unconscious
personality. What this figure makes of the intangible revelation of his inner self is
somewhat speculative.

Fig. 45. Peter Tilley, Seeing the Shadow II, 2017, Cast iron and polished stainless steel,
43 x 78 x 15cm. Photo, Dean Beletich.
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The photographer Floris Neususs, born Germany 1937, employed the shadow cast
by his model’s figure to create a series of whole body photograms, which he titled
Korperfotogramm. Instead of the usual silver bromide paper, in some photograms
Nuesuss used auto-reversal paper that registered a black image of the figure on a
white ground. The whole body scale of these works and the expressive poses laid
directly onto the light sensitive paper record an equivalent of what would be a
normal expression of the human shadow. The closest parts of the figure to the
paper create the darkest and sharpest shadows. This is evident in Untitled
(Korperfotogramm) Kassel 1967 [Fig. 46]. Here the hands and feet that were in
contact with the paper are well defined. The life size shadow is apparently
weightless and floating in an ambiguous space. It is devoid of any personal
identifying characteristics and surface detail that would categorise the image as an
individual portrait. Because Neususs does not use a camera to produce the
Korperfotogramms, the actual shadow of a particular moment in time becomes
permanently fixed by the paper’s photographic emulsion reacting to light.
Neususs’s photograms create a dialogue between shadow and light, presence and
absence, positive and negative, two and three dimensions, as Martin Barnes states,
“We know that, at one time, a person touched the paper and that their
shadow was left behind in two dimensions as an incomplete and enigmatic
trace. As we search for connections between the individual, the body and
its indexical remnant, the images ask us to complete them in three
dimensions using flights of fancy.”241
The human scale of the images allows a sense of intimacy while at the same time
the lack of identifying detail creates a sense of detachment. The translation into a
two-dimensional image floating against a featureless background removes the
image from a physical context. The photograms of the human figure, of which
Untitled (Korperfotogramm) Kassel, 1967 is an example, are suggestive of symbols
of the subconscious. There is a strong connection to Carl Jung’s archetype of the
shadow. The silhouettes resemble something that may exist in the imagination or
dreams, like floating or falling, or possibly represent the repressed qualities that
have been consigned to the subconscious.
241
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Fig. 46. Floris Neususs, Untitled (Korperfotogramm), Kassel, 1967.242

I also make a connection between the floating, disconnected shadow of the figure
with the Egyptian funerary myth that has the black featureless shadow, the Ka,
leaving the tomb by day.
Neususs’s hovering shadows are unconnected to a physical body. They may well
be a manifestation of that part of ourselves we do not wish to recognize, the
normally inseparable other half that makes us whole. These possible
interpretations are all the more conceivable given that our actual shadow is not
seen independently of ourselves.
Several prominent contemporary artists who have incorporated the shadow as a
substantial element in their respective artworks are the photographers David
Maisel, sculptors Anila Quayyum Agha, Cal Lane, Cornelia Parker, Alwar
Balasubramaniam and Ana Prvacki. I make reference to these artists in Chapter 6,
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Contemporary Representation, Context, and Methodology, as there are aspects of
their individual approach to the concept of the shadow within their artworks that
is both informative and of relevance to my research.
There are many important artists whose medium is the manipulation of shadows;
“By deliberately exaggerating the shadow-substance contrast.”243 The artists Kumi
Yamashita, Larry Kagan, Tim Noble, Sue Webster, and Christian Boltanski are good
examples of artists creating artworks that generate surprising shadows. Usually
their process is to focus a light source on an arrangement of ordinary objects
resulting in the recognizable shadow image being radically different from the
objects casting the shadow.

Fig. 47. Tim Noble and Sue Webster, HE/SHE, Diptych, 2003, Welded scrap metal, 2 light
projectors. 244
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The most notable of these contemporary shadow artists would be the British
collaborative artists Tim Noble and Sue Webster [Fig. 47]. Sharpe suggests part of
the reason for their notability is,
“…in part because they add an aggressive humour to the shadow-substance
tension. They turn piles of rubbish into shadow-casting shapes of
themselves that speak about copulation and consumption, strained
relations and intimate relationships.” 245
The projection of a shadow onto a surface by directing a light source at a group of
positioned items is an innovative approach to creating intriguing artworks.
However, my approach is that the shadow is a sculpted material that does not rely
on a focused light source. In one sense, the shadows in my sculptures describe the
casting figures, whereas quite often the reverse applies to the artworks of artists
such as Tim Noble and Sue Webster. That is, the accumulation or arrangement of
objects in their installations describe, by means of the beam of light, the projected
shadow of the figure or object.
I have not found this technique to have a useful application in my current body of
work and consequently not an important addition to my research although I do not
dismiss the possibility of incorporating aspects of the particular medium into
future works.
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Chapter 6
Contemporary Representation, Context and, Methodology
The invisible cannot be hidden from our eyes.
Rene Magritte246
The artists referred to in this chapter have created artistic meaning by
constructing shadows either by shadow projection, implying shadow with a
material substance, or sculpting shadow as a three-dimensional shape. Alwar
Balasubramanium casts the three-dimensonal volume of shadows of an open box
and Ana Prvacki uses thin materials for her ‘stolen shadows’. The shadows in
works by Anila Quayyum Agha, Cal Lane, and Cornelia Parker are not represented
materially. They are projections of an object blocking a light source or, in the case
of David Maisel, part of the photographic process.
Pakistani artist Anila Quayyum Agha, b. 1965, has created an elaborately patterned
and laser cut wood panelled cube containing a single bright light source, which
was installed to use cast shadows to complete the artwork. Titled Intersections
[Fig. 48], the centrally positioned light source casts intricate lace-like symmetrical

Fig. 48. Anila Quayyum Agha, Intersections, 2013, Laser cut wood panels, light globe, 195.5
cm cube. Photo: Pamela Bevelhymer.247
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shadows onto all surrounding surfaces. The play of light and shadow is meant to
emulate the “geometrical patterning in Islamic sacred spaces”248 while the
geometric pattern itself “references Islamic design motifs.”249
Agha’s Intersections project explores, through the duality of light and shadow,
issues of the “contradictory nature of all intersections,”250 including her experience
of being excluded, as a female, from the Mosque, public spaces, and creativity in
Pakistan. The work is meant to create a space in which people from any
background can immerse themselves, and experience and query the nature of nonfigurative design which is the basis of Islamic art.

Fig. 49. Installation detail, Intersections, Photo: Anila Quayyum Agha.251

Whilst there are some similarities between Intersections and the artworks by
artists that manipulate objects to cast conflicting shadows,252 I believe the point of
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difference is that Intersections creates a totally immersive, contemplative shadow
environment that envelops the entire room and anybody in it [Fig. 49]. The
viewers’ cast shadows interacting with the shadows of the work indicates a
constant passing of time. This interaction with the sculpture’s cast shadow is also
a point of difference with the three-dimensional material shadows in my work.
Cal Lane, b.1968, a sculptor from Victoria, British Columbia, uses a cutting process
on a wide range of ready-made steel objects like car parts [Fig. 50], oil drums, Ibeams, wheel barrows, spades and shipping containers. These ready-made objects
are worked into delicately cut, significantly patterned material. The process of
repetitively cutting and removing positive shapes leaves a stencil-like filigree
pattern on the ready-made steel objects. The intricate lace pattern’s transparency
does not obscure the utilitarian nature of the steel objects. There is just enough of
the original material left to preserve the form of the ready-made. An article titled
Blowtorch Filigree by Kate Sierzputowski includes this statement by Lane that
partly explains her reason for overlaying a domestic lace pattern on an industrial
object,
“Like a Wrestler in a tutu, the absurdity of having opposing extremist
stances is there for reaction and not rational understanding; the rational
discussion arises in the search for how one thing defines the other by its
proximity.”253
The lace-like object may now connect the viewer to the conflict between the
intricately cut pattern and the realities behind the objects. These realities create a
dialogue that blurs the division between domestic and industrial, opaque and
transparent, and the usually accepted notions of the distinction between what is
feminine and what is masculine. Lane’s straightforward approach to her art
making practice is evidenced in her artist statement for the 2012 Biennale of
Sydney,
“I like to work as a devil’s advocate, using contradiction as a vehicle for
finding my way to an empathetic image of opposition that creates a balance,
as well as a clash, by comparing and contrasting ideas and materials. I am
interested in pulling together industrial and domestic life as well as
relationships of strong and delicate, masculine and feminine, practicality
253
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and frivolity, ornament and function. I prefer to make sense of things, in
order to suspend (or pass) judgment.”254
Delicate design overwhelms the durable steel material leaving a filigree pattern of
positive and negative space. In some works, those negative spaces create a
mesmerizing pattern by adding patches of light to the cast shadow on the
surrounding floor and walls. When strong, dark attached shadows are cast,
especially at the point where the object rests on or near the ground, the pattern of
the shadows can appear to merge with the patterning of the objects. The junction
between the two may then be ill-defined creating an illusion of shadow and object
becoming one.

Fig. 50. Cal Lane, Filigree Car Bombing, Detail Plasma cut steel car parts, sifted dirt.
2007.255

Lane has also sifted dirt through lace objects, like tablecloths, onto the floor in
some of her installation works. The fragile ephemeral designs replicate shadows
cast by the adjacent objects, but unlike a cast shadow, the delicate dirt pattern
could easily be smeared or blown away [Figs. 50 and 51]. In Lane’s installation
titled Domesticated Turf [Fig. 51], produced for the 18th Biennale of Sydney, there
254
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was also a substantial contrast with the surrounding structures. The visible
disparity between the delicacy and fragility of the sifted coloured sand and the
hard geometry of the metal girders and stanchions where it was installed, in the
Turbine Hall on Cockatoo Island, Sydney Harbour, was distinctly noticeable. In this
work, the lace tablecloths have been rendered immaterial, even absent objects.
The sifted dirt defines the negative spaces of the filigree pattern. The negative
then becomes a positive, and it also alludes to the fact of the former presence and
now absence of that positive object. What was the former lace positive now reads
as if it were a shadow on the concrete floor.

Fig. 51. Cal Lane, Domesticated Turf, Installation image, 18th Biennale of Sydney, 2012,
sifted coloured sand.256

As well as being applied directly to the floor, the sifted dirt ‘shadows’ began to
appear on the human body in a series of ongoing ephemeral installations. One
particular work titled Dirt Lace 2004 [Fig. 52] involves a nude figure that has been
‘clothed’ with a dusting of dirt sifted through the negative spaces of a lace table
cloth. The patterns of dirt (and in later works, powdered sugar) reflect Lane’s
interest in negative spaces as a metaphor for what is not there. Lane’s fascination
with lace is related to its capacity to conceal and reveal at the same time. “…like a
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veil to cover or lingerie to reveal.”257 For Lane the negative is an absence that
informs a context and therefore becomes a positive.
Two important aspects of Cal Lane’s sculptures and ephemeral installations have
influenced my thinking. One aspect is when the shadow cast by the object is dark
or sharp enough that the boundary between material and immaterial becomes
indistinct, this situation can allow the shadow and object to merge visually.
Another intriguing element is the dual idea of concealment while at the same time
the lace-like pattern reveals: simultaneously hiding while exposing. What is not
there reveals an untold story; the absences create a double identity, the negative
space becomes a positive, that is, an essential element that imparts meaning to the
ready-made object. The patterning focuses attention on the subject rather than the
object, that unspoken quality or other identity that enhances and adds a layer of
meaning to the ordinary.

Fig. 52. Cal Lane, Dirt Lace, 2004.258
257
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Anila Quayyum Agha’s sculptures and Cal Lane’s filigree patterned installations are
static and contemplative. Cornelia Parker, the English sculptor and installation
artist, b. 1956, is best known for sculptural works where the objects have been
altered by a process of destruction. While Parker’s sculptures are also static and
contemplative, her sculptures engage with the viewer in a different way as a result
of the deliberate ruination of those objects. The range of her subject matter
discloses her awareness of humanity’s impact on the environment and “…her work,
though always visually captivating, reveals a dark undercurrent that questions
humanity’s increasing perilous relationship with the planet.”259
Parker manipulates her materials in procedures that could be described as
destructive processes of transformation, for example her chosen objects or
materials can be subjected to being exploded, extruded, crushed, or burnt. For
example, the work Cold Dark Matter: Exploded View [Fig. 53] is a three-dimensional
reconstructed garden shed plus its contents that were exploded by a British Army
Ordnance Team under direction from the artist.
The fragments that survived the blast are suspended on wires centered around a
single light globe. The charred pieces radiate outwards from the light globe
according to size, from smallest to largest, recreating the trajectory of the blast.
The shadows create a dramatic effect on the gallery walls giving an impression of
the blast itself as the shed erupted with the detonation. The overall effect is that
the explosion has been arrested in time, with the blast interrupted, hovering and in
flux. A violent energy appears to be suspended in both space and time. For Parker,
the art-making process is a conceptual undertaking with the starting point of
choosing an object or material that has a symbolic meaning within society. The
object can then be manipulated, sometimes destructively, substituting the original
function with another function but retaining a vestige of its former self.
In a similar fashion to the indistinct boundary between object and shadow in Cal
Lane’s sculptures, in certain works by Parker the boundary between shadow and
259
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sculpture can also become blurred. In some instances the form of the shadow can
merge with the forms of the objects casting the shadow. In Cold Dark Matter:
Exploded View, the viewer’s shadow can be projected onto the same walls and
interact with the shadows from the charred objects. In an interview with Ina Cole,
Cornelia Parker describes the importance of the shadow in the work Cold Dark
Matter: Exploded View [Fig. 53],
“When I first made it, I didn’t realize that the shadows were going to be so
effective. When they came out the way they did, it was just like re-creating
the explosion. People walked between the shadows and the piece,
becoming part of the moment. For me, art is about moments of revelation
like this, which I can’t plan.”260

Fig. 53. Cornelia Parker, Cold Dark Matter: Exploded View, 1991, Wood, metal, plastic,
ceramic, paper, textile and wire, 4 x 4 x 4m, Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester, Cornelia
Parker Exhibition, April 2015, Collection Tate Britain.261

Parker implies that the shadows are significant and become as much a part of the
work as the objects themselves.
Cold Dark Matter: Exploded View was a pivotal piece exemplifying Parker’s
approach to materials and objects. Another major work that continues her
approach of transforming existing objects is the work titled Thirty Pieces of Silver
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[Fig. 54]. This work comprises more than one thousand silver objects ranging
from cutlery and plates through to trombones. All of these silver objects were
deliberately crushed by a vintage steam-roller.262 The crushed objects were then
arranged into thirty circular groups of approximately one metre diameter and
suspended in a grid on thin wire traces about twenty five centimetres above the
floor. The proximity of the discs of flattened artefacts to the floor allows the
objects to interplay with their cast shadows; this brings the materiality of the work

Fig. 54. Cornelia Parker, Detail, Thirty Pieces of Silver 1988-89, transformed silver objects,
dimensions variable, York St. Marys, 2011, photo Shannon Tofts, Collection Tate Britain.263

into question as the objects and their cast shadows merge. Parker has stated that
she would like the silver pieces to tarnish. In an article titled A Strange Alchemy:
Cornelia Parker by Lisa Tickner for the Association of Art Historians in 2003,
Parker responds to Tickner’s question, ‘does it go dull?’
“I like the idea, as long as it’s up, that it should just tarnish. It’s only ever
been shown for a maximum of six weeks so far but the Tate are showing it
for nine months, and when they asked me, I said that I was quite happy for
it to go black. That’s the material, that’s what it does – it starts off really
262
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shiny and dulls with time and eventually goes black. I like this durational
thing. It starts off beautiful and becomes ugly. Actually I like the tarnish
more than the shininess…”264
An obvious outcome of the silver tarnishing would be that over time the pieces
would blend with their shadows even more. Tarnish is a patina where the metal is
undergoing a chemical reaction to protect itself. It is an interesting perspective
that by developing a black patina and merging with the shadow the artwork would
be camouflaging itself as well. In an interview with Andrea Jahn in 2004 Parker
mentions a small work titled “…Alter Ego (fancy coffee pot with pale reflection).
There is the potential for the reflection to tarnish, and then it would become a
shadow.”265 The word ‘tarnish’ would not normally be applied to the rust patina
on the steel or the oxidized surface on lead that is used in the fabrication of my
sculptures, however the chemical process is similar, in each case, the metal is
protecting itself from further deterioration.
In 1989, Cornelia Parker used money as a medium. In a work for Cornerhouse
Gallery in Manchester, titled Matter and What it Means [Fig. 55], Parker asked for
the materials budget of 500 pounds to be supplied in silver ten-pence coins.266 She
then arranged for a steam train to run over the coins. The flattened coins were
suspended on wires in the darkened gallery; the mass of suspended coins created
forms recognizable as two reclining human figures in space hovering just above
the floor creating shadows directly below. Parker then filled in the shadow
silhouettes with dirty coins; these coins were still soiled with grease and grim from
the steam train.
The artwork is reminiscent of stone coffins found in churches and cathedrals, the
orientation of the figures being horizontal, stylized and simplified in a form that
Lisa Tickner, A strange Alchemy: Cornelia Parker,
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Fig. 55. Cornelia Parker, Matter and What it Means, 1989-1991, coins crushed by a steam
train and suspended on wires above dirty coins on the floor, Whitechapel Art Gallery, offsite.267

follows the outline shape of a person which is also similar to the ancient Egyptian
inner anthropoid coffins. As with many of Parker’s works, the found objects lose
their functionality due to the destructive processes of transformation but they
become art objects with their history and associations remaining intact.
Another very different analysis of the function and what may be loosely defined as
‘shadows’ compared to the treatment of shadows in Cornelia Parker’s, Cal Lane’s
and Anila Quayyum Agha’s installations are the photographic images by the
American photographer David Maisel, b.1961. In the body of his work titled
History’s Shadow, a series of images reflect on scientific research, the visible and
the invisible, visual art, and the passage of time. Maisel’s History’s Shadow was
exhibited at Yancey Richardson, New York in 2014. The artworks are a series of
manipulated photographs of x-rays [Fig. 56 and 57].
The re-photographed x-rays are of three-dimensional, mostly sculptural, artefacts
from antiquity. The x-rays were sourced from the Getty Museum’s conservation
archives when Maisel was artist in residence at the Getty Research Institute in
2007. Conservators used these x-rays to reveal and examine structural damage
267
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and internal defects not visible to the naked eye. Maisel’s photographs, as with all
photographs, reduce the three-dimensional object to a two–dimensional image.
However, unlike an ordinary photograph, these images map and reveal both the
inner and outer surfaces of the sculptural object simultaneously.
By revealing what would normally be unseen internal construction details, the
images collapse time, scale, volume, and materiality. In his catalogue essay, Maisel
describes how the re-photographed x-rays transform the nature of the objects,
“The ghostly images of these x-rays seemed to surpass the potency of the
original objects of art. These spectral renderings were like transmissions
from the distant past, conveying messages across time, and connecting the
contemporary viewer to the art impulse at the core of these ancient works.
Through the x-ray process, the artworks of origin become de-familiarized
and de-contextualized, yet acutely alive and renewed, revivified. The
shadow-worlds they occupy are informed by the black space surrounding
the images, which in some instances becomes a vast nether world, and in
others becomes the velvety ground of some kind of brain scan/portrait.”268
The shadowy images in Maisel’s photographs convey information across time and
link the images to the distant past. They describe another dimension by making
the invisible internal structures, both sound and defective, visible. By revealing
what is invisible to the naked eye, the two-dimensional photographs express “…the
shape shifting nature of time itself, and the continuous presence of the past
contained within us”.269
Although dealing with the same notion of making the invisible visible, another
completely different perspective on the perception of shadow and negative space
is revealed in the sculpture of Alwar Balasubramanian, b.1971. Bala, as he is
known, is an Indian sculptor, painter, and printmaker based in Bangalore.
His strategy in the work Shadow Foreshadow [Fig. 58] is about exposing the
invisible by attempting to construct a relationship between the visible and
invisible that gives structure and material form to that which is normally unseen.
According to Bala, “The visual is just a by-product. The really important thing is
268
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Fig. 56. David Maisel, History’s Shadow GM8, 2010 Archival pigment print, 101.6 x
76.2cm.270

Fig. 57. David Maisel, History’s Shadow GM15, 2010 Archival pigment print, 76.2 x
101.6cm.271

the invisible. … Negative space is always there - just not visible.”272 His
philosophical approach to his work revolves around three aspects of human life:
270
271
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“the known (easily discerned by the senses), the unknown (understandable) and
the unknowable (beyond human comprehension).”273
An image of Bala’s Shadow Foreshadow illustrates how he exposes the normally
unseen three-dimensional shadow. The invisible volume of the shadow cast by a
cardboard box becomes evident when the box plus the three-dimensional form of
its shadow (that volumetric space where light does not penetrate) is cast in
fiberglass.

Fig. 58. Alwar Balasubramaniam, Shadow Foreshadow, 2007 Fiberglass, timber and acrylic,
cast volumes of the shadows of a corrugated cardboard box.274

Minhazz Majumdar describes it so, “These ‘shadow sculptures’ not only point to
our limited and limiting perceptions of the world around us, but also give structure
to the unseen.”275 The sequence of the second and third works in Shadow
Foreshadow successively transforms the three-dimensional shadow form until the
box is no longer present, the once intangible shadow becomes a physical structure
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- the shadow becomes the sculpture. In Bala’s words “A shadow of a shadow of a
shadow”.276
Bala also explores through figurative sculpture the other invisible forces that
govern our existence: gravity and time. These forces also form a major part of his
philosophical approach and his quest to comprehend human nature. Some of his
figurative works are an enquiry into the self; this is achieved through casts of his
own body. Some of these are no more than a shell that exposes an emptiness
within. The actual boundary of the skin then becomes a metaphorical boundary
between the self and the outside world, dealing once again with what is seen and
what is hidden.
One particular work titled In, But Out comprises two full-length body casts of the
artist that are empty shells. His back half is set into a wall and the front half set
into a wall that is directly opposite, parallel and in close proximity. The effects of
light and shadow can make the negative volume within the casting appear as a
positive object, as suggested by the title. A viewer standing between the two
halves may experience some disorientation as a result of the optical illusion.
Another quote from Bala illustrates his fascination with what lies beyond the
tangible, “Art lies in the realm between science, which demands proof and is based
on material reality, and spirituality, which is based on experience and not
evidence”.277
An alternative manifestation of a ‘fabricated shadow’ as a body of work is present
in Ana Prvacki’s solo exhibition Stealing Shadows shown at 1301PE Gallery Los
Angeles in 2016. Prvacki’s ‘stolen shadows’ are the shadows of familiar sculptural
masterpieces. The shadows belonged to, and were appropriated from
Michelangelo’s David, Constantin Brancusi’s Endless Column, Marcel Duchamp’s
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Bicycle Wheel [Fig. 59], and Alberto Giacometti’s Walking Man, to name a few of the
most important artworks.
The replicated artworks are the manufactured material shadows of masterpieces
that are most instantly recognisable to a wider audience. Exhibited in a
commercial gallery, each shadow artwork is marketed at 1% of the estimated
current market value278 of the original masterpiece and is available in a range of
material formats, as the artist is continuing to experiment with materials for their
suitability in different installation locations. The scale, materiality and perspective
of the ‘stolen shadow’ would be determined by the particulars of where it is being
installed. Prvaki has said of her Stolen Shadows project,
“Shadows haunt and propel the spirit of today’s dematerialized art
production and preoccupation with ephemera and mischievous urges.
Stealing shadows of famous masterpieces is both tactical and
economical.”279

Fig. 59. Ana Prvacki, Marcel Duchamp – Bicycle Wheel, 2016.280
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Being a photographic image in the first instance means that the shadow outline
would always remain consistent with that which is cast by the original sculpture.
It was an essential condition for Prvacki that her fabricated image, in its newly
reproduced flat format, whether digital projection, painted or in a thin material, be
recognized without the presence of the original sculpture. Prvacki maintains
“Shadows are so poetic, they deal so much with the psyche and our unconscious in
a profound, archetypal way.”281
Ana Prvacki’s concept that the fabricated shadow be recognizable by a viewer,
without the presence of the sculpture that originally cast that shadow refers back
to a shadow identifying its caster mentioned in reference to Gombrich’s self
portrait on page 18, along with Stieglitz’s photograph [Fig. 32], and Monet’s
photograph [Fig. 33].
Many aspects of this chapter have influenced my three-dimensional works. I
especially respond to different approaches to object and material manipulation,
reductively by Lane, and sometimes destructively by Parker. These manipulative
processes replace the original function of an object with another function. What I
have found insightful is that even through these transformative processes, there
remains a vestige of the object’s former self. The other major influential factors
gleaned from this chapter are the different ways Lane, Parker, Maisel, and Bala
attempt to make the invisible visible. I particularly value Maisel’s shadowy
photographs that convey information across time and link the images to the
distant past. The fact they reveal what is invisible to the eye by mapping what is
internal and unseen is evocative and another expression of the dark side of the self.
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Chapter 7
Incorporation of the Shadow
There are many more enigmas in the shadow of a man walking in the
sun than in all past, present and future religions.
Giorgio de Chirico282
The degree to which the laws that govern light and shadow inform my 3D practice
may be reduced to basic principles for the purpose of this research project.
Elements of those principles are adhered to, or not, as may be deemed necessary
for the concept of any individual work. Without doubt, an understanding of the
principles involved has been invaluable in resolving or in some cases even
initiating the concept for a particular work. Likewise, the field of visual perception
is very complex, and that science is only just touched on here. It is included in
outline only, essentially because perception is crucial to our understanding of
everything that surrounds us in the observable world. Recognition and
interpretation of shadows form part of our perception skills, with information
delivered by a shadow an indispensable aid to seeing. Cast shadows are trusted
innately because they are part of a natural process that follows the laws of
perspective, and consequently they inform our understanding of the current
location we negotiate and the three-dimensional objects we interact with.
There is much more occurring in the brain than we are conscious of; with every
individual image that we see there is a tremendous amount of processing of the
details. The Italian researcher of cognition, Roberto Casati, describes part of the
perceptive process in a chapter titled “How to Straighten a Slanted Shadow”. He
states that when viewing a floor rug that has been photographed and as a result
the image resembles a ‘slanted trapezoid,’ this occurs cognitively, “But when you
look at the carpet, or the photograph, it feels like you’re seeing a rectangle, your
brain straightens out the slanted shapes.”283
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This means we have a perceptive ability whereby the brain understands and
interprets the structure and geometry of objects, including cast shadows. However,
shadow is not normally an attribute of any given scene that registers consciously.
This notion is supported by Michael Baxandall’s statement, “If we consciously
notice a shadow, it is usually a cast one with a striking form or a striking relation to
the shape that is projecting it.”284 Our cognitive skills interpret unconsciously the
attributes of cast shadows, assessing and processing the projections and
confirming aspects like shape, position, size, and distance of the object as well as
the light source that has cast the shadow. All this occurs without our being aware
of this cognitive process happening and happening repeatedly and in an instant.
The interesting factor here is that the brain uses shadows astutely to comprehend
objects and their positions in space. This process occurs without our being aware
of the activity, and we normally don't even notice shadows even though they
would be quite visible whenever there is a strong contrast with the brightness of
the surrounding surface.
From these points, it would seem that we are predisposed to see threedimensional things and the recognition of those things is aided, unconsciously, by
shadows. The fact that the shadows in my three-dimensional works already exist
as material objects [Fig. 60] circumvents the involuntary and unconscious
cognition processes that normally happen in the brain. The conscious use of
shadows from the earliest of times has been demonstrated in previous chapters to
achieve results like measuring time, confirming correct perspective, and providing
an image of the soul. The shadow was also shown in Hans Christian Andersen’s
The Shadow to be an animated object with a life of its own, influencing others and
having a capacity for demonisation. The majority of shadows that we encounter
are normally an aid to knowledge of a particular three-dimensional entity.
It is the aid to knowledge coupled with the image of the soul that are the principle
attributes of the shadow as a three-dimensional component of my sculptures.
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Ideally the materiality and configuration of the three-dimensional shadows will
facilitate a conscious insight into the characteristics belonging to the figure casting
that shadow.

Fig. 60. Peter Tilley, Faithfull Companion, 2017, painted resin, lead, painted timber, 41 x 26
x 11cm. Photo, Peter Tilley.

As stated above, we seem to be predisposed to see and recognise threedimensional things aided unconsciously by shadows, so if those shadows are
three-dimensional material objects they will be consciously noticed, and it is
possible a viewer could access meaning within the work more readily. The
tangible presence and the fact these three-dimensional sculptural representations
of shadows are not only visible but also tactile means they would register in
conscious thought and not be unconsciously processed in the way a normal nonmaterial shadow would.
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One limitation applied to the sculptures that have been produced for this research
project is that they may imply but do not involve figures or objects in motion.
Therefore, the relationship between an object in motion and the effective
perception of its cast shadow is beyond the scope of this paper.
The shadows that are used in my three-dimensional works often have a range of
meanings; they can represent loss, pain, the unknown, and the ‘dark side’ of the
self or even living in the past. They may represent change, progress, and moving
through life. In some instances, a particular reading of the shadow may suggest
that it is undermining the figure’s illusion of certainty. What the shadow implies
may disorient or even expose the figure’s fallibilities.
The figure-shadow relationship may be inverted when the figure becomes the
subject the shadow describes. The figure’s existence is then underpinned by the
presence of the disclosing shadow. Normally, the shadow reveals the general form
of the casting figure but does not necessarily reveal the particular of that person.
In some instances, the ‘particular’ of the figure within the cast shadow would be a
necessary attribute of that individual work.
According to Stoichita;
“In order to approach the ‘likeness’, the representation of the shadow must
take on the symbolic form of the profile. This was in fact the only message
that the myth of origins of art was understood to convey, because it
maintained that only in the profile of the outlined shadow could mimesis
and index (likeness and physical connection) coexist.”285
The concept of a paradox that is identifiable between the figure and its shadow is
elemental to my sculptural practice. However, that may be just one of several
possible interpretations: as has been the case with preceding bodies of work, my
endeavor is for individual sculptures to have layers of meaning, some of which will
be deliberately open-ended.
Even though the figure is often pensive and somewhat meditative and the
composition as a whole might have a reflective stillness, there may be a sense of
unease and an inconsistency between what the shadow implies and what the
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figure expresses. There could also be a contradictory relationship between the
two. My intentional use of a contradictory relationship between a figure and its
shadow is based on material I have found to support this direction in Ancient
Egyptian pictorial symbolism, symbolism that was invariably linked to their
understanding of the very nature of existence. It is through symbols that beliefs
about the nature of life, death, and their gods were conveyed.
Equivocal in meaning and quite often contradictory, Ancient Egyptian symbolism
reveals a phenomenon of duality that was common in religion and culture. The
contradictory meanings proved to be valuable for the Ancient Egyptians: the
ambivalence accommodated the existence of conflicting facts within their concepts
of magic, supernatural forces, gods, religion, and the existence of reality. One
aspect of this concept I like to utilise is to do with the fact their focus was not
necessarily only on essential differences but also stressed the reality of opposites
as a unifying complementary order. Their understanding of balanced opposites
would include Nile and desert, heaven and earth, night and day, life and death, to
name a few. In true Ancient Egyptian fashion, the duality could also symbolize an
exact opposite by illustrating different states within a single entity. These
conflicting scenarios have enabled the recurring motif of the shadow or reflection
to be reinterpreted. These basic elements are often ongoing components that are
assimilated within my sculptural vocabulary.
The sculpture The Shadow Within [Fig. 61] is an illustration of the concept of
duality, in this case the division between the figure and the dark side of the self.
Because of the physical separation of the figure and its shadow, the shadow being
compartmentalised, one reading of this work infers that the figure is oblivious of
the existence of it’s own ‘dark side’. This idea stems from Jung’s statement
that ”the man without a shadow is statistically the commonest human type, one
who imagines he actually is only what he cares to know about himself [sic]”286 [p.
64]. The work is concerned with the relationship between psychological and
physical perception. Although there is a visible connection between figure and
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shadow, I was expressing the idea of material above and immaterial below the
ground plane. Drawing on Ancient Egyptian funerary symbolism, another
interpretation is that the shadow may represent the Ka and be capable of leaving
that confined space below the figure. This interpretation is supported by the
forward facing figure with one foot slightly in front of the other that references
Ancient Egyptian artistic canons, and the opening of the steel base could be
imagined to be a tomb’s false door.

Fig. 61, Peter Tilley, The Shadow Within, #2 of 3, 2016, cast iron, painted steel, steel, 145 x
32 x 20cm. Photo, Dean Beletich.
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The Shadow Within was also influenced by a work titled Earthbound Plant by the
British sculptor Antony Gormley, b.1950, which is a cast iron figure sculpture that
is buried upside down at the Archaeology Department of the University of
Cambridge. Only the soles of the feet are visible in the pavement. Gormley states,
“You can stand on the feet and the sculpture becomes like a materialized
shadow.”287

The Figure
There is a diversity of artists who to this day remain interested in what has been
one of the principle themes of Western art, figuration. Figuration and imagery that
are recognizable are still a significant concept in many forms of visual arts practice.
The human figure is increasingly the subject in all forms of art making practice,
and now there are no fixed rules or boundaries in the treatment of the figure or of
depicting any particular example of human experience. Antony Gormley believes
that “To aspire to universality necessitates figuration,”288
The male figures sculpted for this project are restrained and passive, they are a
neutral, ordinary version of an un-heroic male existence. Edward Lucie-Smith
refers to the significance of the historical perspective of the male figure in his essay
accompanying The Male Nude-A Modern View,
“From the Renaissance onwards, the nude, and the male nude in particular,
became the most important unit in an elaborate visual vocabulary – all
secular art seemed to originate from, and then to return to, an interest in
the nude.”289
I have treated my male figure in what I refer to as ‘an adequately realistic manner’,
a treatment that does not shift the focus entirely from the cast shadow. The figure
in these works is not meant to be an academic model. It is neither abstract nor
expressionist nor is it meant to act as a figure of representation but it does stem
from a particular example of the human condition, which is derived in part from
my own existence. The male body is what I know, and the production of my
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sculpture undeniably comes from a male mind. The figures are not meant to be
self-portraits although they can be somewhat autobiographical in that my life
experience influences the work I make. I prefer to see them as my interpretation
of an example of human experience.
How I would sum up my approach to figuration in an ‘adequately realistic manner’
is articulated nicely by Jacques Meuris in his chapter ‘Magritte the Realist Imagination and Inspiration.’ When questioned by Meuris on the term ‘Realism’
and if it should apply to his paintings Magritte responded expressing himself
vaguely;
“…as though he regarded it as diffuse and difficult to define with adequate
precision. Certainly he admitted to being a “realist painter”. Yet he did not
see this as implying that he faithfully depicted reality without further
ado.”290
None of my three-dimensional figures are portraits of a particular individual. The
figures are indisputably male, an ordinary male without identifying personal
details. They are more about the body and its traits, which may reveal what it
means to be that individual. They are not especially demonstrative by way of
expressive gestures; the attitudes are subtly modified. There are eighteen
different figures in this exhibition produced from eight different moulds. The
materials used for the casting process include bronze, cast iron, stained resin, and
plaster. The scale varies from three-quarter life-size down to 40 cm. high. There
are subtle changes and minor variations of attitude in figures from the same mould
that add some diversity allowing what is a similar body form to express different
moments in time and demeanour.
This simplicity of form capable of conveying a complex meaning through a subtle
change in posture is a convention that I have often employed since studying the
symbolism that is associated with Ancient Egyptian funerary culture. There is a
significant simplicity of form evident in all forms of Egyptian artwork, including
sculpture. The idealised forms of representation of the human figure and the
canonical traditions of the formal stance depict the figure as reserved, static,
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balanced, whether it is seated, standing or striding. The representation of the
human figure varied little throughout the Egyptian Pharaonic period. Their
deceptively simple artworks convey very complex messages for the initiated:
without some knowledge of the artist’s symbolic inventory much of the deeper
meaning of what a particular artwork represents will remain hidden. This
influence is acknowledged even though the shadow did not form part of the
convention of representing figures or objects, as mentioned in Chapter 2. When
the black shadow of the Ka appeared in tomb paintings and papyrus, it represented
the soul of the deceased.
The very functional nature of the Ancient Egyptian artistic canon has been an
important influence on the form and stance of my figurative sculpture. My
sculptural figures continue to follow the Egyptian conventions of a balanced,
reserved, formal stance closely. The conventions and scale of the monolithic
Egyptian statues also influenced Antony Gormley, inspiring “his choice of
career”.291
I identify with Antony Gormley’s treatment of the figure, derived in fact from
plaster body casts of himself; created with the help of assistants, these casts are a
starting point for the majority of his sculptures. When talking about what he was
trying to achieve with these multiple casts he states,
“I am countering both the contemporary obsession with bodily appearance
and the historical one of idealisation. The notion of the body print, the
direct trace, the shadow or echo is important.”292
A comparatively realist approach to three-dimensional works enables a relative
ease of depicting the commonality of the human condition including aspects of
everyday life; it is also capable of exposing the psychological aspirations and
physical limitations of ordinary human beings.
I have been and continue to be committed to portraying reality in a somewhat
realistic fashion as opposed to photo-realistically, conceptually, or abstractly. For
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me, figuration is about recognition of what it means to be human. A passage from
an article on Steinunn Thorarinsdottir’s figurative sculpture [Fig. 62] by Jonathan
Goodman in ‘Sculpture’ magazine sums up my point of view,
“What better way is there than figurative realism to express the innate
awkwardness of people, their preference for folly and self-deception? At the
same time, however, by asserting the essential dignity of the human form,
Thorarinsdottir conveys a deep concern for human nature, no matter how
troubled its energies may be in contemporary life. Words cannot fully
explain the gap between our imagination and the reality it negotiates, but
that is exactly where figuration steps in: its imagery may embody, literally
and figuratively, some of the pathos of which we are inevitably a part.”293
If the specifics of the human form and the emotion it conveys are compelling,
viewers may, with the assistance of their imagination, not only see the aesthetics of
the form but they may also experience the work at a deeper level and perceive its
embedded meaning.

Fig. 62. Steinunn Thorarinsdottir, Horizons, Detail of a 12 figure installation at Nathan
Manilow Sculpture Park, Chicago. 2009.294
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My commitment to representational sculpture follows my understanding that
depicting a figure and its shadow are a vehicle that has the capacity to expresses
aspects of the human condition such as the mental state and the soul. People from
most Western cultures can share a passing interest in realism, especially with
regard to the figure and works of art from antiquity. Often when viewing the
human figure in art, we are seeing or imagining ourselves. This may easily happen
if the allegory or narrative might be ambiguous enough for viewers to see an
aspect of themselves depicted that would allow them to engage with the artwork
on a personal level.
The relationship that I present between shadow and figure exists in reality but it
also involves an imaginative construct; that is, a realism that reveals the
tribulations and vulnerabilities of what it means to be part of contemporary
society as experienced by a male sculptor. Speaking about his interest in the body
as subject matter for his large-scale sculptures, the American sculptor Stephen De
Staebler, 1933-2011, said,
“The thing about the human figure is that it’s the house we live in. And we
have an attraction and a repulsion to it at the same time… There is
something about the fallibility of the body that you have to come to terms
with.”295
Two aspects of the large scale sculptures of de Staebler that have influenced my
thinking are how he appropriates his imagery from Egyptian tomb and temple
statues, and how his figures represent a symbolic function of vulnerability while
also suggesting the figure’s tenacity. His de-constructed human figures can be
ambiguous in character, frontal, static and to a large extent symmetrical and stelelike, which links them to their archaic Egyptian predecessors [Fig. 63]. Donald
Kuspit notes, “His numerous embedded figures recall the giant figures carved in
the living rock of the temple of Rameses II at Abu Simbel (c1257BC)”.296
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Fig. 63. Stephen de Staebler, Standing Woman and Standing Man, 1975, fired clay, 244 x 92
x 28cm. Photo, Emily Mendel.297

Inspiration and ideas that stem from this research become part of a process
whereby recognizing, appropriating and adapting or transforming allow that new
material to coalesce with my pre-existing values and concerns. Which, in my case,
is an interest in observing the human condition with the form and symbolism of
the work having an imperceptible connection to Ancient Egyptian funerary culture.
An underlying tenet that has informed ideas for all of my three-dimensional work
throughout my career is an exploration, from my perspective, of the essential
qualities of humanity, the nature of the society we live in, and our impact on the
environment.298 These threads weave through most of my work. In essence, the
work infers what it means for an individual to exist in an uncertain world as a
297
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vulnerable and at times fragile being, or even what it means to be human and
facing a potentially bleak future for human destiny. In this regard, the work may
also question the choices made when we are challenged by a momentous decision,
including choices we make that will affect the environment.
The issues of the times that we live in impact and influence our personal beliefs
and philosophy. It follows that these issues consequentially affect how my work
responds to the nature of society and our connection with the environment. These
influences amongst others, plus the new material gleaned from this research, are
combined and transformed through my own feelings and experiences. The
outcome of this thought process is then incorporated into the concept for any
particular work. As mentioned above it is not my intention that the work would
appear to be overtly autobiographical, but it may still relate to my personal
experience. In this way, it may imply a sense of the familiar for others.
A narrative of defining the character of the figure as an ordinary, un-heroic human
may be very specific to my work. However, I would hope that the layers of
meaning that I attempt to develop in any particular work is open-ended enough for
viewers to feel a sense of engagement and believe they are part of the dialogue, a
dialogue that might also apply to them. Ideally viewers would identify with what
the work represents through their own personal history or how they relate to the
nature of society. This possible connection with a particular work may occur
regardless of how the viewer’s personal views may differ from those of mine that
are manifest in the work.
Any individual work may avoid a precise interpretation, because I may have
managed to incorporate some kind of internal ambiguity or contradiction. This is
an intuitive rather than an intellectual quality that imparts a duality of meaning. I
do, however, consider it essential to make visual sense of the composition by
ensuring material, scale, form, colour and texture all add to the integrity of the
composition. There are numerous paradoxes implicated in my three-dimensional
works because my intention is to blur distinctions between what is real and what
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is unreal, between memory and imagination and between what is usual and what
is unusual. I am interested in prompting the imagination of the viewer.
When viewing the work from the perspective of the figure, the shadow is regarded
as part of the figure with the figure as principle element. The shadow may also be
interpreted as part of the landscape or immediate environment if seen from the
point of view of the environment. This alternation facilitates a notion of
transitional space/objectiveness between figure and environment. It alters the
perception of the shadow and allows for a sense of division between figure and
shadow.
Even in a solid, static sculptural figure, an implied movement may be sensed.
Moving around the static figure involves time and many points of view. Through
those differing viewpoints, the audience may be able to sense an animation or
energy within the figure. There may also be a tension between figure and shadow
that is felt but not necessarily seen. Portraying the figure and its shadow
sometimes requires a very intense introspection into memory and meaning based
on life experience, an individual experience, or an impression of a particular place
and time. Some forms are universal but at the same time the manifestation of the
work can originate from personal experience. At first glance a work may also
appear deceptively simple. Whatever the primary source of inspiration or
influences that generate a particular sculptural piece, the work may also include
reference to the human condition and an individual’s search for meaning in a social,
political, and environmental climate of inequality. This includes representing the
past along with the present as a reflection on the passing of time. Even if only
addressed in a subtle way, these concerns continue to inform the context of my
sculptural practice.
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Fig. 64. Peter Tilley, Shadow Aspect #10, 2017, Coal inlaid on painted timber, coal
burnished resin on painted timber. Photo, Liane Audrins.

In the Shadow Aspect series of framed and wall mounted works, the shadow was
not cast by a person within the framework of the image, as is the case in Shadow
Aspect #10 [Fig. 64]. These works have been influenced on an individual basis by
many aspects of this research, but all have an underlying connection to the
attributes of the Ba bird [Figs. 11 and 13], and Egyptian relief carvings [Fig. 10].
The shadow in this series has been created from a diverse range of materials,
primarily as a method of establishing the effectiveness of the materiality to express
possible traits of the casting figure. I have discussed the most important materials
associated with this research in Chapter 8, Symbolism, Methodology and Materials.
The shadow can be read as an extension or projection of the figure beyond the
boundary of the artwork. The aspect that I was implying was that the figure
belonged in the real world, the same space occupied by the viewer, and therefore
the event depicted had a connection with the real world. Some of the works in this
series have the shadow paired with a found object in an adjacent panel; the
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function of the found object is to contribute to the attributes of the shadow. The
objects are purposely chosen and are integral elements, both visually and
conceptually, the connection to the shadow may be subtle or it may be an
important signifier. My analogy is the relationship between the object and the
shadow is similar to Magritte’s “secret affinities between objects.”299 The
discovery process of the ‘secret affinity’ between disparate objects can be
protracted and demanding, but once the connection is discovered, it then appears
to be obvious. Dawn Ades refers again to Magritte solving the ‘secret affinity’
between objects as, “The ‘solutions’ have all the certainty of a fact and the
impenetrability of the finest conundrum.”300
In western painting, the shadow is a signifier of matter and volume. It
authenticates the presence and position of the solid object that has cast the
shadow. As was shown with de Chirico and Dali in Chapter 5, the manipulation of
the shadow, its density, shape, or placement is employed to portray a sense of
unease or impending drama. In a similar fashion, through manipulation, the
shadow may illustrate unfavourable aspects of the casting figure, as demonstrated
in [Fig. 31] p. 90, a still frame from The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari. In some of my
sculptural works for this research, the relationship between shadow and figure
could be described as an emotional battle in which the shadow betrays a sense of
an inner conflict.
A good example of a difficult relationship between figure and shadow is
represented in the work Bound to the Body where the shadow is rearing up as if to
confront the figure on an unknown issue. The shadow seen from the perspective
of the standing figure presents an intimidating and possibly a challenging scenario
given it is larger than the figure and is materialising before it. However, seen from
the side, the shadow appears to be quite insubstantial, more like an immaterial
shadow that is out of place, a suggestion that the dark side of the self would be of
lesser consequence if recognised and addressed.
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In certain cases the figure can also express to the outside world what it is about
ourselves that we consciously deny. The persona that is presented to others often
does not show our anxiety or anger or sadness or even our need, however, through
posture or gesture, the shadow or the body can betray this persona. Jung had a
theory that Christian teachings led to a devaluing of humankind’s physical being
and the possibility that the depreciated body may then represent the shadow. The
following quote briefly explains his belief in this imbalance in psychic development
of the individual;
“We do not like to look at the shadow-side of ourselves; therefore there are
many people in our civilized society who have lost their shadow altogether,
have lost the third dimension, and with it they have usually lost the body.
The body is a most doubtful friend because it produces things we do not
like: there are too many things about the personification of this shadow of
the ego. Sometimes it forms the skeleton in the cupboard, and everybody
naturally wants to get rid of such a thing”301
The sculpture titled Departing [Fig. 65] develops the idea around Jung’s comment
‘lost their shadow altogether’. The work consists of a large black steel shadow that
appears to be disengaging from the chair, which the casting figure has already
vacated. The disembodied shadow marks the trace of the departed body: the
shadow is all that remains as a result of the absence of the body. It is an afterimage
of the body, a visible, material silhouette of the body responsible for its formation
but now that trace defies the laws of physics.
The concept was also influenced by a photographic installation by Floris
Neususs.302 What particularly struck my imagination was how this particular
photogram installation titled Be Right Back illustrates a disconnect between the
shadow and the physical body and the very strong connection with Jung’s theory
on the depreciated body and the repressed qualities assigned to the subconscious.
In the Neususs installation Be Right Back, a chair is placed over the photographic
paper that is imprinted with the shadow of a seated person, that person has since
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vacated the seat although their detached seated shadow is still grounded beneath
the chair.
The function of a chair is always apparent, it evokes a seated person and to that
extent it is figural and utilitarian. However, in my sculpture, as in Neususs’s
installation, the dilemma is that reality has been subverted simply because the
departed person’s shadow remains, that is, reason and familiarity are denied.
There is a tension between the presence of the grounded shadow and the absence
of the person. This is enhanced by the chair being firmly connected with the
tangible, disembodied shadow, instead of what would normally be a figure casting
and connected to an immaterial shadow.
Both my sculpture and Neususs’s installation illustrate the passage of time that is
involved because of the absence or departure of the figure. Neususs’s title Be Right
Back also aptly describes the passing of time, just as it implies that the shadow has
a history. The posture of the shadow in my work clearly indicates its intention to
move; where is it to move to and what would be the consequence? What is unclear
is why has the figure detached from the shadow and where is the figure - this is not
a normal situation.
Given that the chair is cast iron, its weight is considerable. That weight is firmly
anchoring the shadow, so the tension between the presence of the shadow and its
departed casting figure is enhanced by the notion that the weighty chair is
preventing the withdrawal of the shadow, possibly against its will. One important
imbedded meaning for me is the concept of the shadow as the dark side of the self.
In this context, the shadow represents the unfavourable aspects of the persona
that remain suppressed or denied, that is, everything the figure refuses to
acknowledge about itself. One possible interpretation is that the departed figure is
not conscious of these repressed personal traits and, as a consequence, they are
ignored and, along with the shadow, are left behind.
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Fig. 65. Peter Tilley, Departing, 2017, Cast iron, painted steel, 88.5 x 253 x 62cm. Photo,
Peter Tilley.

References to time in my sculpture occur often. In earlier works, time could be
represented by the inclusion of motifs such as mantle clock cases, dials, hands, and
watch faces. In this body of work, time is more likely to be suggested by eroded,
distressed, or oxidised surfaces that are evidence of the passing of time. Materials
like steel, cast iron, and lead will all oxidise and eventually deteriorate; of course
the time-scale involved varies with the material, ambient atmosphere, and degree
of exposure. Aspects of the figure/shadow relationship may indicate a passage of
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time, or a time-changing situation can be implied as a result of the act of viewing.
That is not just an emotional experience, but a physical sensation of time, meaning
time actually spent viewing and comprehending an artwork in terms of its
presence and materiality.
Several of my current figurative works express the passage of time through the
suggestion of an outcome or journey. The journey is the figure’s own personal
passage through life and emotional states, which could range from self-awareness
through to denial of the ‘dark side’ of the self. Time is a very important dimension
and a crucial component in this body of work. Even so it always remains an
enigmatic element that is difficult to represent, perhaps this is because that it is the
one constant that continually indicates change.
A subtle way of suggesting the passage of time is the treatment of the eye. The
subtle convex form of the eyes in my work are indicated just enough for them to be
evident. Being devoid of detail they may be read as open or closed, that is the
figure may be observing its situation, contemplating the internal dark side,
considering the past, or even contemplating a personal future. The Belgian
figurative sculptor Sophie Muller, b.1974, says “If the eyes are rendered
realistically, they immediately attract all the attention…”.303 This lack of eye
contact can help to enhance the relationship between viewer and the art object.
The possible meanings are many in each of my individual sculptures. Those
meanings are relevant to a particular work and may not necessarily apply to other
works. For example, the idea behind the sculpture Undiscovered Self [Fig. 66],
stems from a long forgotten poem from years ago. The poem’s metaphor, as I
remember it, has us dragging a long bag of bones around behind us in the same
way that a shadow is forever attached to the figure. Each of the bones in the bag is
a personal negative issue that we do not wish to address, parts of our personality
that we do not care for, but do not necessarily wish to part with, or in fact, we are
unable to part with. The moral to this notion is that over one’s lifetime the larger
the accumulation of unresolved issues with our psyche, the greater the burden in
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the bag of bones; the burden then drags us down and restricts a possible full
potential.
In Undiscovered Self, the elongated shadow littered with bones stands in for the
poem’s long bag. These bones have been embedded in stained plaster, the plaster
was then ground down to the level of the surrounding timber, and the resulting
silhouette then replicates a cast shadow. The grinding and leveling of the plaster
results in the bones being exposed and, in most instances, ground down to reveal a
hollow internal cavity.
These hollow bones may be interpreted as exposing the concealed and innermost
issues that are troubling to the conscious self. Also, it is revealed that the bones
are empty, there is no inner core; those negative issues appear to be without
substance.
The shadow, being level with the surrounding surface, resembles a cast shadow
and therefore may also be interpreted as being without ‘material’ substance. That
interpretation further reinforces the inconsequential nature of the negative issues,
providing they were recognised and then addressed, if only the figure could turn
around and acknowledge the contents of the ‘dark side’ of the self for what they
are. By addressing those negative issues and utilising the creative energies within
the shadow, the figure could achieve a fuller potential and realise a more resolved
persona that would be acceptable to the wider community.
The degree of modeling employed in the figurative elements is executed only to a
degree that is necessary to represent the body without the anatomical and
technical details predominating. For example, the figure is a neutral, male version
of an ordinary existence displaying no outstanding features. There is no obsessive
surface detail and no well-defined musculature. This can have the advantage of a
more in-depth inquiry into the figure’s condition and meaning within the sculpture.
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Fig. 66. Peter Tilley, Undiscovered Self, 2017, cast iron, bone, stained plaster, painted
timber. 46.5 x 123 x 31cm. Photo, Dean Beletich

There are occasions that will cause the body to become awkward or ungainly; the
figure’s discomfort in its body could at times be extensive enough to reveal
normally suppressed inner turmoil. The demeanor of the figure or the figures
divergence from its cast shadow may reveal the alter ego or an internal conflict. In
a sense the works are about the perception of the relationship between the body
and the shadow it casts. Being three-dimensional, many of the works require a
viewer to move around them to gain a fuller experience of the spatial relationships
and the psychological connections. The figure is often expressionless and the
stance is quite static but, unlike Pistoletto’s figures, the figure in my sculptures
neither resolutely engages with the viewer nor denies engagement by deliberately
avoiding the viewer.
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Chapter 8
Symbolism, Methodology, and Materials
The shadow becomes the figurative manifestation of actual presence.
Victor I. Stoichita304
Materiality has been an important aspect of this research, having been investigated
for its visual or tactile qualities, and for what it is able to evoke in a sculptural
work. A range of materials has been put to experimental use to determine what
media, both conventional and unconventional to sculptural practice, may be
appropriate in creating an extra level of meaning within an artwork. It may be that
by virtue of their inherent qualities, whether they be visual, tactile, symbolic or
metaphoric, or even innovative treatments, a more compelling recognition and
engagement with the work would be achieved.
Our awareness of our relationship to materials is arguably increasingly more
meaningful and relevant due to humanity being confronted with ever-increasing
environmental issues. This greater awareness of a particular material and how its
associations may be perceived by an audience can enable its use in the figure and
its shadow to be more effective in expressing the shadow’s relationship to its
casting figure. A particular raw material may be chosen to emphasize a difference
and tension between the figure and its shadow as required by the conceptual
intention of a specific work. This means the material may be removed from where
and how it is normally used.
The inherent qualities of a medium can have its own symbolic story, and that
aspect I have purposely employed in some cases to emphasize the meaning of a
particular work. My use of coal and lead are good examples of materials that
impart significant layers of meaning, based on their previous or current use and
any environmental or political issues associated with their use. Following are
descriptions of the principal materials used in the fabrication of my sculptural
works, reasons for their use, and related technical information about the processes
involved.
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Bronze has been associated with vessels, tools, weapons, and sculpture from as
early as the Bronze Age. Consequently, the metal has a significant status as a
medium for the production of sculpture, large and small. Several of the smaller
figures in this body of work have been cast in bronze, which is regarded by many
as the most traditional, durable metal that is associated with sculpture. The choice
of bronze as a medium for some of my figures is based on several factors, primarily
for technical reasons, several figures had undercuts that made sand casting in iron
impractical. Compared to cast iron, in which some of my figures have been cast,
the production and finishing of bronze is considerably easier, as it is a softer metal.
The metal can be treated with a wide range of patinas and the metallic quality of
the surface can be maintained beneath a translucent patina. Finally, modelling a
pattern in wax, which is a soft and pliable medium makes it possible to create
intricate forms with a wide range of surface detail.
Some of the figurative sculptures were produced using the lost-wax casting
process in the foundry at the University of Newcastle. The process involves using a
full size, usually wax model305 with pouring cup, sprues, and vents attached. This
pattern is then invested in a mould that is made of refractory material. I have used
casting plaster with an inclusion of silica, to withstand the thermal shock, and the
addition of wire mesh as mechanical reinforcement. The investment mould is
placed in a kiln and after the wax has been melted out, with the mould still hot the
molten bronze is then poured into the cavity left by the molten wax. The vents and
sprues are cut off and filed or ground down and any voids are filled by welding.
The piece is then polished as necessary before treatment with chemical solutions
to apply a patina. Bronze patinas generally are slightly mottled and partially
transparent, which does not totally obscure the metallic quality of the surface. As a
sculptor, I am interested in the mass, weight, materiality, and surface detail of the
sculpted object. Because of the slightly transparent surface, the metal itself can be
noticeable, which would be a desirable aesthetic in some works; the visible metal
surface also implies an object of a certain weight.
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Some of my bronze figures have a painted finish as opposed to a conventional
patina, which tends to negate the ‘traditional’ associations of the metal. My
intention with the works Follower [Fig. 9] and Seeing the Self, for example, was to
achieve a painted surface treatment that is more opaque and dense than a
traditional patina. To be successful in terms of developing the ambiguity between
shadow and reflected image, both of these works required a figure with a solid,
even surface that would register as a reflection on a polished surface that is less
reflective than an ordinary mirror.

Corten sheet steel is frequently used in my sculpture where there is a fabricated
element, especially, but not exclusively, if the work is to be sited outdoors as it
remains resistant to corrosion. Referred to as ‘weathering steel’ in architectural
circles, Corten (a product name) is a steel alloy that does not need painting. In the
first instance, Corten steel corrodes and this coating then forms a stable oxidised
rust patina; this surface film then protects the material from further corrosion.
Aesthetically, the rusty colour and texture have made this material desirable for
both architectural and sculptural applications. Initially, upon atmospheric
exposure, the rust colour is a bright yellow ochre in appearance, then over several
months it develops a darker reddish hue until after a period of approximately two
years the protective coating develops a stable dark brown hue.
This weathered rusty surface has attributes I have always responded to. For such
an industrial material, I find it has an unexpected connectedness with nature. The
rusty surface, given its colour and texture, sits naturally in the Australian
landscape. In terms of the history of sculptural practice, steel and cast iron are
relatively recent additions to the production of sculpture. Because these industrial
materials are relatively new to sculptural practice, they are not encumbered with
the same weight of tradition, as is the case with bronze. In a conversation with
Robin Peck, the sculptor David Rabinowitch claimed he made his sculptures from
steel because, “… steel was a neutral material, a consequence of its ubiquity in 20th
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century Modernist sculpture; therefore the most appropriate material to use in the
production of abstract art.”306
Cast iron is an iron alloy generally containing a carbon content greater than 2%.
This makes the alloy more brittle than steel but it has the desirable qualities of a
lower melting temperature and good castability. The cast iron figures in Seeing the
Shadow have been produced at a Newcastle ferrous metal foundry using the sand
casting process. To be suitable for the sand casting process, the figure pattern
ideally should be free of fine detail and the pose should not be too convoluted.
This has proved to be a suitable procedure for my figures, because they are free of
fine detail and the form is restrained. Even so, my relatively simplified figurative
forms can prove to be very difficult to cast due to returns and undercuts [Fig. 67].
To make a sand mould, a pattern, in
my case a carved wood figure, is
placed in a moulding box and sand
plus a binder is packed firmly around
the figure up to the midpoint along
the vertical axis. After the application
of a mould release agent, a second
box is placed over the top half of the
figure and also filled and packed.
When the sand and binder have set,
the figure pattern must be able to be
removed from the two mould halves
without damaging the friable sand
mould. The molten iron is then
poured into the cavity through a
pouring cup cut through the top half
Fig. 67. Peter Tilley, Detail, cast iron figure.
Photo, Dean Beletich.

of the mould to the void left by the
removed pattern.
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the surface finish is defined by the
particle size of the sand.

Fine sand gives a better surface finish but it is less permeable, thus reducing the
escape of exhaust gasses when the molten metal is poured. Gas that cannot escape
causes casting defects such as holes. A figure that has a simple form is more
suitable for the expendable, normally two piece mould; undercuts or cavities
within the figure pattern make the mould-making process more complicated which
increases the likelihood of registration and casting irregularities.

Coal, for me, is an environmentally and politically charged material that is
ambiguous in its implications. I cannot preclude from my current work my
concerns about the coal mining industry and its impact on the environment. The
reality is that the ongoing mining and burning of coal is ultimately toxic to the
environment. My analogy here is that the implications of coal cast a shadow over
the environment and consequently humanity’s future. Concerns for our impact on
the world’s ecology have been a major motivating factor and the reason I continue
to make artwork. Having stated my concerns about the negative impacts of coal
and the mining industry, the material itself has aspects that I find engaging within
my practice, particularly given that when crushed and ground to a powder it
makes a good ‘pigment’. Additionally, the associations of the material with
environmental, political, and social issues are plentiful and inevitable when coal is
included in an artwork.
While researching surface treatments, I became aware of the possibilities of coal
dust being applied to a surface and then burnished to form a patina. One artist to
employ this method is the American ceramicist Jeff Mongrain who was Artist in
Residence at the University of Newcastle in 2003. Of the ceramics Mongrain
produced during his residency, several of his sculptural ceramic pieces were
sanded post-firing and then burnished with coal dust. Mongrain is represented in
the collection of Newcastle Art Gallery. I recall the quality of those lustrous
surfaces, and they have had a lasting impact on me. The burnished coal surface on
a slightly coarse ceramic matrix resulted in a dense, warm, lustrous black of
infinite depth, a patina that is evocative of the shadow and far from inert. The coal
dust that I have applied as a visually seductive surface treatment to forms in some
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of my sculptures [Fig. 64] carries with it the fact that coal dust is a major source of
airbourne particulate pollution.
These minute airbourne particles affect farming, the equine industry, and
viticulture, as well as impacting the whole community along the supply chain
corridor from mines in the Upper Hunter Valley down to the Newcastle harbour.
The ambiguity of the material as a seductive surface patina that ultimately conflicts
with its own toxic legacy is for me an example of a material capable of a duality of
meaning; in the case of coal, those meanings can be quite conflicting. As I stated
earlier, coal is used firstly for its seductive visual qualities as a surface treatment,
the materiality of black coal as a shadow works well whether it has been applied as
a pigment or used in its crushed-for-export form. Secondly, the incorporation of
this material in some works is about openly questioning the continued use of coal
on a scale that is impacting the planet and its people.307 Those works that have a
shadow formed from pieces of coal could suggest the shadow is an essence of the
unconscious. The coal shadow personifies the detrimental aspects of coal mining
that the subject refuses to acknowledge or is unaware of, thus revealing part of the
subconscious the figure may not wish to acknowledge.

The small coal pieces in some works and the coal that has been crushed, or ground
and sieved, then applied in powdered form to objects associated with this research
was acquired from two sources. Crushed coal was harvested from sections of the
rail corridor in the Hunter Valley. It was disturbing and revealing to find that there
has been such a large quantity of coal that has fallen from the rail wagons over
time that a layer of black coal almost covers the grey stone ballast that supports
the rail-lines. There are three works that are a particular response to this ‘blanket’
of crushed coal along the railway line: Shadow Aspect #10 [Fig. 64]; Tainted
Shadow [Fig. 30], and Looking on the Dark Side. The ideas for these works
stemmed from a visual response to the colour and density of this blanket of coal
initially, followed by the blanket becoming synonymous with coal overshadowing
I am concerned not just about the damage caused to the environment but also the harm
inflicted on rural communities by the coal companies pushing those communities to the
brink; in what is a one-sided, ‘dirty’ fight.
307
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rural communities, the supply chain corridor, and aspects of the environment, for
example, the loss of migratory bird habitat on Kooragang Island. Seeing the extent
of this spillage, it now comes as no surprise that there is an airbourne particulate
matter problem affecting communities in the Hunter Valley and Newcastle.308 The
other source of easy pickings was Burwood Beach where coal seams are visible in
the cliff face and small weathered remnants are plentiful in the tidal zone of the
beach. The discovery of these coal seams in 1797 by Lieut. John Shortland led to
the founding of Newcastle.
The application of powdered coal to my works was treated in a similar manner to
the way other colour pigments have been used, that is, applied with the addition of
a binder, or in some cases just rubbed into the surface and burnished.
Lead, one of the heaviest but most pliable metals, is an incredibly useful, malleable,
dense, and corrosion-resistant metal. Its very low melting point allowed it to be
amongst the first metals to be worked by humans. Sometimes referred to as the
‘dead metal’,309 lead has been associated with alchemy and coffins. It is
incorruptible and used in radiation shielding, lining of storage tanks for corrosive
liquids, batteries, and bullets. And, it is also toxic to the human body: it is a
neurotoxin. Lead is a metal at the opposite end of the scale to silver or gold in
brilliance and worth. The surface qualities of lead that I embrace are its opaque,
soft, dull blue-grey patina that renders the surface difficult to define. The patina
develops in an unexpected and evocative fashion that is, to a certain extent,
uncontrollable. This surface quality that I cannot control adds, in the example of
Shadow Aspect #11[Fig. 68], a suggestion of a stormy sky, or even a polluted sky to
the composition. These effects of oxidation on lead modulate the surface by adding
pattern and texture that may be suggestive, but at the very least, oxidation adds
depth to the surface and activates that surface.
This is concerning as there is no safe limit for fine-particulate pollution that would not
cause respiratory problems, heart disease, and some cancers in that part of the population
that is being exposed to this form of pollution. Information on the disturbing amount of
fine-particle pollution is available in the Coal Train Pollution Signature Study Report of
2013 by Associate Professor Nick Higginbotham, Dr Ben Ewald, Ms Fee Mozeley and Dr
James Whelan.
309 Termed ‘dead metal’ because lead is the stable metal product of radioactive decay of
metals such as Thorium and Uranium.
308
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Fig. 68. Peter Tilley, Shadow Aspect # 11, 2017, bird bone, stained plaster, lead, found
ceramic, painted timber. 63.5 x 70 x 5 cm. Photo, Liane Audrins.

The German artist Anselm Kiefer, b.1945, works with sheet lead and molten lead.
With molten lead, he creates cloudlike formations that become an integral
component attached to the surface of many of his paintings. Kiefer uses sheet lead
to manufacture the symbolic objects for which he is acclaimed, objects like
airplane propellers, palettes, stairways, and books. Like the material they are
made from, the books can be contradictory in their form. They vary in size and
some of them are very large (human scale), an indication of their importance to
Kiefer, but mostly they have little or no text and cannot be read.
The pages are sometimes painted or covered in earth and ash, chemically treated
or collaged with mixed media, and they act as a material and visual narrative. For
Kiefer, books are a repository of human history and aspiration, and they have great
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symbolic force. Bookmaking is a principal part of his art making and he describes
his ‘visual’ books briefly,
“You do not have to read my books. You only need to scan. I am not
picturing words. I am trying to recreate a memory. You cannot read
memory through illustrating. It is more directly given through images and
materials.” 310
The ambiguity of lead, one of the softest metals but also very heavy, is consistent
with Kiefer’s philosophy that “everything contains its opposite.”311 Talking about
the extensive use of lead in his artworks and its connection to alchemy, Anselm
Kiefer has said,
“I feel closest to lead because it is like us. It is in flux. It’s changeable and
has potential to achieve a higher state of gold. You can see this when it is
heated. It sweats white and gold. But it is only a potential…. for me lead is a
very important material. It is, of course, a symbolic material, but also the
color is very important. You cannot say that it is light or dark. It is a color
or non-color that I identify with. I don’t believe in absolutes. The truth is
always grey.”312
Kiefer’s reference to lead being a symbolic material, in flux and changeable are the
qualities that I associate with the metal. While the metal itself is stable, the
surface patina of a shadow constructed from lead would have the potential of
being ‘changeable’, in the sense that the patina develops with age just as the
unconscious develops with life experience. In a similar fashion to Kiefer’s
philosophy, the lead would contain the figures’ opposite, both materially and
psychologically.
Because lead is mostly inert and apart from the patina, resistant to change, its
history includes being used for coffins and reliquaries. It was a belief that lead
would preserve the power and energy of what was deposited within. Encased in a
lead shadow, the power and potential of the unconscious self would be preserved.
In an interview for the 1988 Sydney Biennale with Nick Waterlow, the Polish artist
Andrzej Szewczyk, 1950-2001, commented, “Lead has an essential temporal
quality and contains all the transformations of the cosmos, of the ageing materials
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of which it formerly consisted…To me it has a lethal ring… Lead is the ideal metal
for epitaphs to be written on.”313
Graphite is another of my favourite materials to work with. It shares similar
properties with lead in that it is heavy, inert, and can be finished so that the surface
has great depth. It is a naturally occurring carbon compound with good thermal
and electrical conductivity properties from which electrodes, refractories, and
crucibles are made. It is an excellent dry lubricant, inert when in contact with
most other materials, although it is corrosive to aluminium. There are many other
industrial uses including brake linings, batteries, and pencils.
Sculptor Susan York said in an interview with Jan Riley,
“ I wanted to work with elemental materials, particularly lead, because its
soft mercurial beauty is neither solid nor immaterial. But graphite was a
safer alternative, and though it is harder, it holds many of the same
properties… Because of this material, these works do not have an opaque
picture plane. You can see into them. Graphite is like looking into a pond:
you see the glassy surface, and at the same moment, you see through the
water into the depths of the pool. In some ways, the physical material of
graphite recedes and takes us all into it.”314
Graphite is a safer material than lead to work with, especially if exposure to the
material is prolonged: graphite in its natural state is considered to be minimally
toxic. In Shadow Aspect #12, crushed graphite set in plaster forms the shadow
while ground graphite was the material used to burnish both the shadow and the
surrounding timber. The silvery-grey colour and the reflectiveness of the surface
in this work is suggestive of a shadow with a fleeting presence. The shadow
appears to merge with or emerge from the background according to your
viewpoint. This attribute of the reflective qualities of graphite does approximate
the properties of an actual shadow under varying conditions.
Graphite’s surface is similar, in some ways, to the surface of lead. It can be opaque,
metallic or crystalline in appearance, and naturally has a colour range in varying
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degrees of silver grey through to carbon black. When polished, the surface has
great depth and is alternatively reflective and matte as the tactile surface interacts
with light; in other words it reflects or absorbs light according to your viewpoint.
The graphite I use was sourced as large steel furnace electrodes from B.H.P. in
Newcastle when that steelworks closed down in 1999. So apart from the
material’s physical properties, there is, for me, the association with the change in
Newcastle’s reliance on heavy industry.

The science of colour perception and cultural significance is beyond the scope of
this research, therefore when colour is a component in my sculpture it tends to be
intuitive and circumstantial. Colour in the form of pigment and binder is applied to
some of my three-dimensional works. Colour pigment can provide perceptual
information to help identify form or conversely it can also mask the history,
density and integrity of the metal or any other material it is applied to. A normal
physiological response to colour of shorter wavelengths, the blue spectrum, is a
sense of calming and the longer wavelengths, the red spectrum, is a sense of
alertness. These responses are universal.315 The physiological response is quite
separate from the reality that colour can have quite different symbolic meanings
culturally.
Normally, artists pigment is ground into a very fine powder, fine enough that it
could become a suspended cloud of colour, and, being a powder, it does not have a
solid material shape. These qualities can transform the appearance of a solid
object and make it appear weightless and immaterial. By either absorbing much of
the light striking its surface or particular wavelengths of the light spectrum,
pigment may also camouflage the form of an object. I have used black pigment to
disguise the form of a shadow and also the dimensions of a void. In the case of the
sculpture titled Where the Shadow Lies, the shadow cast by the standing figure is
expressed as a void, a negative space. The application of black pigment to the
lining of the void causes the interior and depth of the shadow cavity to become
indistinct. Under the right lighting conditions, the volume could appear to be
315
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beyond measure, a cavity that represents a duality, a space that is full of meaning
and conversely suggesting a sensation of nothingness. The void finished with light
absorbing black pigment explores the boundry between positive and negative
space, in this particular case, it illustrates an imbalance between the mass of the
figure and the emptiness of the cavity/shadow. Perhaps this suggests an
unawareness of the second self. This notion references Jung’s statement, p. 64,
“the man without a shadow is statistically the commonest type…”.316 Another
effect of dense black pigment is that, when applied to a three-dimensional object,
the black pigment may absorb enough light to render that object visually flat and
to some extent, formless.
Among the most renowned artworks to incorporate the application of pure
saturated coloured pigments are by the British sculptor Anish Kapoor, b.1954.
Kapoor’s impressive career began in 1979 when he produced the work 1000
Names, a vast group of small geometric objects covered with powdered pigments
in primary colours. Germano Celant refers to the properties of colour pigment as
used by Kapoor in his essay, ‘Artist as Sacerdos’, “The symbology of colour is
infinite, ranging from the cosmic to the spiritual, from the biological to the ethical,
from the religious to the mystical.”317 Part of his reason for coating his objects with
the powdered pigments was that the pigments made the surface non-reflective and
the material object was visually rendered immaterial by the density of the
pigment: the object almost becomes absent in a mass of colour. Kapoor’s ongoing
interest in ‘void forms’ means he has continued to employ pigments and other
means of surface treatment, including mirrored surfaces, to defamiliarise the
viewer by disrupting their perception of his sculptural forms. In several of my
sculptures, replacing the dark silhouette of a shadow with a mirrored shadow
creates an illusion that may unsettle the viewer’s perception of what might
normally represent a shadow. The capacity to ‘defamiliarise’ by exploiting the
ambiguity between shadow and reflection and changing the very nature of a dark
shape to a reflective material has introduced an element of ambivalence between
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what is substance and what is insubstantial in terms of the perception of the
shadow.
Explaining his interpretation of ‘void’ as a non-object Kapoor has said, “I’m
interested in the way that every material has a non-material equivalent – hence the
non-object.”318 Colour has always been a primary issue for Kapoor, not just the
visual quality but also the symbolic associations. For example, Kapoor believes
black to be an emotive colour, associated with the dark places of the imagination
and the blackest black is the black that is borne internally.319 The optical density
and weight of black paint or pigment can be symbolic of the darkest forces within
the unconscious, but with the slightest addition of a ‘warm colour’, it becomes a
soft, indefinite surface with an ethereal quality. Both of these attributes of the
emotive qualities of black have been exploited to heighten a sensory experience
and influence the psychological implications in certain works.

John Roberts states in the opening passage of his book The Intangibilities of Form,
“The nomination of found objects and prefabricated materials as ‘readymade’
components of art is the crucial transformative event of early twentieth-century
art.”320 Since childhood, I have had a penchant for collecting unusual objects
whether mass produced readymade items or distinctive found objects. But it was
exposure to Joseph Cornell’s artworks while at art school that instilled the idea of
utilising them in artworks. Roberts goes on to say that although the viewer sees a
lack of traditional artistic skills and labour in works based on found objects, new
and different skills of “…selection, arrangement, superimposition and juxtaposition
of materials…”321 are acquired by the artist. Roberts also points out that if the
artist has not manufactured the object as a copy of a mass produced object then
the found object is still a copy, being mass produced, it is simply that “The ‘copying’
has taken place elsewhere – in the manufacturing process.”322
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When found objects have been included in my current research works, they have
been singular pieces meticulously selected to support and inform the shadow in
the adjacent panel of the framed works. They are integral elements, both visually
and meditatively in the wall mounted ‘material’ shadow works. Given that the
figure is not formally part of these wall works, the function of the connection
between the object and the shadow is to help define the individual character of
that absent figure. The proximity of the found object with the shadow might
declare either a likeness or an unlikeness, a subtle relationship or as an important
signifier of undetected traits [Figs. 64, 68, and 69]. For the most part, these found
objects would be familiar to people, and, in spite of their everyday materiality and
utility, their placement and juxtaposition in these works enables them to overcome
accepted meanings and become emblematic.
Found objects are an integral part of the installations, sculptures, and photographs
of Cornelia Parker. In her work, she takes the accepted associations of an object
and, through her reconfigurations, new meanings are implied that are often the
opposite to an object’s established connotations. Parker is primarily interested in
the duality of meaning that can be gleaned from the objects used in her artworks.
This has some similarities with the works of both de Chirico and Magritte. Like
Parker, I am also interested in the double life of objects and use them in my
sculptural works in a similar way.
I reclaim things that are unusual or unexpected in the context of being included in
an artwork. Even so, they are often commonplace objects that may have a
symbolic meaning within society. They may also be obscure or they may have
historical significance. What ever attribute attracted my attention, they are redefined or their meaning altered by their proximity to another, different object. In
some of Parker’s artworks, they may be altered physically in a dramatic process of
transformation. To quote Parker:
“One thing I learnt making ‘sculpture’ in the old fashioned sense of the word
is this ethos of using materials for what they did best. So the truth to
materials became a very literal thing. But in a way that liberated me
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because I thought that if you start off with the found object, that object
already has a history to draw on.”323
When describing his use of his own body as a reference point and whether his
sculpture was ‘figurative’ in the conventional sense, Antony Gormley said in
conversation with Ralph Rugoff, “I used (and continue to use) my own body as my
found object, which was in fact the lost subject that had been rejected by
Modernism.”324 I have included this statement from Gormley because I found his
remark that his own body was his ‘found object’ was an interesting premise: I had
not previously considered that the human body might be a found object.
There is a basic difference between a found object and a readymade one, and the
art historian Margaret Iversen makes this distinction,
“While the readymade is essentially physically indifferent and reproducible
in that it is mass-produced, the found object is essentially singular,
irreplaceable and both lost and found.”325
A manufactured, readymade object that is indistinguishable from any other of its
type, when used by an artist and designated by the artist to be a work of art, that
object may then be conceptually accepted by the viewer as a work of art. This
sentiment was expressed by Andre Breton when he described readymades as
“manufactured objects raised to the dignity of works of art through the choice of
the artist.”326 The found object as discovered by an artist is likely to be a random
piece that has a strong connection to the artist’s own tastes and personal feelings.
This recognition may derive from the object’s material, form, texture, colour or
historical properties and any or all of those attributes may offer a meaning that
extends the artist’s creative input.
Meaning may already exist in the found objects that are included in the framed
works I have constructed, however the conceptual intent of the work may require
a shift from the common meaning of an object. The change may enable a
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communication of more than one interpretation of the artwork, although the
significance of an object’s inclusion is still to clarify attributes of the shadow. It is
my intention that new meaning would result from a conceptual collusion between
the two adjacent panels. This may then be a symbolic meaning, or one that is
intrinsic to those objects, although a meaning that is not normally perceived. In
other words, the inherent utilitarian qualities and in some cases the symbolic
material qualities, possessed by individual items can create further, unexpected
associations, including a duality of meaning when placed in close proximity,
adjacent to and in a dialogue with each other. This notion is expressed by
Germano Celant when writing about Anish Kapoor’s Void Field and Angel,
“[They] represent a kind of duality, they are poles of shadow and light that
imply each other, like two sides of the same coin, together they make up a
further whole, affirming that there is no such thing as a sure identity,
enclosed in the comforting shell of a definition”.327
This process of juxtaposing seemingly unconnected objects and materials has
allowed, as previously stated, the possibility of disrupting what might be an
expected interpretation therefore allowing the objects to gain importance in
relation to each other, with potent new meanings as a result of their proximity.
The precise identity and aesthetic qualities each separate object possesses may
then create new and unexpected associations. The aim is that any new meaning
derived from this assemblage will provide some insight into the particular
character of the shadow. This aim does not mean that the experience of the work
should not be indirect and subtle, or as Gauguin wrote, “In painting one must
search rather for suggestion than for description, as in music.”328
As well as found objects, I have also used recycled materials in the works I have
produced. An obvious consideration is the benefit to the environment by using
recycled materials. The fact that a material or object has had a previous life means
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Fig. 69. Peter Tilley, Shadow Aspect # 3, red pigment shadow, found object and steel plate,
2016, 64.5 x 40 x 5 cm. Photo, Liane Audrins.

that it may have a patina from age [Fig. 69] or previous use that makes that
material visually much more interesting, implying that it contains a stored history.
Often the patina or reference to a previous history is an important element with in
the artwork.

The mirror-polished surface of an object can transform into an apparently
immaterial two-dimensional substance and the same treatment on a threedimensional object can merge that object into its surroundings, rendering its form
indistinct, and reducing the boundary of certainty. The polished stainless steel
sculpture Male Figure by Scottish sculptor Rob Mulholland illustrates just how
effective a reflective surface can be at merging with its surroundings [Fig. 70].
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Fig. 70. Rob Mulholland, Male Figure, Mirror finish 316L stainless steel, Reflective
Transformation Exhibition, Glasgow International Festival, 2010.329

Brancusi polished several of his sculptures to a mirror finish in an attempt to have
a form and surface that appeared to dissolve and dematerialise the mass and
weight of the sculptural object, the distorted reflections and reflected light adding
to the difficulty of perception. Those particular mirror finish forms of Brancusi’s
are streamlined and devoid of individualised features and polished to a high
degree of reflective luminosity.
The reflection of an individual in a mirror and the perception of objects in relation
to the body and how that individual may be viewed by the world at large is
considered by Michelangelo Pistoletto when he discusses his ‘mirror paintings’.
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“Moreover the intensity of the experience of gazing at your reflection is
unlike looking at a fellow human being, it can be uncomfortable giving rise
to self-consciousness and self questioning. Mirror reflections invite the
viewer to examine themselves and their place in the world, to imagine what
it is like to be scrutinized from the point of view of the other, but with this
difference: whereas the other can observe the movement of your eyes, up
and down and side to side, you cannot observe this in your own reflection.
As soon as you cast your eyes away from the reflected gaze it is lost to your
sight. A reflected image is a double. Not an other.” 330
When images, including images of the self, are reflected in a mirror there is an
initial sense of being unable to compute the mirror space. Scale and distance
become difficult to measure and the reflected viewer is seen as smaller than life
size because the reflection is twice the distance from viewer to the reflecting plane.
Viewers may not identify their reflections as two-dimensional images because they
appear as if in a virtual space rather than images on a reflective surface.
This disturbance to distance, space, and point of view create a disorienting image
that keeps the eye moving as it focuses on different objects within the reflected
surface. This includes what is both in front of and behind the viewer. The viewer
becomes a double in the mirror space, situated in the virtual space behind the
reflective surface. Michelangelo Pistoletto also mentions a possible interactive
dialogue between a viewer and the image of his or her reflected double in the
virtual mirror space;
“What can I learn from my reflection? Since it mimics everything I do at the
precise moment I do it, I am able to obtain information of what I look like
performing actions, but to see myself in the mirror is to gain only a partial,
frontal view. I can never gain a rounded view of my appearance simply
from my reflection. While I can see what is behind me I cannot see my back.
In phenomenological terms I need to inhabit other people to obtain that
viewpoint.” 331
The scale of my works that incorporate reflective surfaces are approximately one
quarter life size. Therefore the principles mentioned above that are relevant to
reflected images, apply to the three-dimensional figure in those works: the
reflecting surfaces are not big enough to capture the double of a viewer. However,
330
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the viewer can gain a ‘rounded view’ of the figure by seeing the figure’s back,
reflected double and it’s shadow simultaneously. Occasionally the viewer will
glimpse himself or herself looking back from within the artwork.

Materiality and the Figure
The choice of material for any given work, beyond its suitability for that particular
application, is influenced by its metaphorical significance. The material’s
expression and its ability to aid perception are important considerations.
Whichever material is used, for either the shadow or the figure, there is also a
requirement to see past the surface or visual qualities of that material to find
additional possibilities.
The interrelationship between figure and shadow and how that shadow describes
the figure, regardless of materiality or enigmatic form, is the framework for the
sculptures I have produced for the exhibition Seeing the Shadow. The integrated
figure and shadow is more important than either the figure or shadow individually.
Roberto Casati articulates the interrelationship between figure and shadow at a
fundamental level when he states, “A shadow is the image of a body, and it permits
us to recognise its owner. It depends on the body - in fact it’s tightly bound to it.”332
Combined, the figure/shadow is not just a symbolic representation, the narrative is
about that particular figure: its physical limitations, psychological aspirations,
fallibilities, and the here and now. Two aspects of the figure/shadow relationship
that are repeated in various works are the self and the double, meaning the self
and its reflection or, in other cases, the self and the shadow, shadow being a
representation of the unconscious self. In all of these works, the purpose of the
figure’s reflection or its shadow is to balance or inform some function of the
figurative form that may not be seen, but felt. This concept is alluded to in a
conversation titled Being the Void between Karlyn De Jongh and Antony Gormley
[Fig. 71]. Karlyn De Jongh described his recent works of the body as being,
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“… concerned with the human condition. These large-scale works explore
the collective body and the relationship between the self and other,
mediating between individual and collective, containment and extension,
what can be seen and what can be sensed.”333
Symbols are the language that express something non-rational and therefore
indescribable through ordinary language and speech. Symbols describe realities
that are deeper in meaning and beyond normal parameters. An image, object, or
word is symbolic when it implies more than the apparent and current meaning of

Fig. 71. Antony Gormley, Before, 2002, cast iron, 194 x 46 x 64cm. 334
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that image, object, or word. Applied to my three-dimensional work there would be
a broader subconscious aspect, felt but not entirely explained and not exactly
defined. The found objects and materials in the framed works for Seeing the
Shadow have a symbolic function and imply a narrative in that their function is to
inform, clarify, or extend aspects of the shadow. In contrast to the framed wallmounted works, the free standing and plinth-mounted sculptures may have less
symbolic function and rely more on the real or imaginary story intimated by the
materiality and form of the figure and shadow. As stated earlier, the narrative of
the figure/shadow arrangement is to define the individual character of the figure.
It is in our nature to reveal as little of our inner selves as possible: we each face an
internal struggle as what to repress and what to reveal to others. In my sculpture,
this duality may be evident in the difference between materials used to construct
the figure and materials used in the shadow. The form of the shadow, if it is in
contrast to the figure, may also evoke an awareness of a duality within the self.

In some cases the figure may appear, because of the surface treatment or stance, to
be struggling with the human spirit’s awareness of its own flawed, mortal self. The
figure’s physical deterioration could be evidenced by the rough, layered, or
corroded surface, even if there is some offset by the application of a delicate patina.
As individuals, the figures are spared identifying features and are not read as ideal
portraits but studies of my version of ordinary humanity, individuals that the
viewer may relate to on a personal level. The aim is to create work that utilises
what could be imagined as individuals from the real world. They may be
represented at a slight distance from the everyday, allowing those entities from the
everyday to overcome their materiality, utility, and quotidian routine. They
acquire a status that is disconnected from established existence, and the intention
is to become suggestive of a range of possible significances and symbolic meanings.
These and other possibilities are considered by investigating elements of material
form, gestures, stances, and the like.
As with my earlier work, currently, there is a preoccupation with sculpture’s
formal issues of positive and negative volumes, materiality, surface treatment, and
colour. Most of the subjects portrayed are reflections on the world I inhabit: they
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are a product of my unique male perspective and my personal experience. Also of
considerable importance when portraying the figure is the expressive nature of the
stance and gestures; signals that can be interpreted in many ways, they may
indicate a dialogue or represent cultural, social, or emotional forms of non-verbal
dialogue. I have found Egyptian artistic conventions dealing with the sculpted
figure in movement to be useful with regard to portraying my figures. Those
conventions depicted the human figure in a very restrained fashion, gestures too,
were subtly rendered.
Time as an element is actively present in these works. It is incorporated in the
mirrored surfaces and implied by material corrosion; and referred to directly, it
becomes subject matter. An object or material presence may explore or define the
temporal elements of the sculpture. The figure’s shadow, in some instances, is
constructed so that it can be read as a metaphorical representation of time. That
is, an experience that has to be negotiated, perhaps via a level of craftsmanship
that requires close examination or the structure may require different viewpoints
to understand the work [Fig. 9, p. 32]. Even though the works are about a
quotidian figure or situation, I’m not trying to refer directly to a precise here and
now, or mirror any particular moment in time: the work is not meant to become
obsolete but be part of a continuum of time.
The recognition of input from time in a broader sense would be the issues of the
times we live in that contribute to my personal beliefs and philosophy, those issues
may not be readily identifiable, but they ultimately are reflected in the meanings
layered within the work. This notion is identified by Antony Gormley in a
conversation with George Benjamin; Gormley explained “The issues are not
necessarily part of the work, but part of the time that the work was made in.”335
Overlooked by artists in many instances is the importance of the title of a work.
My belief is that the object must, in the first instance, speak for itself; what is
depicted and the intention or reality behind that object may come to be
335
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understood in more depth by the observer if the title aids in the quest for meaning,
even if the title’s connection to the object is initially unexpected. Frequently, my
choice of title is agonised over for the duration of making the work, the process
could be described as a form of cerebral game-playing and rarely does an
ingenious title materialize easily. Cornelia Parker’s statement about Thirty Pieces
of Silver includes this explanation,
“As well as using found objects in my work, I would often give them found
titles. This one was borrowed from the Bible: thirty pieces of silver was the
money Judas received for identifying Jesus to his enemies, the phrase
becoming forever synonymous with betrayal.”336
Sculpture as an art form, when material, methodology, and symbolism connect, is
adequately able to express, with or without the aid of an identifying title, some of
the important ideas about human experience, including personal dilemmas and
shortcomings encountered in a normal day-to-day life. The figure and shadow
sculptures can be deceptive with the simplified, minimal forms. However with
closer examination, these works offer complex ideations and conceptual
propositions based on life experience.
Throughout the paper I have noted artists and particular artworks that have
influenced the direction of my project and indeed on occasion have been the
inspiration for individual artworks. This research has provided a rich grounding
for new and innovative approaches in my sculptural practice.
To conclude, a quote from Magritte seems to be appropriate, ”What one sees in an
object is another, hidden, object.” 337
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Conclusion
What the person conceals the shadow reveals.
Victor I. Stoichita338
Roberto Casati writes “Shadows are the traces left by light meeting bodies that it
finds along its way. If you know how to read a shadow, you can reconstruct the
history of the encounter. The shadow speaks.”339 (My italics.) My research has
been almost singularly based on developing an understanding of the theory,
psychology, and philosophy of shadow. Through the subsequent refinement of
skills in the sculptural use of materials, objects, and symbols, I have devised
methods that have enabled the construction of solid shadows that visually or
symbolically disclose traits of the casting figure.
All new information and understanding acquired through this research has been
filtered through my own personal experience and cultural context. The
development of new knowledge has informed a body of work that is profoundly
different from my oeuvre prior to this research.
Much inspiration has been drawn from the myths, stories, and beliefs referred to in
Chapters 2 and 3, especially those myths that detail the capacity of shadows to
achieve mysterious effects or outcomes, such as the myth of St. Peter’s shadow
healing the sick, or God’s shadow impregnating of the Virgin Mary. The fact that
mysterious consequences caused by shadows contradict and contravene our
absolute knowledge of the material world was explored through such stories as
the legend of the Wandering Jew (Chapter 3, pp. 59-61) which became the basis of
the sculpture, The Wandering. While reading the legend was fascinating, the
original concept for the work was visually inspired, and came about after seeing
the silhouette of the shadow in the engraving The Wandering Jew in a Cemetery [Fig.
22, p. 61.].
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Roberto Casati suggests one reason for the mysteriousness associated with
shadow myths over time may be, “…the language of metaphor has drawn
abundantly from the wealth of images born of shadow.”340 Much of the shadow
psychology and many of the myths mentioned in previous chapters are
counterintuitive and, perhaps because of this mysterious disconnectedness, Casati
claims “it’s just about as hard to grasp shadows conceptually as it is physically.”341
Concluding the review of this research, I will detail my findings by describing two
sculptural outcomes that encompass and consolidate the theoretical investigation.
The two works are Seeing the Shadow II [Fig. 45, p. 110] and to a slightly lesser
degree Follower [Fig. 9, p. 32]. Seeing the Shadow draws on the legend of Narcissus
with the figure being firmly attached to its reflection, but the idea for the work
itself was developed in response to Jung’s theory of the ‘shadow as the dark side of
the self’342 and the earlier semantic ambiguity between shadow and reflection.
Michelangelo Pistoletto’s poem Inside, inside the mirror discussed in Chapter 5, has
been very influential, especially the first line, “Inside the mirror, there am I, there
we are, where, when?” and the last two lines, “ Nothing escapes the mirror. The
great space is in the mirror, time (whole time) is already in the mirror and space
has the dimension of time” [p. 29].343 Pistoletto’s painting Standing Man [Fig. 44. p.
108] along with those lines of verse provided real insight and a tangible rationale
as to how the construction of Seeing the Shadow II might resolve. Not just
inspirations for that individual sculpture, those elements were also a significant
influence on the project as a whole.
The standing figures In Seeing the Shadow II and Follower respond to the Ancient
Egyptian artistic canon of simplicity of form and a reserved stance, outlined in
Chapter 7. This figuration aligns with Antony Gormley’s philosophy of a nonheroic, anonymous subject to gain a more informal representation of the human
340
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condition. In Seeing the Shadow II, the laws that apply to light and shadow have
been subverted, but not those of perspective. References to time in other works
have been depicted by materials that show a patina of age, evident in both lead and
bronze elements, or that imply processes of degrading, rusted steel and burnt
timber for example. The mirrored surfaces in Seeing the Shadow II, and other
works, are a means of incorporating a temporal element into these sculptures by
following the methodology of Pistoletto, for example where he states “time (whole
time) is already in the mirror”.344 In my sculpture, the figure’s ever-present
shadow contains his ever-changing reflection. The reflection, being the figure’s
double, is used to depict aspects of the personality that are not usually
encountered through a singular view. The mirrored shadow reveals aspects of self,
or even a deliberate refusal to acknowledge those traits. An important element of
my works which include mirror elements is that they encapsulate the passage of
time; the sculpture itself is of the past but the reflected images, regardless of their
origin, are of the present. Time, movement, and the inclusion of the outside world
all maintain a presence in these sculptures.

Follower also draws on many elements of my research and relies heavily on the
earlier semantic ambiguity between reflection and shadow described in Chapter 1,
particularly the words of the apostle Paul, ‘for now we see through a glass, darkly;
but then face to face.’ 345 In the mirrored surface of Follower, there is a precisely
mapped figurative void where the male figure would expect to see its reflection,
however, beyond the reflective plane is the figure’s shadow, ‘face to face’. This
visual connection reinforces the ambiguity between reflection and shadow.
Being confronted by two doubles, the figure makes an inherent comparison
between its reflection and its shadow, or the conscious and unconscious self.
Referring deliberately to Paul’s writing, the figure’s shadow is formed from
polished black Perspex (representing the dark side of the self) and, under
344
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manipulated lighting conditions, it will reflect back as ‘glass, darkly’, suggesting
traits the figure may or may not wish to acknowledge. The sculptural outcomes of
this research realise these thematic concerns in tangible, material forms.
A shadow in a painting is made from the same painting mediums as the painted
object that casts it. The shadow becomes a material thing while its caster becomes
less real. This happens to be, because “…unlike practically every other thing, a
shadow has more substance in art than in life.”346
In spite of the unusual prominence given to painted shadows, because our
cognitive skills quickly assesses the information provided by real shadows before
discarding them from our perception, a similar response usually occurs when we
encounter a painted shadow. However, the research in Chapter 4 would support
that de Chirico, Magritte, and Dali, along with artists from other disciplines
referred to in that research, employed shadow to provide a perception of unease
and mystery. Even if those painted shadows for the most part were not
consciously noticed, their effects on the mood of the artwork were.
Sharpe’s statement that “…a shadow has more substance in art than in life”347 can
be applied confidently to the sculptures produced for this research, as each
shadow has a substantial material presence. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the usual
perceptive process of evaluating an object by its cast shadow, then dispensing with
the shadow, has been deliberately by-passed. The tactile, sculpted, material
shadows that are a major part of each artwork are not only visible, but their
tangible presence is consciously noticed, and presumably scrutinised for meaning.
A very productive and rewarding component of this research has been
investigating how different materials might be used to construct the shadows
themselves. Shadows formed from coal, for example are at a remove from the
material’s quotidian application and consequently import meaning to the figure.
346
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How a material’s inherent qualities may create a more compelling connection with
the casting figure has been tested by endless trial and error. Convincing results
materially, connecting figure and shadow, were achieved by developing a process
of working with maquettes to experiment and understand the nature of the
material being employed. This proved to be advantageous, in the initial research.
Materials, form, theory, and perception were assessed in a detailed manner that
reduced the impost of both time and expenditure.
A medium can have its own symbolic story, and that aspect I have purposely
employed to emphasize that the shadow may allude to undisclosed traits of the
figure. In the framed works, the visual and symbolic features of the shadow are all
remote from the absent casting figure. However, when we consciously see a
shadow we understand it to be an expression of its caster. There would be an
expectation of authenticity, of particular qualities of a given shadow to reflect the
figure casting it, and in that reading, the shadow may be revealing what the figure
has concealed.
Undiscovered Self [Fig. 66, p. 153] is a work that epitomises the importance of
Jung’s theory of ‘the dark side of the self’348 to this research. Just as there is an
underlying influence from Ancient Egyptian funerary culture behind the work in
my practice, there is also a profound connection with Jung’s ideas about the
unconscious mind. Here, the shadow is represented by a long bag of bones being
dragged behind the figure. Representing the ‘dark side’, each of the bones in the
bag is an unresolved personal issue revealing suppressed aspects of the figure’s
personality.
The shadow materiality and forms implemented as descriptors of particular
human traits reveal a more profound language of the emotive when soundly based
on shadow theory and philosophy. Sharpe wrote, “Cast shadows help humans
perceive not only the natural world, but the world represented by artworks as
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well.”349 I would argue that the personal and the concealed psychology of the
human condition is evident in the material shadows I have created, that the
shadows have captured a moment in time, and that their materiality and form can
reveal a truth about the casting figure that the figure otherwise withholds.
The fact that my three-dimensional sculptural representations of shadows are not
only visible, but also have a tactile material presence means that they would
register clearly in conscious thought. They are not ephemeral and cannot be
unconsciously processed and discarded.
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